“The Attractive Alternative to High Heating Costs”

S ile n t _
® F la m e

You c a n cut y o u r h e a tin g c o s t s with an e n e rg y
efficient S ile n t F la m e w o o d b u r n in g stove.
T h e S ile n t F la m e c o m b in e s radiant h e a tin g w ith a
th e rm o sta tic a lly co n tro lle d fo rce d air s y st e m to
p ro v id e a m o re efficient a n d even d istrib u tio n of w a rm
air fo r y o u r hom e. S ile n t F la m e o w n e rs report s a v in g s
of up to 6 0 % and m ore on their heating bills.
A S ile n t F la m e sto ve c a n m a k e a beautiful
difference in y o u r he a ting co sts.

STOVES
■

Triple-Wall Steel Plate Construction

■

Cast Iron Solid or Oval Window Doors

■

3-Speed, Quiet, Dual Up-Front Blowers

■

Hinged Firescreen for Viewing Fire

■

High Efficiency 5-Sided Heating and 4Sided Warm Air Discharge Systems
Fireplace Insert and Freestanding Models

■

Tested U.L. Stds.1482 & 737,I.C.B.O. Listed

■

Optional Anthracite Coal Burner
S E E Y O U R S IL E N T F L A M E D E A L E R O R C O N T A C T :

D E A L E R IN Q U I R I E S IN V IT E D

LONG MFG. N.C. INC.
RO. Box 1139, Tarboro, N.C. 27886
Phone: 919/823-4151
152S

W arm

a frienbs h eart ...
give

Farmstead

Christmas is com in g, and now is the time to
think about those many friends w ho would enjoy a
subscription to F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z I N E . For only
$12.00 vour friend will receiv e the next eight issues

fbr

Christmas .

o f F A R M S T E A D . You may enroll additional friends
at the special discount rate below . An attractive card
announcin g your gift will be sent to each friend
Simply fill in the co u p o n s below and mail this page
with vour paym ent.
F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E
B o x 111

BQNBR'S N A M E _____________________ _

1st S U B S C R 1 P T 1 0 N -$ 1 2.00

F r e e d o m , M a in e 0 4 9 4 1

Please enroll the person listed below as a subscrib er to
F A R M S T E A D. E nclosed is $12.00 for eight regular issues.
N a m e ________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS

A d d ress.
Z ip S ig n c a r d fr<o>m:

F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E

2nd S U B S C R I P T 1 0 N - $ 1 1.00

B o x 111 F r e e d o m , M a i n e 0 4 9 4 1

Please enroll the person listed below as a su bscriber to
F A R M S T E A D. E nclosed is $11.00 for eight regular issues.
N a m e ___
A d d ress
Z ip
S ig n c a r d f r o m :

F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E

3rd SUBSCRIPTION-SIO.OO

B o x 111 F r e e d o m , M a i n e 0 4 9 4 1

Please enroll the person listed below as a su bscriber to
F A R M S T E A D . E nclosed is $10.00 for eight regular issues.
N a m e _______________________________________________________________________
A d d r e s s _______________________________________________ ____________________
Z ip
S ig n c a r d f r o m :

F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E

4th S U B S C R 1 P T IO N -$10 .00

B o x 111 F r e e d o m , M a i n e 0 4 9 4 1

Please enroll the person listed below as a su bscriber to
F A R M S T E A D . Enclosed is $10.00 for eight regular issues.
N a m e ________ ____________________________________________________________ _
A d d r e s s ___________________________________________________________________
Z ip
S ig n c a r d f r o m :

--------- OCT
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HOME GARDENER’S C A TA LO G
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C C tS *

• C o m p le te V e g e ta b le Seed Selection
(F e a tu rin g S h o rt S e a so n V a rie tie s)
• H e rb S e e d s a n d H e rb P la n ts
» Pro fita b le G a rd e n in g Projects
• N ew ! T o p S e tfin g G arlic
» S h a llo ts and E le p h a n t G a rlic

Catalog Free
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WITH BLAZE KING"!
Be a winner twice — when you cw n or install a beautiful,
energy-efficient Blaze King Stove or fireplace furnace, and
when you win a prize in the Beautiful Blaze King Installation
Contest.
(
Blaze King, the Royal Family of Woodburners, is giving $10,000
in cash prizes for the most attractive! Blaze King installations in
the United States.
I
First prize is $4,000 cash; two additional cash prizes and 50
consolation prizes will be given. Just send a picture of your
installation with the official entry form (or facsimile) to Blaze King
— and be a winner again.
I
Blaze King m akes 20 solid fuel stoves and fireplace furnaces.
All are airtight, feature automatic thermostatic control, firebrick
lining, optional Jet-Air® circulating system, five colors of inter
c h a n g e a b le ceram ics and the new! Stay-Clean™ glass door.
And all share the sam e beautiful patented design. Now let’s see
what Blaze King owners can do with that g o o d looking stove!
So if your woodburner is a Blaze king, get that picture taken
and entered right away. Entry forms are available at all Blaze
King dealers.* Contest closes Decem ber 31,1981.
*Or from Woodcutters Manufacturing, Inc., Rt. 4, Box 218, Walla Walla,
WA 99362. Send a self-addressed legal-si^e envelope.
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Letters
Ask Farmstead
The Feedbag
The Rumford F ireplace........................ ................................ ............ Arnold Waldstein
Count Rumford: A Toast to the
Ghost of Sir Benjamin Thompson! .................................. .......... Lynn Ann Ascrizzi
More Heat From the Hearth................................................. ............... Stephen Kokette
Special in this Issue: The Holiday Table
Hurrah For the G o o s e ....................................................... ................... Gerry Willems
........ Lucretia Douglas
Figgy Pudding...and Other Cherished Holiday Recipes
W e W on’t Go Until We Get S om e!.............................. ................. Jeanne Murray
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The Silver Spangled Hamburg ............................................ .................... Jan Willems
A Woodland Sanctuary........................................................... .......... Lynn Ann Ascrizzi
The White- tail: A Year in the Life o f a D e e r .................... ......................... Sam Skeen
Tanning Buckskin .........................................
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Herbs of the Nativity............................................................... Barbara Overton Christie
Three Beautiful Indoor/Outdoor P la n ts ............................ ............Thelma Anderson
Great For Your Garden...Green M a n u re ............................ ..................... Clue Dennis
The Gift of Straw.............................. ...................................... ................. Evelyn Witter
A New L ea f............................................................................... ............... Stephen R. Bull
Mysterious M istletoe............................................................. ................... Evelyn Witter
The Homestead C a n d le......................................................... ................... Hugh Stevens
The Wild Cranberry ............................................. ............ ........................ Julia Older
The Farmstead Reviewer
The Farmstead Bookstore
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COVER PHOTO: Bringing Home The Tree, by
Ozzie Sweet. Mr. Sweet, who lives in
Francestown, New Hampshire, has had many
of his photographs published on the covers of
other national magazines.
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The best kind of breads
come from fresh

I

L e tte r s

whole grains ...
The best kind of grains
come from Grover’s!

D E X T E R , M A IN E

E ig h t room s, tour bedroom s, new bath, ^
south facing full gla sse d porch, new
H .S. Tarm , w ood-oil hot water heat w ith
new chim ney. H o u se in excellent condiition. 25 acres with panoram ic view, frui\<
trees, large o rg an ic garden, p astures
extensive wood. M o r e land available.
$65,500
i

More and more families are
cutting their grocery bills by
up to 40% — getting their
protein from nutrient-rich
whole grains instead of meats.
Grover’s can supply all the fresh whole grains and
legumes you want. Sample packs, too. Plus recipes for
great meals (including our famous 90-minute bread!),
self-reliance tips, and more.

Barbara and Carl Steller
Charleston Rd.
Dexter, M E 04930
207-924-3295 or 5516

The M arathon and K en w ood.

To grind your grains, you need
our top-rated Marathon grain mill,
its unique shear-slice action grinds
all grains, even legumes — grinds
cool to prevent nutrient loss.
Then, for kneading, there is no
finer all-purpose mixer than the
sturdy Kenwood. Its powerful
motor will knead dough enough
for six loaves
— without
straining, even at the slowest
setting. FREE Inform ation,
FREE R ecip es: Mail coupon to
Grover’s, Dept. 1040N , 2111 S.
Industrial Park Av., Tempe, AZ
85282 Or call TOLL FREE:
800-528-1406
^To: Grover’s, Dept. 1040N
2111 S. Industrial Park Av., Tempe, AZ 852821
■Please rush m y FREE grain list recipes and information! I
N am e

|City

State

Zip

%>??7 A

^ >■■v >V ■r

I thought you might think it
interesting that “ yankee ingenuity”
on a small scale has not decreased.
Living on an island, with no electricity
for incubators created a problem for
me when a broody hen abandoned her
eggs. My cookstove temperature fluc
tuated at night and hot water bottles
grew too cold toward morning. The
only source of constant heat was the
top vent of our gas refrigerator. In a
wire basket they reposed quite com
fortably being turned daily and sprin
kled with warm water toward the end
of their confinement. Only one of
three fertile eggs hatched, but it
proved a point. Next time I’ll use
more eggs and make sure the rooster
has been keeping up with his duties.
In closing, readers might be able to
use this tip: Those bleach bottle
scoops that lobstermen use for bailing
boats make excellent grain scoops.
They come in different sizes too.
Thanks for a great magazine.

M A K IN G

No plastic trays to warp, crack or break.

"B T E " B E Y E R 7S F b O D 'D R Y E R ”
!
J
j
■
I
j
I
|
|

1154 Roberto Lane
Telephone
Los Angeles, CA 90024
213-472-0338
Please send me:
□ Free Literature
□ Model — Wood #101 (8 tray) $179 reg.
FJ
$139 special plus $12 shipping
□ Model - Wood #606 (complete blueprint and
6 essential parts to make Wood # 101) $69 reg.
$59 special plus $5 shipping
□ Book - FOOD DRYING A T HOME THE
NATURAL WAY at $7

| NAME---------------------------------- ENCLOSED*----------I ADDRESS___________________________________
I CITY------------------------------------------------------------------[ STATE__________________ ZIP CODE-----------------
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Dear FARMSTEAD,

Convert your present
Hot Water Heating
System to burn Wood
or Coal!

• Automatic Control
• Cast Iron Construction
• Burns Wood or Coal

Gail Tobey
Route 2
Brunswick, Maine
(on Little Yarmouth Island)

NATURAL Flow Across air Flow (pat
ented) BLOWS FOOD DRY — without
using chemicals — does not COOK FOOD
DRY,I FOOD Is FRESH, COLORFUL, NU
TRITIOUS! Adjustable rear thermostat.

>7/

Buderus
from E nvlrotherm Inc., Box 428,
B ingham ton NY 13902
Ph: (607)722-3635

BUTTER

Dear FARMSTEAD,
In your Harvest 1981, Number 41
issue, I saw the question about butter
getting rancid. After years of the
same problem I now have the answer,
so am forwarding it on to you for
others who might be having the same
difficulty.
MAKING BUTTER: Heat sweet
cream on a low fire, stirring to pre
vent scorching, until it reaches 170
degrees F.. Take off heat at once and
put in refrigerator until ready to make

Ashes??
W hat do you do with them ? W e have the
answ er! Put them in an " A S H A W A Y ." It’ s a
closed , heavy gau g e metal tote box design ed
to m ake ash rem oval from stove or fireplace
easy and safe. It holds hot em bers until ready
for disposal. Front latch and cover pro-

v T l IK-ylL
AA 1

i'
U-

y
*

garden, ice, lawn or w hatever.
Price: * 3 9 .9 5 + *3.40
postage.
•mp#—
^
'
.r

Flat black, H 9".
W 1 2 L 2 2 ‘/ i",
WT 13 lbs.
Complete catalog $1.00

T b e B la c k s m ith

Shop

Box 12
10 Hortonville Rd.
M t. Holly. Vermont 05758 802-259-2452

v.

CountryWisdom
B ulletins |luge'
GardenWay’s

A -39

Building k Using___
Cold Frames

A -54

A -22

Pruning Trees,
Shrubs, and Vines

UsingJ m _
R oot Cellar,

Each bulletin covers a single subject thoroughly. Without trills. Bulletins are
28 to 32 pages long and well-illustrated. Our authors are experts on their
subjects. And they pass on to you all the techniques and methods which they
have found to be most useful and efficient in a logical step-by-step order.

Garden Way Bulletin

A - 14

C h im n e y
& S to v e
C le a n in g
*
i;

H\

€

A -12

A -l

Link AWxxl
pi

'

M
r ife
HLK t?

Garden Way Bulletin AU4

C ountry W isdom at its best...
brief, accu rate and ever- so -helpful!

A

Garden Way Bulletin A-12

A-5

A -13

Cover
Crop
Gardening

Axes &___
Ckunsaws

G row
' l T i (> jv<>t

A -32

Hu

Strawberries

Carden Way1)Hupcim A-l

P o ta to e s *
Sw eet and
Ir is h

A -2

A -37

52

Building A
Solar-Heated

1
fig

Great

Pit Greenhouse 11

A -17

A-15

Eteniiug.

"SCAT”

Ynur. IMoif

Emit Ckckiid.

ttistm*
.
V.UmAKllX

PggkiU.K.1,
Chickens

k

A -27

Grow

ML
Ik
Onio
MOM

Tomatoes

A-55
W inter Sauash
& Pumpkins

A-35

Making the Best

F r u it

Apple Cider

T rees

p

Cut Those
Energy Bills

Pole
Woodshed

A -56

EasyjGame.
Cookery

2

A t t r a c t in g

Birds.

G a r d e n W a y P u b lis h in g C o,
D ept. A 949, C h a rlo tte , V e rm o n t 0 5 4 4 5

‘ A-65

Butchering
Livestock _
at Home

Garden Way Bulletin A-cS

A -43

How to Stop It Cold!

h sL-iftk
Garden Way Bulletin A

with every 5
you buy!

To: G a rd e n W a y P u b lish in g C o ., D ept. A 949, C h a rlo tte , V e rm o n t 0 5 4 4 5
Please send me the Country Wisdom Bulletins I
havecircled below. (I have also circled my choice of
1 FREE with every 5 1buy!) Total Amount $_
Please add $1.00 postage and handling on orders
under $7.50. (VT, WA, CT, GA, NY state residents,
please add state and local sales tax.)
A1

A2

A4

A5

A8 A 9

A10

A11

A12

A13

□ Check/Money Order

□ Master Charge/VISA

Acct- * -----------------------------------------------------Exp. Date
Name.
A d d re ss.

A14 A 1 5 A 1 7 A 2 2 A24 A 2 7 A 3 2 A35 A37
A 3 9 A 4 2 A 4 3 A 4 6 A 4 7 A 5 2 A54 A55 A 56

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Coal Heat

SA VE! 1 F R E E

A -69 Fast-G row in g
F irew o o d
A -70 W oodlot
M anagem ent
A -71 G row Super
S a la d G reen s
A -72 H ow S ale is
Your W a te r?
A -73 Drought
G a rd e n in g
A -76 Build a n
U n d erg ro u n d
Root C e lla r

Garden Wav Biiiehn A-11

A -52

A -64

Garden Way Bulletin AT2

‘aiiiJtt.VuiiliMiiiiVil

Firewood

j |

Garden Way Bulletin A-47

A -42

A -46

Save SS On

T-

A-4 7

G ra ftin g

l

And How to
Gnwv Them

Garden Way Bullefin a V

Installing
A Wood Stove

AJi)

.ardenWay Bullettit A-15

Garden Way Bulled

A -9

___

Ga.drn Wav Buket-n A ’

l ^

Garden Way Bookie: A-5

Byiin

T

A -8

A -l 1

A -10

WIDE-ROW
PLANTING

GreenTomato
R ecipes J .........

Garden Way Bulletin A-32

A-4

Soli Enrichm ent
with
GREEN
MANURES

A -24

Jams,
Jellies
& Preserves

j

A64

A65

A69

A70

A71

A72

A73

A76

City
State

_
_
________________ Zip

If you prefer not to cut this page, you may order on a separate sheet of paper.
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COUNTRY
DESIGNS

A Collection of Complete Building Plans
BARNS, SH EDS, G A R A G E S
and other accessory buildings.

your butter. After making your but
ter, wash thoroughly, shape and put
in freezer, where it will keep indefin
itely without getting sour or rancid.
You can also make shortening from
older butter or excess butter. Put the
butter in a pan on low heat, and heat
until 170 degrees F.. Take off fire and
let all the residue settle to the bottom.
Pour butter into a container.
Trust this will help someone else,
as I know rancid butter is not
appetizing.

SEND $1.00 FOR 16 PAGE CATALOG TO:
COUNTRY DESIGNS. BOX 774. ESSEX, CT06426

— ANTIQUE APPLE T R E E S ----

Mrs. Roy Reed
Powell Butte, Oregon
RABBIT AND DUCK BOLOGNA

F ir st va rieties g r o w n in A m e ric a .
A flavor treat u n k n o w n to m o s t p e o p le to
day. O n e of the la rge st c o lle c t io n s in the

Dear FARMSTEAD,

U n ite d S ta te s. F R E E List.

Lawson’s Nursery
Route 1 - Dept. F
Ball Ground, GA. 30107
___________ [404] 893-2141___________

YOU
CAN
MAKE
CHEESE
in
your
kitchen
• Gouda
• Feta • Ricotta
• Cheddar • Cottage Cheese
and many more. Send $1.00
(refundable) for illustrated
catalog with recipes. For
NEWCHEESEMAKING BOOKLET
send $3.45, postpaid.

e

new england

heesemaking
supply co.

Box 8514, A sh fie ld , MA 01330

| O w n Y ou r O w n -

Hunk

I

o(

Heaven
| In the Hills - by the Lake - on
| the Stream - at the Seashore.
■ Thousands to choose from in
| the STR O U T Catalog. It’s BIG
I - and it’s Yours FREE!
I All Across America -- since 1900
S T R O U T R E A L T Y , Inc. D ept. 5 0 8 0
2 4 9 W a sh in g to n , B o sto n , M A 0 2 1 0 8
Phone (6 1 7 ) 5 4 2 -7 1 3 5
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I want to let you know how much we
appreciate and use your sausage
recipes in your Fall issue (magazine
34). W e use the bologna recipe but we
substitute rabbit and duck meat for
the pork and beef. We bone the duck
and rabbit, put the meat through a
grinder and add all the spices plus
onions and garlic. (The meat includes
all the livers and gizzards.) Then we
use my electric cookie maker and stuff
hog casings. It works great! W e tie
the ends and proceed according to
your recipe.
After refrigerating overnight, we
smoke the sausage the next day over a
very low fire in a regular smoker. It is
absolutely delicious. You can fry it or
just heat it in boiling water or eat it
cold.
W e raise our own rabbits and
ducks, so there is no expense invol
ved. It is a wonderful, different way to
use our rabbit and duck meat.
Sometimes instead of putting it in
casings, we just put it in freezer
containers after grinding and use it
for patty sausage.
W e keep all our old Farmsteads and
go back and browse through them.
Hope w e’ve helped someone.
.

Anita and Dale Foster
Denham Springs, Louisiana

PROUD OF LIFESTYLE

frozen many a container of fruits and
vegetables.
We also do all of our own butcher
ing. Your magazine has had many
useful articles on both.
We also have a compost bin that is
quite unique. A friend of ours had a
250 gallon oil tank which had one
entire side cut out. My husband
drilled many holes in the opposite
side for drainage. It works extremely
well, and didn’t cost us a thing.
This is our second year in milk
goats. (This year our doe gave birth to
triplets.) I have made cottage cheese,
cream cheese and butter from the
surplus milk. Our two children are
crazy about the milk.
Is it possible that your readers have
any information on changing a cow
cream separator over to a goat cream
separator? W e have a hand crank
International Harvester and cannot
find any information on changing it
over.
We are very proud of our lifestyle
and feel very good when we go to the
grocery store and only spend between
$10.00 and $15.00. It’ s a lot of work,
but work that we really enjoy.
Thank you for a great magazine and
keep up the good work.
Darla and Terry Mehrmann
R.#l
Freeburg, II. 62243
WRONG SIDE?
Dear FARMSTEAD,
I have just discovered your maga
zine and enjoy it immensely; even the
story about the joint ownership of a
cow, although your illustration ap
pears to be backwards. In both scenes
of the cow being milked, the artist
shows the milker on the wrong side of
the cow.
I was raised on a farm and the cows
were always milked from the cows’
right side. Approaching and trying to
milk from the left would have caused
quite a bovine scene.
Thanks again for your excellent
magazine.
Dolores Von DenHoeb
Stickney, South Dakota

Dear FARMSTEAD,
Correction
This is our first year with Farm
stead and we enjoy every issue fri>m
cover to cover.
W e have been gardening for five
years and have home canned and

The cover photo for the Harvest
1981 issue was taken by photographer
Norman Beecher, not Jacqueline
Manning.

“Try My All Natural Beer

If You Don’t Agree It Beats Bud, Schlitz
Or Miller, I’ll Send You $5.00 FBEE. . .
Plus A Full Refund...”
Hello. My name is Bud Weckesser, President of
Bierhaus International.
,

the fermenter for seven days, pour it in bottles or
keg it. You’re done.

Many people think that making their own ALL
NATURAL beer is dumb... too time consuming and
the beer is flat and cloudy.

•No more late night trips to the carry out.
•No more lugging back empty beer cases in the
trunk of your car.
•No more chemistry set taste.
•No more standing in line to pay $8-$10 per case
of beer.

Well, I’ve got five dollars that says they're
wrong. Dead wrong.
In fact, since the consolidation of the major
American breweries, a beer drinker’s revolution is
starting in America. Quietly. But it's spreading
fast. Our company alone has sold over 30,000
mini-breweries during the past 24 months. And
over 180 dealers coast to coast have joined us to
supply ingredients to their communities. It’s
happening very rapidly.
Give me five minutes of your time and I'll show
you how to slash up to $650.00 off your beer bill
during the next 12 months.
Let me separate some myths from fact:
MYTH — “ I remember my Dad used to make ‘home
brew’ years ago. It was flat and cloudy.’’
FACT — Old fashioned ‘home brew’ is lousy. No

argument. But we’re not talking about old
fashioned home brew. Our mini-brewery is
TOTALLY different. It contains a professional
brewer’s fermentation tank... the finest hops in the
world, imported from Bavaria... 100% PURE
barley malt... and a superb lager yeast imported
from England.
That’s why I’m offering my crass $5.00 FREE
guarantee. I’m frustrated. I really am. Because I
wish there was a way you could ACTUALLY
SAMPLE this new beer. It's crystal clear with a
thick creamy head. It has a zesty European flavor
comparable to Carlsberg, Becks, Heineken, Dortmunder, Spatenbrau and other great European
lagers. I ABSOLUTELY guarantee it.
MYTH — “Yes, but it takes too long... and it's
complicated."
FACT — Using the Bierhaus mini-brewery, you
can brew beer in just 27 minutes on a regular
kitchen stove. If you want to make 6-8 cases of 12
oz. bottles, it may take 45 minutes. Let it remain in

Just brew what you need once every month or
two and that’s it! For as little as 11-12 cents per
bottle.
MYTH — “But, large commercial breweries with
all their expertise surely produce the best beer in
the world.”
FACT — That’s like saying because a cellophane
wrapped pie in the supermarket is baked by a
national bakery it’s got to be better than a
homemade apple pie fresh from the oven.
If you use our mini-brewery and follow the
instructions carefully, your beer will be better than
commercial beer. Because, by law, commercial
breweries are allowed to use up to 52 different
artificial ingredients... including tannin and en
zymes, calcium disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (to prevent gushing), propylege glycol
alginate (to stabilize the foam), and three coal tar
dyes for artificial coloring.
Our new mini-brewery — unlike commercial
breweries - uses NO ARTIFICIAL INGRED
IENTS OF ANY KIND. Absolutely none. As a
result, the beer has a fantastic pure taste not found
in commercial beers. You have to TRY IT TO
BELIEVE IT.
MYTH - “ Beer made at home is so powerful it’ll
knock your socks off.”
FACT — No way. You can now brew our Bierhaus
Amber Lager with only 90 calories per bottle. And
it doesn’t taste like water, either. Even better, it
contains just half the carbohydrates of many
commercial beers. Best of all, it doesn’t knock you
on your tail after one or two bottles. Rest assured,
our mini-brewery is capable of producing a great
dark lager that’s intended only for sipping — if you
know what I mean. But you’re the Brewmaster.
You control the alcoholic content of the beer when
you brew it.

We stock a wide range of ingredients. You can
make any kind of beer you wish... including British
ale and stout.
MYTH — “Making beer at home is illegal...”
FACT — House Resolution 1337, passed by
Congress and signed by President Carter in
February, 1979, allows households of two people 18
years or older to make 200 gallons of beer per year
— tax free. Moreover, you don’t need a Federal
license of any kind.
The new Bierhaus mini-brewery contains an
FDA food grade 7Vz-gallon fermentation tank,
complete with our special anaerobic lid, air lock and
other equipment, including caps. Plus enough
ingredients to make your first test brewing. The
ingredients will be for a standard lager beer so you
can compare it to your favorite American
commercial beer.

$5.00 FREE!
Our guarantee is simple.
Order the kit and make the beer. Serve it to your
family and friends and ask them to compare it to
their favorite beer. You do the same. If everyone
doesn’t agree it’s better — far better than
commercial beer — simply return the unused
portion of your kit. I’ll pay the return postage. And
I’ll send you a check for your full purchase price of
$29.95 plus $5.00 extra - total $34.95. And I’ll
send the refund within three working days from
the time we receive the returned kit.
If I’m wrong, you just made $5.00.
But what if I’m right?
FOR EXTRA FAST service, call us at 814/
833-7747 and order your mini-brewery with Master
Card or VISA. Please call weekdays between 8-30
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time.
Or, send your check or money order for $29.95 or
MasterCard/VISA number and expiration date to:
Mini-Brewery, Bierhaus International, Inc., Dept.
95 , 3721 West 12th Street, Erie, PA 16505.
Pennsylvania residents please enclose 6% sales
tax.
©1981 Bierhaus International, Inc.
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TREE CATALOG!
United Farm A g e n c y ’s latest catalog is
yo u rs F R E E ! 296 p a ge s d e scrib in g
over 2,800 selected real estate
valu e s from coast to coast!
Please specify type property i
and location desired.

ASK FARMSTEAD
5. Screen all windows to prevent the
entrance of wild birds into the chicken
house. Wild birds are believed to be a
major source of mite infestation in
chickens.

UNITED FARM A G E N C Y
6 1 2 -Z M W . 4.7th St. K a n s a s City, M o.
.64112 Phone: 1-800-821-2599

Bolt this powerful 10-ton
log splitter together and
SAVE

HEALDWOODHOG
splits 2 ' log
every 28
seconds...
every 14 seconds with
two-stage pump.
• Hydraulic
cylinder packs
powerful 10-ton
Solid construction.
~
punch.
You bolt kit together at BIG labor cost savings.

I have a disgustingly severe mite
problem in my chicken house. Is there
any reasonably effective organic me
thod of killing or at least discouraging
these vermin? The only methods
published by conventional poultry
experts involve using chemical poi
sons of dubious safety.

ALL PARTS and ACCESSORIES available separately.

FR EE color brochure - complete
details on haulers, other semi-kits.
Write to:

Carl Heald, In
Jept.FM-noP.O. Box

1148, Benton Harbor, Ml 49022

H A M M E R M I L L S for the

Self-Reliant Farm & Garden.
To Grind!

Blower or
Bottom Discharge

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

All Grains
Compost
Feed
Leaves
Bark
Bones
Mulch
Alfalfa

WEVE HADE IT PRACTICAL SINCE 1858
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE:

The C. S. B E L L CO .
Box S-91, Tiffin, Ohio 44883

(H]

SEND BROCHURE TO:

Name _________________________________
Address _______________________________
C i t y _________________________________________
S t a t e __________________ Z ip

~__________

The C . S. Bell C o.
Box S-91 •

8

170 W. Davit SI. • Tiffin, Oh. 44U3
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W e contacted Jim Farrington at the
extension service about mites. Here’ s
his reply:- Mites cause great discom
fort to the birds since they feed by
sucking blood. This results in blood
loss, feather pulling, and reduced
weight gain and egg production. In
addition, mites often move onto
humans who are working around
infested chickens. Anyone who has
experienced this will attest to the
discomfort it causes.
Unfortunately, I don’t believe there
is any way to effectively eradicate
poultry mites without the use of
chemicals. However, once the popula
tion is eliminated by judicious use of
chemicals, good sanitation and man
agement practices can usually pre
vent a reinfestation.
When using chemicals cleared for
use on chickens and chicken houses
such as carhoryl (Sevin) dust and
malathion dust or wetable powder, be
sure to follow all label directions and
precautions.
After this initial chemical control,
the following procedure should pre
vent reinfestation.
1. Thoroughly clean and sanitize the
building and equipment.
2. Remove all trash and unnecessary
items from the building.
3. Carefully examine any new birds
brought in to prevent reinfestation.
4. Stay away from other poultry and
don’t allow other poultry owners in
your chicken house.

While I don’t believe there is a
practical way to eliminate a severe
mite problem without chemicals, I do
feel that once the infestation is
eliminated, one can maintain a mite
free poultry house without resorting
to chemicals.

My horse insists on chewing wood.
He’s destroyed his fence in several
places. What causes this habit and
how can I stop it?
There are several causes of wood
chewing. The most common is the
lack of roughage, such as hay or
pasture, in the animals’ diet. This
problem is commonly seen among
horses that are fed complete pelleted
rations. Because these horses have no
hay or pasture, their natural instinct
to chew is not fulfilled. As a result,
they often satisfy this desire to chew
at the expense of board fences and
barns, says Dr. Clinton Depew,
animal scientist.
In an effort to keep horses from
wood chewing, the average horse
should be fed approximately ten
pounds of hay per day to satisfy this
desire to chew and meet the fiber
requirements of its digestive tract.
Another related problem which
causes wood chewing is boredom.
Depew says that stalled horses, with a
limited opportunity to exercise, tend
to become bored and wood chewing
results. Small stalls and confined
areas intensify the problem but daily
exercise will help to minimize it.
In addition to lack of roughage and
boredom, wood chewing can also be a
developmental habit, learned from
other horses. Horsepeople have re
ported that one wood chewing horse
has resulted in all horses in a barn
chewing wood. Therefore, to avoid
the problem of a horse developing this
habit, horses which chew wood should
be separated from other horses as
much as possible.
Depew says that occasionally a
horse will chew wood as a result of

MUSTLIQUIDATE

A T B E L O W D E A L E R C O S T!

Gasoline Operated, Emergency
TT
1

P U B LIC N O TIC E !
Bankruptcy and Financially
Distressed Merchandise!
W e are authorized liquidators of consum er products
that m ust be quickly sold at sacrifice prices because
of a variety of reasons, such as:
Overproduction . . . last year's m odels. .. economic
recession ... bankruptcy ... plant closin gs . .. order
cancellations . . . excessive competition .. .financial
problems . . . .discontinued lines, etc.
If you know of a com pany with surplus inventories
that m u st be liquidated for immediate cash, call us
Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609. Only products in perfect
operating condition will be considered.

fjjetngY~MEW! FACTOI»J*gM]gi!
DON'T let a storm rob YOUR home
of vital electric power! With this
4000 watt generator you ALWAYS
have a reliable standby source of
120V and 240V plug-in power!
• 8 hp. Briggs & Stratton 4-cycle gas engine.
• Fairbanks- Ward model. Made in U.S.A.
• Manufacturer's limited one year warranty!
ID E A L FOR E M E R G E N C Y USE! A serious storm
could knock out electrical power for hours ... or for
days! Food could spoil in your refrigerator. Water
pipes could freeze and burst in winter if the electric
motor in your furnace stopped. (And think of your
family shivering in their sleep on a cold winter night
without heat!) Your basement could flood without
electricity to keep storm waters pumped out. A
well could stop pumping water vitally needed
for cooking or bathroom facilities. The losses
could run into many hundreds, or thousands of
dollars!
D E P EN D A B LE S T A N D B Y POW ER SO U RC E!
You never have to worry about being without
electrical power! Not when you have this porta
ble generator standing by. With 4 outlets to plug in
to (120V & 240V), you can run electric lights, or power
tools, a sump pump, well pump, or furnace motor. Plug in
your small kitchen appliances, a refrigerator, a freezer. Of
course, you can't run everything at once (remember the
4000 watt total). But you C A N run enough things to keep
vital functions operating as needed.
• 4-cycle, single cylinder, Briggs & Stratton engine.
• Air cooled. Recoil start. Manual choke.
• Produces 8 hp. at 3600 rpm.
• Two-pole, revolving field type.
• Solid-state field excitation.
• Chrome-plated piston and aluminum alloy cylinder help
dissipate heat for cooler performance.
• 4-quart capacity gasoline tank.
• Four plug-ins: Two for 120V; two for 240V.
• 15 to 30 amp. service for all your household needs.
• Heavy steel base construction for rugged durability.
• Neoprene vibration isolators.
• Metal surfaces red oxide primed to guard against rust.
• All miscellaneous hardware is zinc plated.
Engine ... B rig gs & Stratton
H o rse p o w e r.. ............... 8
W a t t s ..........
. . 4000 A C
V o lt s ............ ... 1 2 0 /2 4 0
A m p s .......... . . 3 3 .3 /1 6 .6
Phase ..........

Frequency ............. 60 Hz.
Outlets .. ....... Tw o 120 V
Tw o 2 4 0 V
Size: 1 7 " W x 2 6 " L x 1 7 " H
Sh ip wt. .. Approx. 150 lbs.

Wheel Kit only $29°
Ideal for easy-rolling portability. E s 
pecially designed to fit this generator.
Large w heels and upright U-handle for
easy guidance when m oving genera
tor. Stron g, sturdy, tubular metal co n 
struction. Order it with a generator.
W e strongly urge you to compare all the
features of this generator with any co m 
parable model. Then com pare prices! You
will see w hat a trem endous bargain this is!

F O R H O M E ! Keep sum p
pump, well pump, appli
ances operating in case
of any pow er outage.

O N TH E F A R M ! If pow er
fails, use this generator
to plug in a variety of nec
essary equipment.

Compare at over

$1,000.00
OUT THEY GO AT ONLY:

FO R C A B IN or C A M P ! In
the wilderness, you can
enjoy com forts of electri
city with this generator.

FO R W IN T E R S T O R M S !
N o freezeups or burst w a 
ter pipes when you have
this generator on hand.

C .O .M .B . C o . / A u t h o r iz e d L iq u id a t o r s
Credit card customers
can order by phone.

Dept. B-6 I 6 -118O

| 6 8 5 0 W ayzata Boulevard / Minneapolis, M in n esota 55 4 2 6

Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609

I Item No. 1 1 8 0 - Sen d
4 0 0 0 watt Generator(s) at $ 4 8 8 .0 0 each. I will pay shipping
I charge to driver upon delivery. (A llow 4-5 w eeks delivery. A dd 2-3 w eeks extra if paid by
| check. Sorry, no C .O .D . orders.)

If busy signal, or after business hours
if in Minnesota, call 1 -8 0 0 -2 2 8 -2 6 0 6
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

| Item No. 11 85 - S e n d ------ Wheel Kit(s) at $2 9 each plus $9.75 each, shipping & handling.
| □ M y check or m oney order is enclosed.
(M innesota residents add 5 % state sales tax.)
Charge to my: □ M astercard
□ V IS A
□ Am erican Express
□ Diners club

C.O.M.B. Co.

A ccou n t No. ----- --------------------------------------------------------------- E xp ire s___________
P L E A S E P R IN T C L E A R L Y
N a m e ______________ ____________________________________________________________

O N E O F TH E N A T IO N ’S L A R G E S T A U T H O R IZ E D M A IL
O R D E R L IQ U ID A T O R S O F C O N S U M E R P R O D U C T S
6850 W AYZATA BLVD. / M IN N E A P O L IS , M N 55426

| Rural Route Customer: If truck carriers do not normally deliver to your home, include a note with
| this order, stating address of nearest store, friend, truck terminal where we can ship
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MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

O RDERS SHIPPED OUT

Free Loop of Saw Cham
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE TO 40%
ON PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
PARTS FOR ALL MAKES OF
SAWS

Q Order 2 loops and
get a 3rd loop free.

© Order a complete cutting set
and get a 2nd loop free.
Sets for regular saws include a loop of ch ipp er chain,
m a tch in g sp ro c k e t a nd y o u r c h o ic e of h a r d n o s e or
s p r o c k e tn o s e bar. Mini-saw s e t s h a v e a la m inated
speedtip bar.
FO R M IN I-S A W S (1 0 lb s o r le s s )
Bar
Cutting Length

3 Piece
Set

2nd Loop
Chain

1 0 "-1 2 "
1 3 "-1 4 "
15 ”-1 6 ”

$31.75
$34.95
$38 .4 5

FREE
FREE
FREE

4 Piece
Set
$31.75
$34.95
$38.45

FO R REG U LAR -W EIG H T SAWS
Bar
Cutting
Length
1 5 "-1 6 ”
1 7 ''- 2 0 "
21 " - 2 4 "
2 5 ”-2 8 "
2 9 "-3 2 "
3 3 "-3 6 "

Save
4 Piece Set
with Sprocketnose Bar
$16.70
$53.65
$18.70
$60.20
$21.70
$67.45
$24.25
$74.00
$27.70
$81.95
$31.50
$88.45

4 Piece Set
with Hardnose Bar
$50.65
$57.20
$64.45
$71.00
$78.95
$84.75

Bar
Cutting
Length
10"-12"
13"-14"
15"-16"
17''-20"
21 "-24"
25"-28"
29"-32"
33"-36"

Regular
Price
Per Loop
$14.00
$15.00
$16.70
$18.70
$21.70
$24.25
$27.70
$31.50

For 3
Loops
Pay Only
$28.00
$30.00
$33.40
$37.40
$43.40
$48.50
$55.40
$63.00

Save
$14.00
$15.00
$16.70
$18.70
$21.70
$24.25
$27.70
$31.50

To Order: Tell us the make, model and age of
your saw, the cutting length of your bar and the
number of drive links in your chain, if you need
help in ordering call us on our toll free line.
Orders that are mailed can be paid for by check,
Mastercard, Visa or C.O.D. Phone orders must
be paid by credit card or C.O.D. Add $2.00 for
shipping and handling.

CALL
TOLL-FREE

1-800-824-8521
( C A O n ly 1 -8 0 0 -9 5 2 -5 5 3 5 )
L in e s open 7 -5 P acific Time.

Z IP -P E N N IN C .
P.O. B o x 1 0 3 0 8 Dept. 2 1 0 8 7 1 0
Erie, P A 165 1 5
P.O. B o x 4 2 4 8 Dept. 2 1 0 8 7 1 0
T a lla h a sse e , F L 3 2 3 0 3
P.O. B o x 15129 Dept. 2 1 0 8 7 1 0
S a cra m e nto, C A 95851

,> e

THE O N E BUSHEL
BEAUTY ||
. . . presses *i
12 gallons J
per hour. i|
DEALER
IN Q U IR IE S
IN V IT E D !

S e n d $1.00
fo r o u r n e w
c a ta lo g to :

Dffinglir

L\

-oanature
products, me.
Dept. F M O - 7930 Clinton Street, P.O. Box 233
East Aurora, New York 14059
1-716-681-5538
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vitamin or mineral deficiencies. How
ever, this is a rare occurrence and
should not normally be considered the
cause of wood chewing unless the
horse is in extremely poor condition.
Wood chewing can be a devastating
problem leading to dirt, bark or even
mane and tail eating. But by supply
ing adequate roughage and daily
exercise, most of the problems can be
avoided.
—LSU Cooperative Extension Service
I want to start raising a few chickens
for home egg use. My problem is that
with all the varieties available, I don’t
know what kind to get.
In most cases, the smaller the hen,
the more efficient her production.
With this type of bird, your feed cost
per dozen eggs will be considerably
lower than that of the heavy meat type
strains.
Consider White Leghorns or one of
the inbred crosses if you want
efficient egg producers. They’ll nor
mally require four to five pounds of
feed per dozen eggs. Although most
of these strains produce white shell
eggs, some lay brown ones. Shell
color has no influence on the nutri
tional value of an egg.
Your best bet in getting started in
your own egg business is to buy
sexed, day-old pullet chicks rather
than straight-run (pullet and cockerel)
chicks. In some areas it is possible to
buy started pullets 18 to 20 weeks old.
This eliminates the need for special
equipment and housing for starting
chicks.
Most good broiler stock comes from
crosses of White Cornish males with
White Plymouth Rock type females.
Some breeds such as the New
Hampshires, White Rocks, and Bar
red Plymouth Rocks, have lines which
have been bred specifically for meat
production. Though the females will
produce some eggs, they’re not
nearly as efficient as the lightweight
birds mentioned earlier.
The normal New Hampshire, Bar
red Rock, White Rock and Rhode
Island Red lines are considered
dual-purpose breeds. They require
more feed to produce a dozen eggs.
But the hens are larger for eating
purposes and the cockerels make
better fryers or roasters than the
egg-type birds. These dual-purpose
hens lay brown eggs. Regardless of
what kind you pick, always buy
healthy birds from reputable hatcher
ies or dealers.

W e have a flock of about 60 chickens.
They have started to eat feathers off
the ground and off each other. They
are not in moult. We have sprayed the
house and pen with a louse and mite
killer and let them free range until
they ate our garden up and we locked
them back up.
Is there anything we can give them to
stop them from eating their feathers?
W e have changed their feed but it
doesn’t seem to make a difference.
W e are now feeding them crushed
corn, laying mash and kernel corn.

W e asked our poultry expert Jan
Willems to help with this permanently
recurring question from poultrypeople.
Once animals acquire a bad habit, it
is very hard to cure it. Prevention is
the best remedy in feather eating.
That is why most commercial chicken
farmers have their chicks debeaked,
give them enough space (at least 1
square foot per bird, when they are
growing up, and more when adults),
don’t give too much light in their
quarters, and give them something to
scratch and move around to prevent
boredom. I don’t think lice or mites
are your problem. It could be that
your mixture of feed in com and mash
is a bit low in protein content. It
doesn’t seem to be pure cannibalism
as they also pick feathers off the
ground. Your experiment with free
range and the destruction of your
garden was to be expected. You either
fence your garden in to keep the birds
out, or fence the chickens in to keep
them out of that area. Now that the
garden season is mostly over, you
could try free range again. You might
try debeaking. Ask you area’s exten
sion service for an expert who can do
it for you. Doing it yourself with older
hens can be damaging to some birds,
and you might also not like to do it.
Some folksy remedies like providing
raw meat in the pen or vinegar in the
water, etc. do rarely work.
I am sorry I cannot give you a
sure-fire remedy. If nothing works,
start with a new flock next spring, or
clean out and get some ready to lay
pullets or laying hens. (I assume your
flock are laying hens, otherwise the
frying pan will be the automatic
solution to your problem). It might be
possible that only a couple of the birds
are the feather eaters (mark a bird
with a colored ring whenever you
observe one pecking or eating fea
thers) and then you simply cull these.

W HY BE A
CHIMNEY
SWEEP?

LOW-COST

Farm&Uome
Tanning

“Featuring Renowned Chimney
Sw eeper Vacuum S y ste m ”

C om p le te 135-pg. gu ide sh o w s
h o w to skin, p rep are and tan
rabbits, m uskrat, sheep , deer,
a n y ga m e. P L U S , detailed in
s tr u ctio n s fo r w o r k in g w ith
leather; p attern s fo r vests, hats,
wallets, holsters, belts, and m ore.
B a sic re fe re n ce . P e rfe ct gift fo r
hu nters, 4 -H ’ers, B o y S co u ts!
O n ly $5.9 5 (w e p a y p osta ge).

and other equipment available

•
•
•
•

Independence
Unique Profession
Good income, p a rt/ full time
Training Program
Licensed by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Dept of Education

ASk T A N N IN G B O O K
c/o Garden W ay Publishing,
Dept. A952, Charlotte, V T 05445

C O N T A C T ; M a st e r sw eep
The New E n g la n d School
of C h im n e y Sw e e p in g
B ox 357 F , W illia m sb u rg . M a s s . 01096
4 1 3 /5 8 4 -5 9 7 1

NEW! M A IN LIN E 735
D.A.D...(Differential Action Drive)

It’s As Easy to Handle
As a Baby Buggy!

MAINLINE 735 EASY-TO-TURN
DIFFERENTIAL
ACTION —
Manuevering is easier
because each wheel
can rotate indepen
dently in a turn. It's as easy
to handle as a baby buggy!
On a turn, outside wheel travels farther than inside wheel.

Every other tiller in gardener price
ranges have straight through axles.
That means you have to drag the out
side wheel through a turn. MAINL IN E ’s Model 735 permits a splitsecond change from straight through
axle drive to differential axle drive.
With the differential action, the
wheels can rotate at different speeds
so you turn the machine, rather than
drag it!
Trie 735 also features indepen
dently operated drum brakes on each
wheel. When you apply the brake on
just one wheel, the machine actually
turns itself!
There are many other features that
make the MAINLINE Model 735 the
easiest handling and the best per
forming tiller you can own. Like all
M AINLINE models, the Model 735 is
convertible to over 15 different work
saving attachments. MAINLINE is the
one machine for all your power equip
ment needs. For more information,
write today!

M AINLINE Convertible Design Attachments
Easy Handling, Durable and Affordable
Use Any MAINLINE Model To:

Haul & Transport

Split L o g s

Hydraulic Log
Splitter
Features 12" high ram wedge, superior H' beam
construction and other no compromise features, in
cluding external oil filter, removable log tables,
pneumatic tires and 25" throat.

„D

Throw Snow

24 Rotary
Snow The rugged all steel construcThrower tion is well suited for effective
handling of deep wet snow, ice
and deep drifting snow. With
the 8 hp engine, there is 1 hp
for each 3” of auger width on
the M A IN LIN E Snow Thrower.

----

The heavy duty ten cubic foot Cart has a seat for a rider,
removable tailgate and dumps, too. Pneumatic tires are
standard. Can be hitched directly over the tiller box on
M A IN LIN E models 725 and 735.

I"

Please send more information immediately, in - " ]
eluding a FREE copy of the valuable “ Rotary Tiller
Comparison Chart!

City

State

Zip

MAINLINE
Box 348 LUIIUUM,
London, U
OH
M
A I N L I N E DUX
n H43140
O ieu

m m —

^85^733^ ^

J
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D A K A IN T R O D U C E S A U N IQ U E
A D D -O N B O IL E R

Connects easily to present hydronic
system to beat homes uptolOOOsq.ft.
Get the econom y of
w ood or coal heat in a
com pact, high-efficiency
boiler with a shell-surround
vessel design that’s so
unique, it’s patented.*
Safety tested and
listed for both w ood and
coal by the nationally
recognized Energy
Testing Laboratory of
Maine to C.S.A. and their
own stringent requirements,
based on A.S.M.E. code
requirements.
Boiler vessel surrounds
large airtight combustion
chamber for fastest heat
recovery; simple self
cleaning firebox design eliminates frequent boiler tube cleanout
necessary on competitive models. Combustion air is
automatically controlled by water temperature for fast cycling,
longer burn time.
Model B-1000 as supplied for woodbufning includes gauges,
controls, relief valves and a com plete installation and operation
manual; coal-burning shaker grate kits available.
The D A K A B-1000 boiler vessel is backed by a 5-year
limited warranty. Made in U.S.A. *u.s. p a t e n t N 0.4127107
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Ask about the complete line o f D A K A Solid-Fuel Furnaces!
D A K A C O R PO R ATIO N • IN D U S T R IA L PARK • PINE C IT Y , MN. 55063

T h is...
could have
been
prevented
PROTECT
YOUR HOME
k u m ss
FROM
DESTRUCTIVE CHIMNEY FIRES NOW!
Flue & Chimney Fires reported up 25% in one year! Don't become part of the statistics.
C H IM F E X Chimney & Wood Burning Stove Fire Extinguishers smother flue fires
that occur from soot build-up in chimneys and other exhaust systems. NO W A T E R
D A M A G E . Works quickly, safely.
Now used by Fire Departments across the country.
Available wherever fireplace equipment is sold and at most discount stores.
Standard Railway Fusee Corp., Signal Flare Division, Box 178, Boonton, N.J. 07005
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In your Summer 1981 issue, you hit
upon something near and dear to my
heart. I have searched the Eastern
half of the U.S. looking for “ Mulefoot” hogs. I’ ve contacted the Agri
cultural Departments of almost all
states east of the Mississippi River
and last report of this breed was ten
years ago.
Tell me more about Choctaw hogs*.
We sent this question to Kelly
Klober, our pig expert, and received
the following answer:
You needed to move your search for
Mulefoot hogs just a little further
West as we were able to find
addresses for three Mulefoot breed
ers along the Western bank of the
Mississippi. The Mulefoot, with a
mule type rather than a cloven hoof,
was held to be resistant to the
dreaded hog cholera, a disease that
has fortunately been eliminated in the
U.S.. MU extension personnel sup
plied the names and addresses for the
following Mulefoot breeders: R.M.
Holliday, Rt. 2, Louisiana, MO,
314-754-4681; Gordon Arthaud, Rt. 2,
Hannibal, MO, 314-221-6213; and
Paul Rosenkrans, RFD, New London,
MO.
The Choctaw hog, a near feral
breed, I know of largely through
university reports from the South and
understand it to be a rather small
breed with lots of red and black
spotting. I would suggest you contact
extension personnel at universities in
Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana and
Florida as all have done some work
with feral swine strains.
Your interest in these two, truly
vanishing breeds leads me to believe
others might be interested in some of
the lesser known breeds of swine as
well. The poultry people are painfully
aware of the disappearance or nearly
so of specific breeds and any time
there is a loss in the gene pool the
industry has to suffer; so, it is to be
hoped there will be renewed interest
in some of the waning breeds. Four
others that come quickly to mind are
the Hereford, Tamsworth, Wessex
and Ohio Improved Chester.
The Hereford is a drooping-eared
hog with a red and white color pattern
approximating that of the Hereford
cow. More information about the
Hereford breed can be had by writing
Ms. Ruby Schrecengost, National
Hereford Hog Record Association,
RFD 1, Flandreau, South Dakota
57028.
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The Tamsworth is a red breed with
erect ears and known for hardiness
and mothering ability. There has been
a bit of a rap on this breed for their
temperament, but we know of a
retired veterinarian with a severely
debilitating illness that worked on his
Tamsworth baby pigs right in the pen
with the sow. Along with the Chester
White, Duroc and Black Poland the
Tamsworth is a breed I would
encourage small producers to consi
der. More information on this breed is
available from Robert Heighfield,
Tamsworth Swine Association, 414
Van Peman St., Washington Court
House, Ohio 43160.
W e were unable to find an address
for a breed association for the Ohio
Improved Chesters (often called
OIC’s), but they were still being bred
quite extensively as late as the 60’ s
and I would suggest that anyone
interested in this white breed similar
to the Chester White might contact
someone in one of the Ohio state
colleges or write Dan Parrish, Chester
White Office, P.O. Box 228, Rochest
er, IN 46975. The Wessex breed is an
English variety with a Hampshire
color pattern, but with drooping ears
and exceptional length. It has even
been rumored that with the recent
changes in Hampshire breed type
some breeders have been importing
Wessex semen to “ achieve” desired
changes. Tweddle Farms of Canada
has advertised this breed in the past.
My needle evergreens were stripped
by the gypsy moth caterpillars. Are
they dead?
Not knowing whether you are
referring to spruce, hemlock or pine,
the three plants will be discussed
separately.
The hemlocks are the definite loser.
The caterpillars chewed the needles
and also removed the bark and buds
from this year’s growth. If the buds,
small round bumps along the twig,
are not there, the branch is dead.
Similar damage over the entire tree
means the tree is dead.
The spruces faired better. Though
stripped of foliage, the buds were
large enough to escape the jaws of the
caterpillars. These will most likely
survive; however, they will look thin
for a few years.
The pines are a mixed lot. If the
defoliation took place when the new
growth, called candles, was small and
if the buds were destroyed, the tree
will not survive.

BUY ROTO-HOE'S MODERN
DESIGN TILLER AND GET
THE GREATEST VALUE*

1.

T e c u m se h 8 H .P . e n g in e w ith cast iron bore, cast iron alloy
va lve g u id e s, bronze cra n k sh a ft bearin g, po sitive lubrication
system .

2.

P e e rle ss G e a r tra n sm issio n built by T e cu m se h . O v e r m illio n s
used in rid in g m ow ers. A m uch m ore ru g g e d application,
four sp e e d s forw ard p lu s reverse.

3. S im p le st application of pow er to tin e s— one belt to o n ly pow er
unit jackshaft; second belt to tiller. F irst belt h a s belt idler for
clutch to pow er unit. Seco n d belt h a s belt idler for tiller
clutch. R o to -H o e ’s ow n belt idler h a s long life --a re n ’t belt
idlers used on m ost rid in g lawn e q u ip m e n t?

4. T ille r unit w o rld ’s s im p le s t - o n ly one chain reduction. T otally
enclosed, packed w ith grease. C h a in s u se less pow er at low
sp e e d s than gears. M o s t all R o to -H o e tille rs have E m p ire
P lo w ’s forged tines, sa m e a s so m e h ig h priced com petition.

5. B U Y M O D E R N D E S I G N A N D G E T Q U A L I T Y - S o l d th ro u g h
a p p ro x im a te ly 1,700 d e a le rs nation wide. If w e do not have a
dealer near you, w e will sell direct. P rice s are low d u e to
m odern m a n u fa ctu rin g and se llin g direct to dealers, not
th ro u g h d istributo rs.
6.

O n ly from
R o to -H o e
can you get so m a n y
proven a ttachm ents at
u n b e lie v a b le fair pri
ces.

* 7 . T h e 8 H .P . unit lists at
$779.00 w ith a $60.00
incre ase after O ctobe r
1st. Partial freight al
lowance.

THE ROTO-HOE COMPANY
Dept. F P , N e w b u ry , O H 44065
G en tlem en: Ple ase sent m e infor
m ation on yo u r tiller a n d attach
m ents.
N a m e _______________________________________
A d d r e s s _____________________________________
C ity _________________________________________
State

Zip ---------------------
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THE WHEAT MILL TEAM
packaging more than product
Many processed foods and bever
ages cost less than the containers that
hold them, according to the USD A.
For example: Beer cans or bottles cost
five times as much as the beer; potato
chip bags and soft drink bottles twice
as much as the product and packaged
breakfast cereals one and a half times
the product’s value.

A g e n u in e an sw er to better h ealth, m o re
security, and giant savings o n y o u r f o o d

budget. Write or call for the full story.
RETSEL

*00-635-0970 toll FREE

B o x ^ 7 8 8 M c C tm m o n . ID A 8 3 2 5 0

G a m e fo w l
& Poultry

volunteers needed
The National Institutes of Health
are supporting a program at four
medical institutions across the United
States. VOLUNTEERS ARE NEED
ED to help combat America’ s number
one killer, atherosclerosis. The dis
ease is basically responsible for heart
attack, strokes and related fatal
diseases that account for 800,000 lives
in the U.S. annually.
The study is seeking persons who:
♦are the ages of 29 through 64 *have
suffered their first and only heart
attack within the last five years *have
not had a stroke *do not have diabetes
♦have not undergone heart surgery.
You may qualify as a volunteer.
You are urged to contact one of the
following Hyperlipidemia Study Cen
ters.

Picking Machine
'

Our Gamefowl and
Poultry Picking Machine

-A Is precisely that, a

i scaled-ctown version of
O the commercial pickers
used in poultry processing
plants across the country. We buy
our picking fingers directly from
I
J H L I one of the major suppliers to the
i
industry and therein lies the sey j
cret of our success-genuine.
commercial picking fingers. Hold
your duck-or goose, or chicken, or whatever by
the feet, press it to the revolving rubber fingers
and presto! Feathers and even down disappeor
and your bird becomes "supermarket'' clean in a
matter of minutes.
Our patented design allows you to see where you
are picking and fans the feathers neatly away in
to a plastic bag (not shown). The heavy-duty
metal construction throughout, baked enamel fin
ish, powerful 'A hp motor, super-quiet operation
with no vacuum cleaner whine, and very low cost
all represent to you our best efforts to bring you a
machine which we would be proud to own
ourselves.
SO BUY IT - YOU'LL LIKE IT.

$245.00

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS-

Build your own picker1We furnish
the Picking Heod and fingers
along with construction plans and
specifications to get you picking
at the lowest possible
cost

home gardening

$32.50

Replacement fingers: Set of fifteen - $9.75
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER NOW!

Pickers will be shipped vid UPS. freight collect;
other items will be sent, prepaid, by parcel post.
DESIGN CONSULTANTS, IN C .
D e p a r t m e n t 1 89 2
7 5 4 C h a t e a u A v e n u e , C in c in n a ti, O h io 4 5 2 0 4

C h ico Pan ts

form-garden-work-play
Quality work pants
for women. 1 0 0 %
cotton denim.
Regular $22.
Flannel lined $32.
Waist sizes 24,
26, 28, 31, 34.
Also matching
flannel shirt.

Box 152 Cohasset Stage Route
Chico ( A 99926
14
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Concern about food prices, nutri
tion, and the quality of produce has
led to a worldwide interest in home
food production, writes Bruce Stokes
of the World watch Institute in his
recent book, Helping Ourselves. An
estimated 43 percent of all U.S.
households, or 34 million families,
raise vegetables. And in the Soviet
Union, 50 million private garden plots
produce one third of the vegetables
and two thirds of the potatoes raised
there.
In the Third World, home gardens
often help balance diets that depend
too much on starchy foods. In a
controlled experiment in a Jamaican
parish, a Grow Our Own Food
campaign reduced malnutrition among children by half within two
years.

EASTERN CENTER-Philadelphia
215-645-3340 Collect or
1-800-362-5244 in Pennsylvania
MIDWEST CENTER-Minneapolis
612-376-4494 Collect
SOUTHERN CENTER-Little Rock
501-661-5291 Collect or
1-800-643-8719
WESTERN CENTER-Los Angeles
213-482-5011 Collect
The study works closely with each
person’ s physician. Travel expense is
reimbursed and accommodations are
provided.

beware of tree warps
The needed care to get trees
through the winter can come from
wrapping the trunks of young fruit

and shade trees to protect them from
rodent damage and from sunscald,
advises Don Kinzler, extension asso
ciate horticulturist at North Dakota
State University. Heavy paper, burlap
or similar material will serve as tree
wrapping. Recently, white plastic
spiral tubes have also become in
creasingly popular.
During the summer growing sea
son, tree trunks are increasing in
diameter. Any tree wrap that fails to
expand properly will restrict trunk
growth, causing a girdling constric
tion. Therefore, loosen tight tree
wraps during the summer to permit
normal trunk expansion.
If you’re using white plastic tree
spirals, a note of caution is in order.
These spirals are built to expand with
the tree’ s growth with the intent that
the tubular wrap may be left on the
tree so you don’t have to remove and
replace it annually.
“ However,” says Kinzler, “ we
have observed that in numerous cases
that these spiral wraps have been
binding, with coils overlapping and
preventing normal expansion of the
tube. We have noticed this binding
has been girdling and constricting
some young trees. In severe cases,
the tree trunk develops deep spiral
indentations. Naturally, this girdle
interferes with movement of water
and food within the tree. So if you’re
using plastic spiral tree wraps, loosen
them several times or remove them
during the summer to prevent binding
and girdling.
“ I have also noticed that many tree
wraps keep the tree bark fairly damp
during the summer. This moisture
seems to provide a good environment
for insects and the like. So perhaps
it’ s wise to remove the wrap com
pletely for at least a part of the
summer to allow proper air circula
tion,” the horticulturist advises.
Young trees need the added pro
tection-afforded through wrappings—
to protect them from rodent damage
and from sunscald. Sunscald occurs in
late winter. It is due to the warmth of
the sun exciting activity in the tissues
alternating with low temperatures at
night, usually on south and west sides
of the tree. Wrapping the trunk
prevents winter sun from being
absorbed by the tree trunk. Sunscald
is most severe on trees having
relatively dark colored bark such as
fruit trees.
□

For Poultry, Quail, Pheasants and Game Birds:

AN AUTOMATIC WATER SYSTEM THAT *
SAVES YOU TIME AND TROUBLE.
Introducing the Hart Watering Kit. For the first time you can
get the world famous Hart-Cup watering system for ypur
small flocks of poultry, pheasants or game birds. This is the
same system used on thousands of large commercial poultry
farms worldwide for 30 years.
Your birds drink only what they need, when they need it. No
cleaning, no spilling, no mess. All automatically.
How? Simple. A water tank is connected to any common
garden hose and is located to gravity feed Hart-Cups via plastic tubing. The cups are
actuated by a patented trigger mechanism that birds easily adapt to. since the cups only
hold the water that birds will drink on demand, there's always a fresh supply. The
Hart-Cup is self-cleaning, never overflows, and there's never any chance for stagnant water.
The Hart Watering Kit includes everything you need to install on cages or in an open
floor area. Here's what you get:
• water tank • cups • tubing • all-purpose adjustable mounting brackets • hardware and \
fittings • complete instruction manual.
Two kits are available. A 3-cup version that handles up to 15 birds; and a 6-cup
version for up to 30 birds. Both kits are designed for floor or
*112, cage mounting.
To order, fill in the handy coupon below and mail
along with your check or money order (Calif, residents,
please add 6 % sales tax) to:

Hart Mail Order Products,
_ R0Jlox523T, Gjendale, CA91201 _
Please rush me the Hart Watering Kit, shipping included, my check or
money order is enclosed. If I'm not completely satisfied, I can return it
within 30 days for a full refund.
Kit 3H: 3 cup kit $33.95________ Kit 6H: 6 cup kit $47.95_______
Name__________________________________________________
Address.
.State.

.Zip.

A T L A S T ! A n a ffo r d a b le , co m p a ct,
re a r-tin e tille r a n d c u ltiv a to r . . .

Y E L L O W B IR D
This versatile, compact gardening
machine is a tiller, cultivator, cornposter. This work-saving machine
maneuvers in small spaces and is
tough enough to d o with ease the real
backbreaking work o f gardening —
turning up sod; weeding and hoeing;
shredding corn stalks and vines; and
composting the residue.

Easy-to-slari
Briggs & Stratton
engine

Now get rear-tine com fort and
performance at a reasonable price.
The compact Y E LLO W B IRD tills as
quickly and as deeply as machines twice
its size and weight.
Eliminate weeding and hoeing with
the patented Power Cultivator. It
attaches easily and makes quick work
o f garden maintenance. Spring steel
tines oscillate back and forth at 500
strokes per minute at a controlled depth.
Removes weeds and aerates soil. Does
not tangle vines or throw dirt.
Easy to handle; turns with a touch!
The Y E LLO W B IRD is small and
powerful, yet the weight is so well bal
anced you can guide it with one hand.
•Cultivates easily between narrow rows.
You w on’ t have to plant your garden
to fit your tiller with a YELLOW BIRD.
It is sized for com pact storage and
transport in the back o f a car.

New for home gardeners

Power-driven
wheels

Available at factory-direct prices
NO-RISK GU A RA N TE E includes
lifetime warranty on materials
and workmanship.
M oney-back return privilege
if you are not completely
satisfied with your
.
Y E LLO W B IRD .
' NAME

CITY
/

FREE
INFORMATION
color portfolio on the
2-in-1 YELLOW BIRD.
Send coupon today!

STATE

ZIP

P r e c is io n V a lle y M a n u f a c t u r i n g C o .
Rt 4, Box 2157 W oodstock, VT 0 5 0 9 1

(802)672-5136
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ParticipatingDidierDealers
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Southern Supply Company
Hartselle
Morgan Co. Farmer’s Co-op

CALIFORNIA
Aptos
Aptos Tool Crib
Auburn
Lane Equipment Company'
Camino
Camino Power Tools
Daly City
Daly City Lawnmower
Georgetown
Georgetown Saw & Cycle
Los Gatos
G & P Rentals & Sales
McKinleyville
Miller Farms Nursery
Mountain View
B & H Equipment Company
Murphys
Jim's Saw Shop
Pioneer
KC & Son
San Jose
T F. Kilian & Associates
Yuba City
McMahon Sales

COLORADO
Boulder
McGuckin Hardware
Colorado Springs
East Side Recreation
Denver
Abal Tree
Durango
Durango Outdoor Power Eq.
Englewood
Childers Sharpening Svc
Engine Clinic
Ft. Collins
Foothills Rental
Grand Junction
Mile Hi Garden Supply
Littleton
Chatfield Time Rentals

DELAWARE
Hartley
T & T Small Engine, Inc.

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Midway Home & Garden
Athens
S & K Bike Shop, Inc
Augusta
Frank Wilson Rental
Baldwin
Swienehart Cycle Shop
Buchanan
Taylor Saw Sales
Carrollton
Waldrep Chain Saw
Cedartown
Lawler's Small Engine
Chatsworth
Johnson’s Power Tools
College Park
Seabrook Sales & Service
Dalton
Small Engine Service
Douglasville
Douglasville Ace Hardware
Fayetteville
Fayette Mower & Appliance
Gainesville
Ivan Elliott Service Center
LaFayette
Bible Farm Service
Lake City
B & B Sales & Service
Lawrenceville
Sosebee Auto Supply
Lithia Springs
Cowan Hardware
Mapleton
Ellis Service Center
Marietta
Cobb Hardware Company
Smith Ace Hardware
McDonough
Outdoor Power Equipment
Palmetto
Coweta Feed & Seed
Rockmart
Barber Grocery
Rome
Outdoor Supply Company
Stone Mountain
American Cycle & Mower
Winder
Larry's Cycle, Inc

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Fred Simons. Inc
Brookport
Hoyer Hardware & Outdoor
Centra ha
Stedco, Inc
Du Quoin
Harrison's Saw Shop
Marion
Marion Ford Tractor Sales
Mount Vernon
Hopkin s Ford Tractor
Springfield
Marx Energy Systqms
IN D IAN A
Anderson
Implement Service, he
Angola
Oliver Sales C o . he

Berne
Hilty Small Engine
Bourbon
Small Engine Replacement Gtr.
Brownstown
Wessel Small Engine
Carmel
Carmel Welding Co., Inc.
Danville
Leon & Steve's. Inc.
Decatur
Klenk’s, Inc.
Edinburg
Edinburg Little Engines, Inc.
Frankfort
Smith’s Lawn & Garden
Fremont
Hersh’s Mower Sales
Green Castle
Humphrey 's Wheel Horse
Greenfield
Alldredge Tractor Sales
Howe
Anderson’s Service Center
Huntington
Huntington Tractor Sales
Indianapolis
Plainfield Mower & Saw
Sharp Bros. Implement Co
Kendallville
Edsalls Sales & Service
Knox
Mike's Mower Mart
Lafeyette
J & P Lawn & Garden
Milroy
Schmidt Engine Service
Mooresville
Harshey Implements
Morocco
Garry Goddard
New Haven
Lee's
Peru
Cook's Nursery
Plainfield
Roseboom Farm Supply
Rochester
Ralph’s Sales & Service
Rushville
Robbin s Radiator Service
Seymour
Seymour Small Engines
South Bend
Avenue Lawn & Garden
Terre Haute
Decker Small Engine
Winchester
Randolph Tractor Sales
Winamac
Jim s Wood Stoves

IOWA
Decorah
, Usgaard & Smith
Nashua
Wagner Sales & Service

MAINE
Auburn
All-Seasons Lawn & Garden
Equipment Co.
Bridgton
Bridgton Hardware
Brunswick
Bodwell Sport & Tractor Ctr.
East Dixfield
R. S Osgood & Sons
East WaterboroF M Abbott Power Eq.
Gorham
Maxams, Div. of Noyes Tire
New Gloucester
The Oliver Stores
North Monmouth
Monmouth Exxon
Oxford
Twitchell Lawn & GardenWood Stove Center
Sabattus
Waterman Farm Machinery
Co. Inc.
Skowhegan
Finest-Kind Saw & Service
Yarmouth
Yarmouth Rent-All. Inc

MARYLAND
Baltimore
A B C Rental
Bel Air
Peter's Saw Sales
Chase
Chase Lawnmower
Chestertown
Pardoe’s Lawn & Tree
Service
Easton
Elliott Equipment and
Hardware
Emmitsburg
Harrington & Sons
Glen Burme
Taylor Rental Center
Jarrettsville
Foard's Farm Store
Mechanicsville
Milt's Sales & Service
North East
Hallstrom Saw Service
Oakland
Green Acres Garden Center
Queenstown
ideal Lawnmower Shop
Salisbury
V. V Hughes Lawn & Garden
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Westminster
Taylor's Outdoor Power
Equipment, Inc.

MICHIGAN
Calumet
Granter's Marine. Inc
Crystal Falls
Malkin & Sons, Inc.
LAnse
Bill's Auto Parts
Menominee
V. L. Allgeyer & Sons
Sault Ste Marie
Armstrong Power Eq

MINNESOTA
Blooming Prairie
Krompitz ITCO Farm &
Home. Inc
Gordonsville
Trading Post
Jasper
Ray's Repair
Long Prairie
Long Prairie Produce
Rochester
Auto Electric Service Co.

'

M ISSISSIP P I
Jackson
Applewhite Equipment Co.
Pearl
Frederick's Saw Shop
Picayune
Outdoor Equipment
West Point
IVY Saw Shop

MISSOURI
Carthage
Moorehouse Sales & Serv.
Chamois
Alphonse Brandt Chain Saw
Sales
Hugho Brandt Chain Saw Sales
Columbian
E-Z Rent-All
Florissant
Art’s Lawn Mower Shop
Marble Hill
Crader Equipment Company
Raytown
Raytown Lawn Mower
Richmond
Ray County Implement
Stockton
Chism Saw & Mower

NEBRASKA
Waverly
Farmers Co-op

NEVADA
Carson City
Carson Sharpening &
Engine
Reno
Acme Sharpening &
Repair Center
J & J Enterprises

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Claremont
Fleury’s Small Engines
Contoocook
Hemphill Power Equipment
Epping
J. F Brown & Sons, Inc
Henmker
Browns Way Sales
Jaffrey
Ronnie's Small Engines
Keene
Tucker's Power Equipment
Lebanon
Don s Sales & Service
Littleton
Littleton Mini Motors •
Meredith
Thompson's Repair Shop
Milford
Brooks Lawn & Gardens
Moultonboro
Robert's Equipment
Plainfield
Plainfield Lawnmower
West Rumney
Shortt's Garage
Woodsville Ideal Welding Shop

NEW MEXICO
Alamogordo
Rocky Mountain Supply Co.
Albuquerque
Valley Tractors
Farmington
Van's Repair Shop
Los Alamos
Precision Sharpening Svc
Santa Fe
Chief Mike's Chain Saw

NEW YORK
Amsterdam
Francisco's Auto Repair
Batavia
Mortellaro Sales & Service
Brewerton
Van Epps Enterprises
Bridgeport
Country Equipment
Bullville
Schwope Machinery. Inc
Canandaigua
Baker Rental Sales & Fab
Catskill
K & D Repair Shop, Inc
Chaffee
Sa m 's Lawn and Gardep
Sales & Service

Delmar
L. C. Smith Lawn & Garden
Equipment
Elma
Ken’s Service & Sales
Grand Island
Gene’s Fix It Shop
Holcomb
5 & 20 Power Products, Inc.
Johnstown
Ty Rob Small Engine Repair
Killawog
Pendell Hardware
Latham
CVA Equipment
Little Falls
Zambri Marina
Lydonville
Gordon-Fiske, Inc.
Millersport
Harvey H. Pfennig, Inc.
North Broadalbin
Jim Chambers Power Eq
Orchard Park
Bliss Equipment, Inc
Saville Farms
Parish
Sam Roach Sales
Randolph
Randolph True Value Hdwe.
Saratoga Springs
Spring Valley Power Eq
Scotia
All Seasons Equipment. Inc.
Skaneateles
Hi-Point Sales
St Johnsville
Amy 's Service
Ticonderoga
Tony's Ticonderoga Sports
Victor
Long Power Equipment. Inc.
Weedsport
Mel Kaem Mower Service
West Seneca
Schaub Equipment

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
Archdale Small Engine
Campbell Chain Saw &
Equipment, Inc.
Miller True Value Hardware
Taylor Rental Center
Gastonia
West End Hardware, Inc
Laurinburg
McNair Equipment Co.
Midland
Tucker Furniture & Appl

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck
Anderson Dist & Repair

OHIO
Akron
Beltz Lawn & Garden
Apple Creek
Schlabach Engine Shop
Avon
Forthofer Garden Center
Cortland
Cortland Tractor
Massillon
Doc's
Medina
Medina Tractor
Middlefield
Middlefield Hardware
Millersburg
Charm Engine & Repair
Minerva
Homer R. Unkerfer
North Ridgeville
Worcester Sales & Service
South Euclid
Four Seasons Equipment &
Supply
Tallmadge
Leppo, Inc
Toronto
A & B Lawn & Garden

PENNSYLVANIA
Apollo
Abrahams Mower Service
Bedford
F & F Sales & Service
Belle Vernon
Harry Thompsons Garage
Bentleyvrtle
Den Allen Company
Biglerville
0 C. Rice, Inc
Bloomsburg
Tri-County Farm & Home Ctr
Boswell
Ed's Power Products
Boyertown
Hauseman's Garage
Canonsburg
Randy's Rental & Sales
Carlisle
Paul Shover's, Inc
Centerville
Merse J Process Company
Chambersburg
Alleman's
Clarion
Clarion Equipment
Furlong Service
Clarendon
Eckstrom & Randall
Cogan Station
C. H Waltz & Son

Concordville
Concord Equipment Co.
Corry
D & R Equipment Sales
Coudersport
E E . Tucker
Dover
Straley Farm Supply
Edinboro
Gilbert's
Erie
Miller Bros Garden Center

Wenders
Etna
Pantone Auto Parts
Franklin
Fisher & Father
Gap
Woody’s Woodwork
Greensburg
Gosnell’s Garden Shop
Hanover
W L Sterner
Hershey
Milton Hershey
School/Shop
Honesdale
Joseph Heichelbeck
Hop Bottom
Nathan Evans
Hummel's Wharf
Hummel's Texaco Service
Indiana
H & S Sales & Service
Industry
J. C.Csiszar Service
Jackson Center
Montgomery Hardware
Jersey Shore
Cohick Trading Post
Johnsonburg
Rudy's Saw Shop
Johnstown
Pristows Sales & Service
Westwood Garden Haven
Kittanning

w. c. Crytzer. Inc
Kreamer
Hummel's Builders Supply
Lancaster
Landis Bros
Marienville
Johnson's Gulf & Sport
Marysville
Hirsch Saw Shop
Masontown
The Engine Shop
McKean
Gravely Tractor Sales
Mead.ville
Wolff's
Mercersburg
Mellotts Lawn & Garden Eq.
Monroeville
Kubrick’s Farm Market
Mt. Joy
Brandt's Lawn Mower Svc
New Bedford
M. D. Ambrosia Rec. Prod.
New Bloomfield
R. E Copenhaver & Son
Newville
B & W VW Sales & Service
North Huntingdon
Laspma Equipment
Pleasantville
John W. Shaffer
Reynoldsville
Key's Recreational Vehicles
Rimersburg
Elliotts Outdoor Power Eq.
Ringtown
Thompson Service & Eq Co.
Rochester
Country Lawn Garden
Salladasburg
Cohick Trading Post. Inc
Sheakleyviile
Carey's Lawn & Garden
Shippensburg
Cumberland Valley Co-op
Shrewsbury
Ritzmann's Service
Slippery Rock
Mulligan's
Somerset
Geisler Lawn Eq Sis. & Svc
Tyger's Outdoor Pwr Eq
Stewartstown
Wilson Service Center
Uniontown
Bierer Equipment Sis & Svc.
Waynesboro
Shaffer s Sales & Service
Wexford
J & D Lawn & Tractor Sales

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston
Port City Saw & Tool
Chester
McKeown Feed &. Supply
Columbia
Hilton Lawn Mower Sales
Darlington
Darlington Cham Saw Co
Florence
Power Equipment Service
Great Falls
Tommy's Small Engine

SOUTH DAKOTA
Fiandreau
Fiandreau Community Oil Co.
Rapid City
Warne Chemical
Sioux Falls
Maury 's Repair
Yankton
Dan’s Rentals

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
E Brainerd Farm & Home Ctr.
Lawn & Garden Eq. Co., Inc.
Clenton
Hutch & Son Small Engine
Cleveland
Davis Outdoor power Eq.
Knoxville
Browning Belting & Supply
Chesney's Power Eq.
Talbott
Alpha Outdoor Power

VERMONT
Alburg
B & L Sales
Bakersfield
Lawyer's Sales & Service
Barre
Guy's Repair
Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls Tire Company
Brandon
Curt Crosby Lawn Mower Svc.
Brattleboro
Fireside Home Center
Manchester Center
Manchester Power Equipment
Milton
Taylor Rental
Poultney
Vaughn’s Small Engines
Proctor
T & T Tractor Equipment
Randolph
Salter's Service Station
Shaftsbury
C & H Lawn & Garden Eq
White River Junction
Kelton Motors
Wilmington
Green's Exxon
Winooski
Robert's Lawnmower

VIRGINIA
Accomac
Ward's Exxon
Bedford
Woodford Brothers
Chesapeake
Battlefield Auto Electric
Chester
Chester Lawn and Garden
Chester Power Equipment
Hampton
Diamond Air Compressor
Harrisonburg
Bradburn Power Equipment
Lynchburg
H & H Small Equipment Sis
Portsmouth
Harden's Power Equipment
Powhatan
Flat Rock True Value
Richmond
Aarrow Rent-Alls
Terry's Hardware and
Garden Center
The Home Energy Doctor
Virginia Power Equipment
Roanoke
The Red Barn Home and
Garden Center
Scottsville
Scottsville Feed and Seed
Virginia Beach
Hobbs and Sons

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Stensland Mower Sales
Bremerton
ABC Rentals
Enumclaw
Northeast Loggers Supply
Everett
Cordz Auto Electric
Friday Harbor
Stan’s Saw Shop
Olympia
J & I Saw Shop
Port Angeles
Vannausdale's Hardware
Puyallup
Ace Saw & Grinding
Seattle
Sky Nursery
Spokane
CO PE
Power Tool Sales

WISCONSIN
Antigo
Gresch Implement Company
Arlington
South Leeds Garage
Beaver Dam
Gibsen's Outdoor Shop
Berlin
Berlin Small Engine Repair
Bonduel
Valley Small Engine
Clintonvilie
Wunsch Farm Supply
Coleman
Gendron Implement & Appl.
Crivitz
Richlen's Service
DePere
Ambrosius Sales & Service
Eagle River
Hansen's Small Equipment
Fennimore
Lonnie's Small Engine
Fond du Lac
Lange's Sales & Service
Service Motors Case
Green Bay
Advance Garden & Power Ctr.
Denmark Farms Home Ctr
Mike Blazer Saw Service
Hortonville
Larson Snowmobile Repair
Janesville
Riverside Leisure Sports, Inc.
Kewaunee
Ericksen Repair Shop
Kiel
Konen Landscaping
Land O' Lakes
Dickey Tackle
Little Chute
Bob's Lawn & Recreation
Madison
Tofte Marine. Inc.
Malone
Silica Hardware Store
Manitowoc
Manitowoc Tractor Sales
Marinette
Rasmussen Marine Service
Marshfield
Marshfield Co-op
Merrill
B & D Motors
Milwaukee
West Shore Eq. of Mil., Inc.
Minocqua
The Great Northern Stove &
Wood Company
Neenah
Reinhardt Sales & Service
Oak Creek
Esch Lawn & Garden
Oconto Falls
Power Sports
Omro
Countryside Sales & Svc.
Peshtigo
West Side Garage
Plover
Lyons Rental, Inc
Rhinelander
Import Autos of Rhinelander
Shawano
Larry's Engine Clinic
Salty's Saw Service
Stinger
Ackerville Lawn & Garden
Stockbridge
Karl's Hardware
Wally's Sales & Service
Sturgeon Bay
Door County Implement
Sussex
Sussex Mills Lawn &
Garden
Thiensville
Egalhoff Lawnmower Svc.
Tomah
Schreier's Lawn & Sports
Townsend
Bob's Small Engine
Watertown
Dave's Turf & Marine
Waupaca
Moore Tractor and
Implement
Waupun
Rens Motors
West Bend
Cedar Lake Sales & Service
Tom's Small Engine Sis. & Svc.
Weyauwega
Ossies Sales & Service

WYOMING
Cheyenne
G and R Service Center

WEST VIRGINIA
Jane Lew
S & S Sales & Service
Martinsburg
Taylor Rental Center
Wheeling
Kennedy Hardware Co

Also available at participating;
Agway Stores &
Representatives
Cenex Co-ops
Landmark Stores
Midland Cooperatives
Michigan Farm Bureau
Services Dealers

Attentionwoodbnrners

DIMER logsplitters
are yonrbest bny.
We’re so sure you’ll agree, we’ll give you a FREE log carrier just for seeing a demonstration
at your local D ID IER dealer— he’s listed on the opposite page.

Performance,reliability and customer service a re w h y p e o p le like y o u h a v e m a d e
D I D I E R th e w o r ld ’s le a d in g m a n u fa c t u r e r o f h y d r a u lic lo g sp litte rs.
Pick the splitter that’s right for yonr needs and budget.
D I D I E R o ffe r s a c h o ic e o f 9 m o d e ls w ith
s p litt in g f o r c e s r a n g in g fro m 7 to 2 0 t o n s
a n d lo g c a p a c it ie s fro m 19 to 3 8 in c h e s
in le n gth .

The quality is built in.
D I D I E R ’S b a la n c e d s y s t e m g iv e s y o u th e p e rfe c t m a tc h
b e tw e e n p u m p , c y lin d e r a n d e n g in e to a s s u r e s u p e r io r
p e r f o r m a n c e a n d d e p e n d a b ility . A ll c o m p o n e n t s , in c lu d in g
th e 5 h p B r i g g s & S tr a tt o n e n g in e , a re b u ilt to last.

If you don’t see a dealer listed near you, call our
toll-free number for his address— we’ll also give
you a copy of our booklet “Heat & Save with Wood”;
just for calling.

800-558-5994
(In Wisconsin, call collect, 414-886-0525)
/'

FREE!
This convenient'
log carrier is yours
FREE when you
ask for a D ID IER
log splitter
demonstration at
any participating
D ID IER dealer.
Offer good while
quantities last.
Limit one per
family.
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The Rumford Fireplace
An

18th Century idea that still works.

by Arnold Waldstein
ne of the Ironies bom out of the
current energy crisis is the
terrible eagerness with which
we pursue newer technologies, and
thereby miss our chance to recover
the forgotten and simpler arts. Yet,
we will do well to look back now and
then, not as escapists but with an eye
to creative restoration; for many old
methods still work astonishingly well
and also avoid the excesses of our
modem “ advanced” designs.
In the fireplace, for example,
architects and homebuilders alike can
find in the past a height of technolo
gical integrity and perfection absent
today. I am speaking particularly of
the discoveries and designs of an 18th
century genius named Sir Benjamin
Thompson, Count of Rumford.
When Count Rumford redesigned
the smoky and inefficient fireplace in
1795, he instituted a constructional
model quite superior to what preceeded it and certainly better than

O
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most fireplaces built today. Indeed,
our typical modem fireplace is just as
incorrect as the ones built before
Rumford’ s new theories concerning
radiant heat. Ours are merely pressed
into a new shape, tom out of the wall
and fabricated out of sheet metal.
What has been ignored however, is
nothing less than the basic laws of
physics which Rumford discovered.
Let’s examine the discoveries of
Count Rumford, and see how he
integrated his ideas into a working
model.
In Rumford’ s day the fireplace was
an immense structure, sitting well out
into a room. There was no design
feature to handle either down drafts
or smoke escape. In all simplicity, it
was a large box with a straight
chimney on top. What Rumford
accomplished was to incorporate
three new constructional principles
which were essentially unknown prior
to 1795 and remained unmodified up
to the twentieth century.

Rumford’s greatest discovery was
the smoke shelf. By this addition, he
eliminated in one step the creation of
a down draft in the chimney and
likewise reduced the possibility of
smoke escaping into the room. By
introducing a shelf (something to stop
the air) and then redirecting the cold
air up the chimney, he created a
system of air hydraulics. Rumford
used the downdraft to enforce a
circulation of hot air from the fire
below the smoke shelf.
Smoke from a freshly started fire
needs an unobstructed passage up the
chimney. Rumford provided this pas
sage by pushing the fireplace back
wards, into the chimney itself. This
creates a straight line down the center
of the chimney into the middle of the
firebox. In this way the smoke has
only to rise straight up, creating a
better draft and a smooth escape
passage.
Count Rumford was the first indivi
dual to use the phrase ‘ Radiant

Heat.’ He realized that we are
warmed not by the flames of a fire,
but by the radiant heat waves coming
outwards into the room. Fireplaces
re^radiate heat. By the angular ar
rangement of the sides of the firebox,
the heat waves are reflected into the
room where the heat is absorbed by
people and stored by household
objects. It is this principle of re-radia
tion coupled with the design necessi
ties of the smoke shelf, which create
the distinct look of a Rumford
fireplace.
In 1969 Vrest Orton published a
book entitled The Forgotten Art of
Building a Good Fireplace. Orton is a
notable researcher but excludes a few
conceptual ideas which limit the
efficiency of the Rumford design.
Primarily, Orton calls for a flat smoke
shelf, which would stop the downdraft
of cold air, but likewise impede the
redirection of air upwards. The smo
ke shelf should be rounded to enhance
the air passage. In addition, the book
stresses an exactness of measurement
in order to reap the benefits of
Rumford’s design. The sloping sides
(the coving) and back of a Rumford
firebox are pertinent only as they
affect the re-radiation of heat. The
sides must be pointed outwards only
insofar as they radiate towards the
room. The slope of the back must be
angled only in relation to the re-radiation being high enough to heat more
than just the fireplace hearth. By
these principles it is possible to
increase the depth of the firebox to
receive a larger log while still
retaining the re-radiation properties
of the design.

At the turn of the 19th century, the
Rumford fireplace was the apex of
both conservational and aesthetic
design. His concept called for a high,
shallow structure taking up almost no
space while providing the maximum
efficiency in heat projection. The
question of why we now have a squat,
protruding, structure is surprisingly
simple. It is a factor of utility. When
Rumford was busy repairing smoky
fireplaces, they were the predominant

Count Rumford:
A Toast to the Ghost of Sir Benjamin Thompson!
ho remembers learning
about
Sir
Benjamin
Thompson, Count Rum
ford in history class? Most
likely, no one. Yet in his own
right this obscure figure was
just as brilliant a philosopher,
physicist, inventor and political
scientist as his contemporary,
Ben Franklin.
Rumford was born in 1753 in
Massachusetts, a farmer’s son.
He was essentially a self-taught
man: at fourteen he was already
learned in geometry, algebra,
astronomy and higher mathe
matics. Later, his loyalty to the
King (George HI), his close
association with the British and
his conservative politics put him
in disfavor with the radicals of
Boston. Once, he was almost
tarred and feathered as a traitor
by a revolutionary mob in
Concord, New Hampshire, but
managed to escape into Boston.

W

It is more than possible that
his being branded as a “ Tory”
caused this genius to be over
looked and virtually scratched
out of our American history
texts. But what are some of his
actual accomplishments?

/

As a social scientist, Rumford
concerned himself with raising
the quality of human life:
improving the lot of soldiers
through better nutrition; devis
ing more modern methods of
reorganizing hospitals and alm
shouses; instructing people in
domestic economy; investigat
ing abuses in usury. As a
militarist and strategist, he
reorganized the Bavarian army;
invented a method of signalling
and made great advances in
logistics. As a diplomat, he
saved Munich from an invasion
by Austria and France.
A scientist and inventor,
Rumford undertook a study of
the tensile strength of silk and
the warming qualities of wool
cloth. He also discovered con
vection currents; the photo
meter; a method of boring
cannon; the calorimeter to mea
sure combustion in wood, coal

and other fuels; the use of
portable cooking utensils; in
vented the drip coffee pot;
devised a system of steam
heating homes; made advances
in the lighting of houses and in
the manufacture of gunpowder.

Today, he is best recognized
for the fireplace bearing his
name and for his cures for
smoky chimneys, including the
invention of the damper as we
know it today.
Benjamin Franklin also rea
lized that something had to be
done about those horrible
smoky fireplaces, and although
he accurately speculated about
whys and wherefores, his es
sential solution was to dismiss
the fireplace altogether and to
invent the stove.
Rumford, however, analyzed
the situation closely and was the
first to discover the principle
and to use the term “ radiant
heat.” Furthermore, he disco
vered that heat was not a
concrete substance (the popular
notion of his time), but was
produced by a motion of parti
cles. Rumford revealed not only
what was wrong with the fire
place but demonstrated why
and how to correct the defects.
His principles still work.
In 1798 Rumford presented to
the Royal Society his famous
“ Enquiry
Concerning
the
Source of Heat Which is Excited
by Friction.” In his thought he
was more like our modern
physicists, and actually cham
pioned our modem methods of
research—studying the funda
mentals before attempting to
make practical applications.
_________________ -L .A .A .
□
Reference:
The Forgotten Art of Building a
Good Fireplace. By Vrest Orton.
Yankee, Inc., Dublin, New
Hampshire.
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source of heat in a home. With the
advent of central heating, the func
tional quality of the structure dimin
ished. It is at this point that architects
were given free reign to drastically
alter fireplace design with no regard
to any restriction other than consumer
appeal. There are six major latter day
alterations which resembles a reverse
evolution from basic physics to pure
fancy. It is important to notice how
each alteration pushes the fireplace
closer to a stereotype of what preceeded Rumford’s modifications.
Fireplace Alterations
he modem fireplace rarely has
the flue directly over the
firebox. Just as Rumford push
ed the fireplace back out of the room
to create a vertical smoke escape,
architects have pulled it into the
room. In addition, the current fashion
of double fireplaces (one above each
other on different floors) creates
design problems. With a double
fireplace the main floor (or basement)
fireplace can still 'sit below the
chimney. Additional fireplaces would
have to be further out into the room to
compensate for an overcrowding of
flues.

T

The Rumford fireplace has an
extremely high front opening. Mod
em design calls for a decreased
opening of 24-30 inches. This has
three disastrous results. Aestheti
cally, you can no longer see the
flames. But more important, it dicta
tes a change in firebox proportions.
With less surface on the back wall of
the firebox, there is proportionately
less re-radiation affected. This means
less heat coming into the room. In
addition, as you drop the height of the
back wart, you change the angle,
making it more acute. Instead of
reflecting the heat outwards, it is
angled down, heating not the room
but the hearth.
When Rumford created a shallow
firebox, he intentionally .changed the
angle of the side walls (the coving).
With this improvement the heat was
radiated outwards towards the room.
M odem design has squared off the
firebox causing the side walls to
reflect across the firebox into each
other. Consequently, this causes the
fireplace to retain its own heat.
Rumford was aware that air circula
tion was necessary to create a draft
for the fire. M odem design almost
20
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Flat Hearth

Raised Hearth

A ir F lo w - * — - — - — —
This diagram shows how a raised hearth restricts air flow and
diminishes the fireplace opening.

Plan View
This view shows the fireback [back wall of the fireplace]. Its
dimension [width] should be the same as the depth. All
measurements shown are on the floor of the hearth.

always calls for a raised hearth. This
modification again restricts the air
flow. Cold air from the floor of the
room now has the additional obstacle
of the hearth in its passage to feed the
fire. Also, by raising the hearth, the
fireplace opening is again diminished,
resulting in a disproportion in the
angles of the back and sides of the
firebox.
Of all the abuses the fireplace has
suffered at the hands of modern
design, the heatilator unit shows the
utmost disregard for the fireplaces’
heat possibilities. To understand why
a metal box cannot possibly be an
efficient housing for a fireplace we
must look to two basic laws of
physics—“ The best radiators of heat
are perfect absorbers of heat” and “ A
good conductor of heat is a poor
radiator.” W e have seen how Rumford utilized the concept of radiation
and angled his fireplace to maximize
the reflecting possibilities of the
design.
Metal (the heatilator) is an excel
lent conductor of heat and likewise a
poor radiator. When you heat the
walls of a heatilator unit, your heat
transfer stops there—no re-radiation
and no absorption. Brick is not only a
good radiator, but by its thermal
mass, will continue to hold heat and
radiate after the fire is out. Masonry
radiates as well as it stores heat from
the fire.
The flues used on a contemporary
chimney are too small to insure an
adequate draft. The construction in
dustry invariably uses an 8 x 16 or 12
x 12 inch flue. A 12 x 16 or the largest
available size should always be used.
This aspect of construction is com
pletely a matter of decreasing costs.
And here, like all the other modifica
tions, the decrease in cost is offset by
the heat loss and heat inefficiency of
the fireplace installed in the home.
Let’s hope that the fireplace will
not, once more, be boarded over or
used simply as a chimney for the
wood heefter. Not only can we build
Rumford styled fireplaces that are
efficient and aesthetic, but we can
utilize conservational design to inte
grate them into our homes. With the
benefits of advanced house designs
and the common sense improvements
of passive solar architecture, we can
reinstate the fireplace as a valid heat
source for the home.
□
Arnold Waldstein lives and writes in
Seattle, Washington.
Fireplace art by Olive Metcalf. Diagrams by P. Bendix.
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More Heat
From the Hearth

Does your fireplace leave you cold?
There are things you can do to remedy its inefficiency.
by Stephen Kokette
efore Ben Franklin and others
modified the wood burning
stove, the fireplace was the
home’s only heat source. But that
newfangled stove out of Philadelphia
had three tremendous advantages
over the fireplace. First, it burned
wood more efficiently so less wood
need be cut and gathered each year.
Second, it was easier to cook on a
wood burning stove. And finally, a
wood stove could be centrally located
in a room for better heat distribution.
So during the 19th century, homes
were usually designed without the
fireplace in favor of the wood stove.
The fireplace was reintroduced in the
20th century home as a luxury device
only. And, in the century in which we
did not use the hearth, we forgot or
became unconcerned with building
them as efficiently as possible.

B
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The fireplace has two serious
structural problems. The primary
structural problem, which many claim
will actually increase your heating
expenses, is caused by the loss of the
home’s air up the chimney. A few
people who don’t even use the
fireplace have this problem too. Some
home builders installed fireplaces
without dampers. Essentially this is
like leaving a window open during the
entire heating season. If your fire
place is without a damper, install one.
Those who use a fireplace also have
this problem if they never close the
damper during the heating season.
But even if you do have a damper
and close it the recommended twelve
hours after the fire appears to have
gone out, some would still insist that
the cost of your wood might be
greater than any savings you could
realize. Why? Because while the
fireplace is casting that overbearing
heat into your home, it’ s also creating
temperatures in the thimney which
are usually well over 150 degrees F..
Cool air is attracted to warm air.
And the air in your home, which is
between 60 - 70 degrees F., is
relatively cool in comparison to the
hot temperatures in the flue. So even
while the fire is burning intensely, the
home is constantly losing air up the
chimney.
If this lost air were not replaced,
the home would become a vacuum.
The home automatically replaces this
air when the air pressure inside falls
below the air pressure outside. The
result is that cold air is drawn in
around windows, doors, through elec
trical outlets and any other spot it can
squeeze in.
In large homes this cold air can be
dramatically felt in extremely cold
rooms in areas of the home furthest
from the fireplace. But in all homes,
this reintroduction of cold air means
that it must be heated. Some of it can
be warmed by the fireplace. But most
of it will be out of the fireplace’ s
range and will need to be heated by
another heat source.

V f c N f l A i G - O U T S id C
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the face of the fireplace when the fire
is expiring and you want to stop the
flow of air up the chimney.
Three types of shields are com mer
cially available. The oldest and most
popular is glass doors. Because there
are many glass door manufacturers, it
pays to compare prices. Also, the
more effective glass doors will be
those that attempt to cover the entire
surface of the fireplace’s face.
Two recently marketed shields are
made of non-flammable canvas ma
terial. One is a screen that must be
put in place manually. The othevr is an
asbestos treated shade that is instal
led in the same manner as a window
shade.
second method of alleviating
the loss of air from the home is
by venting outside air to the
fireplace. The coldest air in the vicin
ity of the fireplace (the air entering
from outside) will be attracted up
the hot chimney. This will cut ’the cold
air coming in around doors, windows,
electrical outlets, and other areas and
reduce the furnace’ s or stove’ s work.
Ben Franklin’s original 1742 “ Pen
nsylvania Stove” incorporated a fresh
air inlet, and his first Franklin Stove

A

was more efficient than modern
Franklin type stoves.
Products are available to help in
venting outside air to the hearth, but
if you’re a do-it-yourselfer, you may
want to create your own venting
system. The easiest method is to run a
duct from a basement window thro
ugh the basement and up through the
brick or stone in front of the fireplace,
where a vent will be placed. If you
don’t have a basement and the
fireplace is on an outside wall, you
may want to bring a duct, with a vent,
through the brick or stone wall. If you
don’t have a basement or fireplace on
an outside wall, good luck. Any duct
system should not vent air from an
area where cars idle and should
include some type of damper so you
can control the flow of air and keep
outside air out of the home when
you’re not using the fireplace.
The second structural problem
with the fireplace is that it produces
so little heat. A University of Illinois
stucjy found that the home receives
only 10-15 percent of the heat
produced by the fire—the rest goes up
the chimney. You may be satisfied
with the heat produced by the fire,

INCKEASf
HEAT" O U T P U T "
V O iT H ,

The problem becomes much worse
as the fire starts to expire. At first,
the fire is probably acting as an
overall heat gain for the home. But as
the fire dies, its heat output dwindles
drastically as the home's warm air
continues to leave via the chimney.
There are two ways to correct this
problem. One involves the utilization
of some type of shield to place across
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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the fire, but it would be a wise
investment to increase output if you
bum wood regularly.
The Radiant Grate

Radiant grates are designed to cast
more of the fire’s heat into the home.
Some of the grates require that the
logs be stacked in a certain manner.
One manufacturer claims his grate
saved $100 worth of oil for every $70
worth of wood at 1973 prices. He also
admits that “ No two houses are the
same...You just cannot guarantee
what will be saved.’ ’
At least one radiant grate has
cooking accessories too. These in
clude a grill, stove, rotisserie, and
oven. Energy can be saved by using
these instead of your gas or electric
appliances.
Another useful product, which is
often built into European fireplaces,
is a heat reflector. One manufacturer
boasts that they can increase heat
output up to three times by reducing
the depth of the fireplace and
reflecting more heat into the room.
The reflectors are made of metal
panels which are placed at the back of
the fireplace.
A third beneficial product would be
a grate made of pipes to circulate hot
water to the home. These grates can
be used in homes heated by tradition
al hot water systems and solar
energy. The manufacturers claim they
can cut central heating expenses from
one-third to three-quarters or more.
The water pipe grates could also be
hooked up to a hot water heater.
Homeowners generally spend 5 - 1 5
percent of their annual energy bill on
heating water and for those with
electric water heating and already
using the fireplace a lot, such a grate
might pay for itself within two or
three years.
Forced Air

Three types of products circulate
air from the home near the fire and
redirect it back into the home at a
higher temperature. Some of these
products may be capable of heating
entire small homes.
Two of the products—convection air
devices and forced air devices—are
often nearly identical. Convection air
devices are grates with C-shaped
tubes that have the home’ s cooler
air from the floor area enter the
grate, circulate through the fire, and
be expelled into the room near the top
of the fireplace.
24
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There are three types of forced air
devices. The common feature of all
three is the small fan that is used to
move air through the tubes. Usually
these devices produce more heat than
convection devices. Most forced air
devices are C-shaped like convection
devicesi.
A second type has a box-shaped
structure that is part of the grate, or
situated! next to the grate, so it can
heat incoming cold air. The last type
is placed in the lintel area of the
fireplace.
Of the C-shaped grates, the forced
air devices should last longer than
convection devices. Eventually the
C-shape'd tubes will bum out, but it
takes longer with forced air devices
because the circulated air in the tubes
keeps the tubes cooler. The thickness
of the metal used has an effect on
tube life too.
The owner of a convection or forced
air devic e should watch for tube burn
outs. Veiry few manufacturers inform
the consumer that an undetected bum
out could be dangerous and permit
carbon monoxide and/or smoke to be
emitted into the room. With some of

the bum outs tubes can be replaced or
new metal surfaces built on.
Steps can be taken to prolong the
life of these devices. One manufac
turer recommends using a wire brush
to scrape off the carbon deposits after
the heating season and then applying
a thin coat of oil or spray paint to
prevent rusting during the summer.
For forced air devices, oil the
blower periodically and position it so
that there are no obstructions in the
path of entering air. Do not bum a fire
without the fan on. During power
blackouts, remove the blower and the
duct between the blower and tubes if
you intend to use the device as a
source of emergency heating. Cshaped forced air devices are best for
emergency heating.
A few welders are beginning to
custom make convection air devices
that may be better than most of the
forced air devices on the market.
Some custom made jobs could be
hooked up to a small fan for better
heat distribution and a prolonged life.
The two best welder made devices
I’ve seen are out of Vermont and
Wisconsin. Their design and thicker
metal could be worth the added
expense of a custom made product.
The third product that reheats the
home’ s air is a firebox. Most fire
boxes are built for installation while
the home is being constructed, but
some are designed to slip into existing
fireplaces.
□
Stephen Kokette is the author of
Energy Saving Products and Projects,
reviewed in Farmstead, Winter 1980.
He lives in Madison, Wisconsin. Art
by Liz Buell.
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Hurrah for the Goose!
surprise and appreciation when the
goose appeared at the table: delici
t was many years ago that I
ous smelling, perfectly roasted—and
tasting out of this world! Everybody
prepared my first Christmas
goose, but I still remember
loved it, and this delicious meat has
been on our “ special food’ ’ list since.
that occasion so very well. I hadn’t
So if you want an enticing change in
planned to cbok one. In those days in
your Christmas dinner, I whole
Europe we always had chicken for our
Christmas dinner. Turkey or other
heartedly recommend a goose.
fowl were luxuries only a few could
Let me first tell you a bit more
afford. But all of a sudden I found that
about past and present uses of these
I had to prepare one. Our holiday
gourmet birds.
guest, who was to arrive on Christmas
That some of us are not overly
Eve, had graciously ordered us one
enthusiastic about a goose dinner is
and had it delivered at our house the
often due to the fact that our first
day before. I still vividly remember
sample proved to be a rather tough
that big box being opened and the
(albeit tasty), fatty bird. Tough,
large, plump goose being lifted out on
because it was too old when butch
the table. I was a bit shocked, and
ered (geese can easily live 25-30
looked at that bird with a certain
years, and even in some cases up to
trepidation. Was I, with my little
50 years). Fatty, because formerly
cooking experience (I’d only been
geese were specially fattened for
married a few years), expected to
slaughter. This increased their weight
prepare this delicacy for our Christ
and consequently the price. More
mas meal? I couldn’t disappoint our
over, goose-fat had many culinary
guest, nor my husband whose mouth
applications. Another source of overly
was already watering at the thought
fat geese are the birds which are
of taking a bite of tender, juicy roast
force-fed (noodled) to obtain the
goose.
highly-prized large goose liver which,
I
decided to make the best of the combined with “ truffles,’ ’ are used
for the “ pate de foie gras” delicacy.
awkward situation and set to work. I
Yet, basically, the goose has been
don’t exactly remember where I found
the recipe, how heavy the goose was
the poor farmer’ s festive table luxury
(it was huge, believe me) or how
for ages. It is one of the oldest
domesticated fowl, and in Egyptian
many hours it roasted. But what I do
remember are the exclamations of
wall drawings dated around 3,000
by Gerry Willems

I

B.C., various kinds can be identified.
Geese can be raised almost totally on
pasture, even rather poor marshy
fields, as long as it is succulent.
Therefore, as soon as good grass was
no longer available, it was time to
slaughter and market the geese.
In England, St. Michael’s Day on
the 29th of September, was tradition
ally a day to eat “ green” geese
(usually 3-4 months old) and in the
same country, on the last Thursday,
Friday and Saturday in October, the
Nottingham Goose Fair, (which dates
from 1284), is still used to market
surplus young geese. The famous
Christmas goose tends to be a bit
fatter and heavier, but if prepared
properly, is an extremely tasty dish.
Not only is it tasty but also healthy, as
the meat has a higher protein content
compared to chicken, beef or pork,
and is also relatively low in calories
compared to those other meats.
So if you want to enjoy a goose on
the table, be it only for the holidays,
look for a young one in the fall—(a
so-called junior goose raised that
same year), and keep it in your
freezer till Christmas or Thanksgiv
ing. Or, buy a fresh one at Christmas
(be sure to get a less-than-one-yearold one) which will be a little heavier
and a bit more fatty, but will make a
delicious, extra savory dish.
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, The live weight of geese can vary
between 10 to 25 pounds and up,
depending on the breed. In dressing
the goose you might loose about 30
percent in weight. As the proportion
of meat to bone in a goose is not as
favorable as it is in turkey, count on
about one and a half to two pounds
dressed weight per person. In other
words, one 9-12 pound goose, (dress
ed weight) will feed up to 6 people.
And don’t throw out the liver. Even
without truffles it is still a delicacy.
If you can buy a fresh goose, fine. If
not, a frozen one will do very well. If
your goose is frozen, place it, still in
its original wrap, on a tray in the
refrigerator for one or one and a half
days to thaw. The goose can also be
thawed more quickly if it is placed,
unwrapped, in a container or in a sink
with cold water. This takes about four
to five hours. Left to thaw at room
temperature (in wrapper) requires six
to ten hours.
Take out the neck and giblets and
simmer these in water spiced with
pepper, salt, a sprig of parsley and a
small onion (I also add some carrots
and celery to enhance the taste) for an
hour, and reserve broth for gravy.
When you are ready to start preparing
the goose, rinse the bird inside and
outside, drain, and pat dry with paper
towels. Rub the skin and cavity with
pepper and salt, and fill cavity with
stuffing.
ecause the goose is fatter than
a turkey the recommended
stuffing is usually more of a
tart nature than for other fowl. My
favorite stuffing is:

B

APPLE FRUIT STUFFING
4 apples, sliced
1 pound prunes, apricots or mixed
dried fruits, cooked and cored
Vi cup raisins
1 Tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon lemon juice
4 teaspoon cinnamon

V

(Optional: 2 cups crumbs, 1 med.
onion, V* t. salt, V* cup water, 2 T
butter, dash salt and pepper)

The dried fruits should, of course,
be soaked for several hours or
pre-cooked, and if necessary pitted.
To this fruit mixture one can add one
or two cups of bread crumbs, if
desired. In this case also add V* cup of
water and 2 tablespoons of melted
butter. And don’t forget to sprinkle
the fruits with some sugar and
cinnamon.
ONION,BREAD AND RICE
STUFFING
3 cups bread crumbs
2 medium onions, boiled and mashed
2 cup cooked rice
1 teaspoon powdered sage
Vi teaspoon salt
1 Tablespoon melted butter
3 /4 cup milk
Dash of pepper

V

(Optional: half a pound of sliced and
fried mushrooms).

A little advice: If you happen to buy
a real big older goose, pre-boil it for
an hour in water with salt, pepper and
an onion. Then drain, dry and proceed
with roasting in the way as described.
Fill neck and body cavity loosely
with stuffing. Close the neck opening
with a skewer and tie the legs
together with a string, or tuck the legs
in the band of skin at the tail, as you
would do with a turkey. Then place
the goose on a rack in a roasting pan,
breastside up, and roast uncovered
in a preheated oven (400 degrees) for
one hour. There is no need to baste it

because of the fat skin. Then turn the
oven thermostat down to 325 degrees,
and roast two more hours for medium,
or two and a half hours for a larger
bird. (If your bird is young and not
very fat, cover the breast at this time
with a sheet of aluminum foil and
remove it toward the end for final
browning). A meat thermometer
should register 185 degrees when
your bird is done. If you don’t use a
thermometer, you can check done
ness in several ways: Press the meaty
part of the leg between (covered)
fingers—it should feel very soft. You
can also prick the thigh with a fork
and look at the color of the juices.
They should be beige, not pinkish.
Or, you can move the drumstick up
and down. The joint should yield
readily or twist out.

When the goose is done, take it off
the rack and prepare the gravy. I do
this by adding a cup of water to the fat
drippings in the roasting pan, then
pour it all in a container which I put in
the freezer for half an hour till the fat
has congealed and can be spooned
off. Reheat the remaining broth,
(Add more liquid if you don’t seem to
have enough.) Then add three table
spoons of sherry, salt and pepper to
taste, and thicken it with one table
spoon flour. You’ll have a delicious
gravy, a favorite of my family.

Traditional Vegetables

Cut the cabbage into one-inch
pieces. Wash, and cook with approxi
mately a half cup of water and one
teaspoon of salt for about 30 minutes.
Add applesauce, lemon juice and
spicks. Simmer for another ten min
utes. If it’s still very moist, let the
cabbage cook on a high heat until
most of the moisture has evaporated.
Keep watching it, and stir occasion
ally. Then add one tablespoon of flour
while stirring and let cook another
minute. Add the butter. Taste to see if
it needs added seasoning.
With the red cabbage I always
serve a side dish of potatoes, either
mashed or cooked, or a rice dish
consisting of:
3 cups cooked (IV 2 cup uncooked) rice
lb. sliced and fried mushrooms
1 onion
2 stalks celery (cut into small pieces
and fried for a few minutes)
1 cup cream of mushroom soup.

Vt

HOLIDAY RED CABBAGE
1 large red cabbage
1 cup sweetened applesauce
1 Tablespoon lemon juice
teaspoon ground cloves
Vi teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon salt
1 Tablespoon butter

Vi

“Well, I'll be darned if I simply
could not pat it down! This is the
first cookbook 1 have ever read
cover to cover. I'd never have
thought it possible to enjoy it so
much. I found it has as much for
the intellect as the stomach, and
I especially appreciate the fresh and
unique perspective you offer on
preparing and eating simple food.
You reduce it to a basic art, science
and philosophy. The book is so
delightfully written, and your
personality, wit and wisdom really
sparkles through."

(from an unknown
California masculine fan) •
Clothbound, $13.50 ppd.
from the Author,
Harborside, Maine 04642

FINE GARDEN AND FARM TOOLS
Mix it all and put in a casserole
dish. Sprinkle with bread crumbs and
dots of butter. Bake for 30 minutes,
uncovered, in a 350 degree oven.
Another fine vegetable with goose is
Brussels sprouts, generously coated
with butter and nutmeg.
I wish you success with your goose
dinner and hope it turns out just as
well as my first attempt.
Bon appetit, and happy holidays to
you all!
□
Gerry W illem s lives and cooks on her
homestead in M t. Desert Island,
Maine. Art by Siri Beckman.

Which vegetables go well with a
goose? A traditional vegetable (and
one I like best) is red cabbage. Even if
you are not a red cabbage fan, if you
try this tangy recipe, I bet you’ll like
it.
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Figgy Pudding
...and Other Cherished
Holiday Recipes
Decorate each serving with sweet
ened whipped cream. This sauce is
very rich but delicious.
One of my favorite sauces is
economical and easy to make. I think
it tastes better than regular steamed
pudding.

by Lucretia Douglas
hen I was a mere grandmother,
my children gathered at home
for Thanksgiving and Christ
mas dinner. Ten years ago, as a
great-grandmother, I decided that
preparing the whole meal was getting
to be too much of a chore, so now the
family gathers at my house for holiday
desserts and punch. By preparing
only dessert I have time to make all
their favorites, and I sincerely believe
it has worked out as a very enjoyable
arrangement.
I serve the dessert buffet style so
everyone can pick and choose at will. I
love to see their eyes light up when
they spy their special favorite pie,
cake or pudding. It's worth the effort
and expense. It’ s what makes the
Holiday a day apart at our house.
My Date Pudding is a tradition, and
my daughter Diana’s favorite. I made
it while cooking for the treasurer of
the Chase Manhattan Bank, and one
of his guests gave me eighty-five
yards of pinwale corduroy cloth in
exchange for the recipe. That was
almost thirty years ago, and I still
have a few yards of the cloth left.

W

DATE PUDDING
Grease and flour a 9” x 13” cake
pan. Heat oven to 335 degrees F..
Chop one cup of dates and sprinkle
with one teaspoon baking soda. Pour
one cup of boiling water over them
and set aside. Then beat the following
ingredients in your mixer until they
are light and fluffy:
1 cup sugar
V* of a stick of butter or oleo
1 egg
Then sift:
1 V a cups flour
30
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CRANBERRY STEAMED PUDDING
In a mixer bowl pour half a cup of
molasses.
Add: 2 teaspoons baking soda
Stir in:
cup of boiling water
Sift:
3 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
Va teaspoon salt
Add all this to molasses mixture.
Toss one cup of fresh cranberries
with a sprinkling of flour so they
won’t sink to bottom of pudding and
mix in your batter.
Pour this batter into greased mold
or greased three pound shortening
can and set into a kettle of boiling
water. Cover pudding can with alu
minum foil, and then put the cover
on the kettle. Steam for two hours,
maintaining two inches of boiling
water around pudding. Pudding can
should be set on a trivet or rack in the
kettle so it won’t scorch on bottom. If
you need to add water be sure it is
boiling first.
Serve hot slices of cranberry pud
ding with my special pudding sauce.

IV

Va
Va

teaspoon baking powder
teaspoon salt

Add above ingredients to the
creamed mixture. Add dates and one
cup chopped pecans. Bake (in a very
slow oven) about one hour (or less)
until top springs back when lightly
touched. Serve with Date Pudding
sauce.
Boil for five minutes in heavy
saucepan:
2 cups sugar
1 cup cold water
2 teaspoon salt
Add:
1 tablespoon butter
1 teaspoon vanilla
Va cup bourbon whisky

V

Vz

CRANBERRY PUDDING SAUCE

1
Mix:
V2 cup sugar
cup cream
Va cup butter
Stir and cook in double boiler for
fifteen minutes.
A favorite with the men is Lemon
Bread Pudding, served plain or with
whipped cream.

Va

LEMON BREAD PUDDING
Turn oven to 375 degrees F.
Sprinkle one cup seedless raisins over
the bottom of two-quart size casser
ole. Pour a large-size can of evapor
ated milk over raisins. Set casserole in
pan of hot water.
Now, butter six slices of bread and
lay over raisins.
Beat six eggs with one cup sugar,
Vt teaspoon salt, 2 teaspoons of lemon
extract. Pour over the bread slices,
then stir in enough milk to fill
casserole. Stir until egg mixture is
well blended with bread and raisins.
Sprinkle the top with grated nutmeg.
Bake in pan of water until custard is
set around edge (about an hour) but
take it out of the oven before its center
rises, in order to keep it creamy.
PINEAPPLE CARROT C AK E
2 cups flour
1 teaspoon soda

...W e Won’t Go Until We
Get Some!
by Jeanne Murray
FIGGY PUDDING
V a cup butter
V i cup molasses
V i cup milk

1 egg
IV i cups graham flour
V i teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup figs—cut in small pieces
Melt butter, add molasses, milk, egg, well-beaten dry
ingredients, mixed and sifted. Add figs. Turn all this into a
buttered mould and cover. Steam for 2 V i hours.
Serve with hard sauce or wine sauce.

2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon salt

W IN E SAUCE

2 cups sugar
1 Vi cups cooking oil

V i cup butter
1 cup powdered sugar
3 tablespoons sweet wine
grated nutmeg (to taste)

3 eggs
2 cups finely ground or grated raw
carrots
1 cup well-drained crushed pineapple
1 cup coconut (shredded)
1 cup chopped nuts
1 teaspoon vanilla
Beat sugar, eggs and oil until' light
and creamy. Then sift together flour,
soda, cinnamon and salt. Add to egg
mixture. Blend well.
Fold in carrots, pineapple, coconut,
nuts and vanilla. Bake in greased and
floured 9 x 13 inch cake pan at 350
degrees F. for one hour or until done.
Cool on rack. W hen cool frost with
cream cheese icing.
CREAM CHEESE ICING
4 ounces pf cream cheese, softened
V i box confectioners sugar (about 2
cups)
1 teaspoon vanilla
V i stick oleo, softened
Whip in mixer and spread over
carrot cake. Keeps a week in the
refrigerator.

i

Cream butter. Add sugar and wine slowly. Sprinkle on
the nutmeg. Prepare hard sauce by the same method.
HARD SAUCE
Vz cup butter

1 cup powdered sugar
Vz teaspoon lemon extract
2 /3 teaspoon vanilla extract
FIGGY PUDDING
3 tablespoons butt
V i cup molasses
V i cup milk
1 V i cups flour
V i teaspoon soda
V a teaspoon each: salt,

cloves, allspice, nutmeg
V i pound fig s-cu t in pieces
Use same method as Figgy Pudding recipe above.
Jeanne Murray is a superb cook who lives in Acton,
Massachusetts.
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Antique
Cookie Cutte
by Pamela Boersma
olonial living centered around
the hearth where delicious
meals were prepared and whe
re dining was relaxed and unpreten
tious. The massive fireplace was both
a heater and a cookstove, turning out
baked goods such as bread and
cookies. For convenience sake, a
variety of metal utensils were hung
around it. Among these wares could
be found the delightful tin cookie
cutter.
Most every household has its share

among the first shapes assigned to
the cookie cutter. Later, the spectrum

of hand-fashioned cookie cutters, but
neighboring families frequently ex

widened with images of the eagle,
star, spade, club, fish, flower and

changed patterns for an even greater
variety. Some families had their own
special cutters depicting their trade or
business. If, for instance, a family
raised and sold cattle, then the cutter
would represent that particular ani
mal or some other feature of the

various animals. Household shapes
such as the clothespin, broom, bas
ket, gun and hatchet were also
used—and transformed into edibles.
The tinsmith made the most popular
motifs into master tin cookie cutter
patterns. But even with the availabil

C

family concern. Usually these cutters
were not lent, but kept for personal
use.
The average farm wife had two
kinds of cutters, everyday and special
occasion. Circles and other geometric
shapes served her on a daily basis as
did cutters with fluted edges. Fancy
shapes or those which had more than
one part, were saved for the holidays.
Hearts, rounds and diamonds were

ity of such patterns, most of the
cutters were copies of whatever the
maker happened to be looking at, at
the time. This accounted for the wide
variety of designs.
There were, though, some shapes
which were more popular than others,
such as the heart, the two headed
bird, the pig and a woman wearing a
long dress. But everybody s ’ favorite
was the gingerbread man. Today, you
can still find this familiar and spritely
shape abounding in bakeries and
popping in and out of kitchen cookie
jars.
Just as there were many shapes,
there were many sizes. The smallest
cutters were no bigger than a quarter
while some gingerbread men stood a
plentiful fifteen inches. Most of the
cutters averaged between two and
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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four inches, but there was no hard
and fast rule.
Cookie cutters were sometimes
fashioned by the householder or else
the services of an itinerant tinker
were employed. More often than not,
the job was delegated to a nearby
tinsmith who usually made the cutters
out of tin scraps left over from a
bigger project. Sometimes discarded
tin canisters or cooking utensils were
given new life in the form of a cutter.
As the nineteenth century drew to a
close, a lighter cheaper quality of tin
was introduced which made this
recycling unnecessary.
All the cutters were basically
constructed the same way, no matter
who made them. In order to achieve
the desired pattern and size, long
strips of inch-wide tin were bent and
curved. Handles were formed by
taking a strip and turning the edges
under for strength. The real early
cutters were not made out of tin strips
but were shaped out of a strong, thin
steel plate which had a tin coating.
These were heavier than their solid

was being applied to the dough.
There are some cutters which had six
holes, some had less and some had
only one. These holes ranged from

the century. Most of the cutters of this
period have been lost, destroyed or
are in museums, but you can still
aquire cutters made during the mid

one-eight to three-fourths of an inch
in diameter. Sometimes a housewife
would make an extra hole using a nail,
picking up where the tinsmith left off.
There was one drawback to punching
an extra hole—it tended to weaken and
bend the cutter, sometimes rendering

dle to late nineteenth century. Many
cutters take their shapes from the
motifs on samplers, painted chests
and enameled glass, many of which
were dated. By knowing the date of
these items, you can just about guess
when a particular cutter was made.

it useless.
Later years saw factory made
cutters become popular. Among these
were sets of twelve tear-shaped
cutters of different sizes and packed
one inside the other. Factory cutters
tended to be more uniform in design
and construction. Many retailers of
the day such as F. A. Walker offered
these factory-made sets.

shows spotty soldering, this assures
you that it has been around awhile. If
you find a cutter whose cutting
edge is secured by a thin, almost
invisible line, then the cutter is not
much more than fifty years old.

After the cutter took shape, the
cutting edge was placed on its
backing, and solder was applied along
the outer edge. The early solder was
made with about fifty percent flux (a
substance which helps metal fuse
together) of rosin. Rosin is a residue
left over from the distillation of crude

As time went on, a shiny solder
was put to use which largely consisted
of tin. This enabled the solder to go on
smoother and lent itself to a more
even coat, thus there were fewer tool
marks.
Many of the cutters were crude in
construction with little attention paid
to detail. Others, however, were
made with pride and show quality in
workmanship. This is evident by the
holes in the backing which were either
stamped or punched out, put there to
allow air to escape when the cutter
34
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heart and bird. According to a W est
Coast dealer, many of the patterns are
getting harder to find with figurals
being the most difficult to locate.
Prices vary, with tags of five dollars
all the way to several hundred for the
hard to find or the out of the ordinary
cutter.
The way a cutter was soldered can
be another indication of age. If it

tin counterparts.

turpentine. This mixture was usually
applied by hand and is known as the
soft-solder method.

The patterns most readily available
for collectors include variations of the
tulip (other flower patterns are rare),

Selecting Antique Cutters
t ’ s very difficult to tell age on a
cutter, as some of them were
used only occasionally, and as
a result, are in mint condition. A later
cutter, say one made in the 1920’ s or
3 0 ’ s, may appear to be older than it

I

actually is, due to frequent use.
If you want to purchase really old
cutters, there is one way to determine
age—by the motif. Although this is not
a sure-fire method, it does give some
indication of the period of manufact
ure. Many patterns represented a
figure of the times, such as a
continental soldier on horseback. This
may be assigned to the period
between the revolution and the end of

W hen looking for a cutter, make
sure the backing has been sheared
close to the outline of the pattern as
this is a sign of age. A circular, oval
or octagonal backing was used on
later cutters. These usually are very
shiny, have a thin solder and show
few signs of wear.
If the cutter you’re thinking about
purchasing has a deep cutting edge,
chances are that it is very old. It
seems that the older the cutter, the
deeper the cutting edge. In very late
forms the cutting edge decreased to
three-eighths of an inch. As you shop,
you will find that cutting edges varied
exceedingly, ranging from one-fourth
to one and three-fourths inches.
With Christmas approaching, you
might be on the lookout for santas,
stars, Christmas trees and camels.
And the cookies made with these
old-time cutters will certainly add the
charming stamp of tradition to your
holidays.

Century Old Recipes
ong ago, recipes were made for
big families and produced
large quantities. The cookie
recipes below which appear in the
scrapbook of my great, great grand
mother, are no exception. They all
yield between seven and ten dozen,
which makes them great for holiday
giving.

L

All of the recipes should be rolled
thin and cut with your most delightful
old and new cutters! You may want to
decorate them with icing and colored
sugar for holiday appeal. The oven
temperatures are approximate, as no
temperature was given in the original
recipes.

Bring the first three ingredients to
a boil. Add two cups of the flour, stir
well and let cool. Beat in the egg, then
add the remaining flour, soda and
ginger. Bake in 325 degree F. oven
until done.
GE R M A N CRISPS

SPICE COOKIES
2 cups sugar
1 cup butter
3 eggs
Juice and grated rind of one lemon
Enough flour to roll (about four cups)
Cream butter and sugar. Add
slightly beaten eggs along with lemon
juice and peel. Mix well. Gradually
mix in the flour. Bake in 325 degree F.
oven.

GINGER SNAPS
JUMBLES
1 cup sugar
1 cup molassas
1 cup lard
1 egg
7 cups flour
2 teaspoons soda (dissolved in a little
vinegar)
2 Tablespoons ginger

Cream butter and sugar. Add milk
and eggs and blend well. Sift together
flour, nutmeg and soda and add to the
butter mixture. After the dough is cut
into shapes, brush the tops with the
white of an egg, then sprinkle with
sugar. Bake in 350 degree F. oven.

1 cup butter
2 cups sugar
1
5
6
1

cup milk
eggs
cups flour
teaspoon nutmeg

1 teaspoon soda

3 cups sugar
1 cup butter
4 eggs
1 Tablespoon each cloves, cinnamon,
and nutmeg
1 cup chopped currants
Flour enough to roll (about four to five
cups).
Cream butter and sugar. Add eggs
and blend. Mix in spices and cur
rants. Gradually add the flour until
stiff enough to roll. Bake in 350
degree F. oven.
□
Pamela Boersma is the author of “ Old
-Time Butter Making” in the Harvest
1981 issue of Farmstead. She lives
in Ontario, California. Photos by
Michael D. Baughn. Sketch by Sherry
Maupin.
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Mama’s Mincemeat
by Florencie Bryant

W

hen I was a little girl growing up on the farm,

Mama made lots of mince pies. Mince pie was Pa’s'
very favorite pie of all, and it sure was swell to
open one’s lunch pail after that two-mile walk through the
snow to the country school to find a big slice of M am a’ s
mince pie.
Mama was known far and wide for her good cooking.

W hen threshing day rolled around in the fall, Mama had to
only let it be known she needed help. They came on foot,
by horseback, in wagons and an old man always came in a
T Ford that he had to back up the hill. He was a
paper-hanger, so I don’t know why he came unless it was
just to get some of M am a’ s cooking.
The little T-Ford, a two-door, sure scared the heck out
of everything. It was almost as scary as the big grey
threshing machine that put such a panic into my soul. The
first time it came up the hill all the chickens hid, and I hid
also, under the bed.
36
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Mama canned most of the mincemeat she made and
used it during the year. Mincemeat is like plum pudding
and Christmas fruit cake; it should be made several weeks
before it is required and allowed to ripen or “ age” .
These mincemeat recipes are all quite different in
flavor, but each is delicious. I’ve won blue ribbons with
mince pies at our County Fair.
COOKED CURRANT M INCEM EAT
1 pound seeded raisins
1 pound suet (chopped)
1 pound apples (peeled and chopped)
3 /4 pound mixed peel
X
A pound blanched almonds (chopped)
1 pound currants
1 pound brown sugar
2 cups apple cider
Vt teaspoon mace
Vt teaspoon cinnamon
1 wine glass of brandy

Boil cider until it is reduced to one-half the quantity.
Add the raisins, suet, apples, citron, currants and sugar.
Cook slowly for one hour. Then add the almonds, spices
and brandy. Mix well. Heat until very hot. Store in
sterilized glass jars and seal. Use as required. This will
keep well for a year or more if stored where it is cool and is
less rich than the usual uncooked mincemeat.
FIDDLER’S M INCEM EAT
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

cups finely minced, cooked lean beef
cups fresh beef suet (chopped fine)
quarts chopped sour apples
cups peach jam
cup grape or apple jam
pints grape juice
cups brown sugar
pound seedless raisins
pound seeded raisins
pound currants
pound mixed chopped peel

Grated rind of 2 oranges
Grated rind of 2 lemons
1 tablespoon salt
1 tablespoon cinnamon
Vi teaspoon mace
A few grains of ground cloves
Trim meat and simmer it in a small amount of water
until it is tender. Cool. Put into food chopper. Chop all
fruits. Mix all ingredients together and simmer and
bubble gently for one hour. Then pour into clean glass
sterilized jars. This mincemeat has a most rich and

FLORENCIE’S O W N GREEN TO M A TO M IN CEM EAT
l V i pints tart apples, chopped fine

1
2
1
1

pint chopped green tomatoes
teaspoons cinnamon
cup chopped suet
teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon allspice
1 teaspoon cloves
3 cups white sugar
1 pound raisins
lA cup vinegar
Cook mixture until thick. Don’t let it burn; Stir often.
Can in clean, hot sterilized glass jars. Seal.
M A M A ’ S M IN CEM EAT TURNOVERS
2 V i cups sifted flour

1 3 / 4 teaspoons salt
2 /3 cup shortening
1 cup mincemeat
Sift flour and salt together. Cut in shortening. Add cold
water to make a stiff dough. Roll out V i inch thick. Cut into
three-inch squares. Place a tablespoon of mincemeat on
each square. Fold into triangular shapes and press edges
together with tines of a fork. Bake in hot oven (450
degrees) 12 to 15 minutes. (Makes 12 turnovers.)
MINCE AND CUSTARD PIE
Make one pie pastry for bottom of pan.

unusual flavor.
CHRISTMAS PIE M INCEM EAT
2 pounds lean beef
1 pound beef suet
4 pounds apples
2 pounds currants
1 pound white raisins
2 pounds seeded raisins
Vi pound citron
6 cups brown sugar
2 teaspoons nutmeg
1 tablespoon allspice
1 tablespoon cinnamon
V* teaspoon ginger
1
1
2
4

1 pound mincemeat
2 /3 cup sugar
1 V i cups milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 eggs slightly beaten
Line the pie pan with dough. Spread mincemeat over
bottom. Add the remaining ingredients to eggs and stir
until sugar is dissolved. Pour custard gently over the
mincemeat. Bake in hot oven (400 degrees F.) for five
minutes. Reduce temperature to 350 degrees F. and bake
forty-five minutes longer or until filling is firm. (Makes
one pie.)
□

teaspoon cloves
tablespoon salt
oranges
cups cider or grape juice

Bake beef 40 minutes in moderate oven (350 degrees
F.). Now cool and chop. Mix with chopped suet, pared,
cored and chopped apples, currants, raisins and citron.
Add sugar, spices, juice of two oranges, finely chopped
rind of one orange, cider or grape juice. Simmer all
together 30 minutes. Pack into hot sterilized jars and
process three hours in hot water bath. (Then complete
seal.)

Florencie Bryant is a frequent contributor to Farmstead
and Lives in Little Valley, New York. Illustrations by Carol
Varin.
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Festival of Light Recipes
by Sandy McLaughlin
anukkah (or Chanukah), is a joyous eight-day cele
bration of the re-building and dedication of a
destroyed temple, when Maccabean warriors

H

recaptured it from the Syrians in 165 B .C .
Only enough oil was found to keep the sacred temple
lights kindled for one day, but miraculously the lights kept
burning for eight days and nights. To commemorate this,
an additional candle is lit each night of the holiday and
placed with a blessing in the menorah, or candle holder,
until all eight candles plus a “ lighter” candle are lit.
It is a time for celebrating a religion’s survival. Families
gather to exchange small gifts each night, to enjoy the
traditional Hanukkah fare of latkes or potato pancakes and
chocolate “ g elt,” or coins, and to play a dreidel game
where mixed nuts are won or lost, then cracked and
enjoyed by all.
f

CHEESE KNISHES ( a nice appetizer, served warm.)
Vt pound butter
one yeast cake
2 tablespoons water
V t tablespoon sugar •

4 cups flour
2 eggs
V i cup sour cream
V i teaspoon salt

,

To make the dough for cheese knishes, melt Vt pound of
butter but do not boil. Put one yeast cake in a glass with 2
tablespoons of water and Vt tablespoon of sugar. Let stand
until foams. Add to 4 cups of flour. Add 2 eggs, melted
butter, Vt cup sour cream, Vt tablespoon of sugar and Vi
teaspoon of salt. Mix well. Refrigerate overnight.
FILLING FOR CHEESE KNISHES

LATKES (traditional Hanukkah fare)

3 large onions
4 tablespoons of butter

2 eggs

2 eggs
pinch of salt and pepper

3 cups grated potatoes
V t cup grated onion
3 tablespoons flour
IVt teaspoons salt
V* teaspoon pepper
vegetable oil
Beat eggs until light and foamy. Stir in grated potatoes,
onion, flour, salt and pepper until thoroughly blended.
Heat about 1 /8 to V* inch depth of oil in heavy skillet. Drop
about Vt cup potato mixture into the hot oil for each latke.
Fry on each side until golden brown. Drain well and serve
hot with sour cream or applesauce. Makes 16.
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2 pounds of farmers’ cheese (cottage cheese can be
substituted)
To make the filling, fry three large onions in four
tablespoons of butter. Combine the onions, two eggs, a
pinch of salt and pepper and two pounds of cheese. Cream
well. Melt four tablespoons of butter.
Separate the dough into pieces and roll each piece Vt
inch thick. Brush well with butter, cut into two inch
squares. Put one tablespoon of cheese mixture in each
square. Fold dough up like a turnover. Bake in a hot,
buttered baking pan about 25 minutes in a hot oven.

crepes out of pan. (Do not turn over). Fill with cheese
mixture and fold up into rectangle. Fry in butter on both
sides until golden brown. Serve hot with sour cream
and/or blueberry sauce.

SW EET CHERRY KUGEL (a dessert noodle pudding)
1 can or jar (17 ounces) dark or light sweet cherries
8 ounces egg noodles cooked and drained
V< cup butter or margarine
3 eggs
Va cup sugar
1 cup dairy sour cream
1 tablespoon lemon juice
V a teaspoon nutmeg •
Vi cup chopped almonds
Va cup dry bread crumbs
1 tablespoon melted butter or margarine

MUNDEL BREAD (an almond flavored goodie)
V a cup plus 1 tablespoon of oil
*

V a cup sugar

3 large eggs
V2 teaspoon of almond and V2 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 V a cups sifted flour
IV 2 teaspoons baking powder
V a teaspoon salt
V2 cup chopped almonds

Drain and halve the cherries. Reserve syrup. Toss the
hot noodles with butter or margarine. Beat together eggs,
sugar, sour cream, lemon juice and nutmeg. Combine with
noodles and fold in the cherries and almonds. Turn into
greased baking dish. Combine dry bread crumbs with one
tablespoon melted butter or margarine. Sprinkle over the

Beat together eggs and sugar, until thick. Add oil and
extracts. Add dry ingredients and nuts. Shape into long
rolls on cookie sheet. Bake at 350 degrees F. for 35
minutes. Slice and bake 10 minutes longer.

pudding. Bake at 350 degrees F. for 30 minutes. Serve
warm with cherry sauce. Serves 6.

COCOANUT-ALM OND COOKIES
V a pound almonds finely chopped

SW EET CHERRY SAUCE
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon cornstarch

v

/

Reserved cherry syrup
Combine reserved syrup with lemon juice and
cornstarch. Cook until thickened and clear. Serve warm
with the kugel. Makes one cup of sauce.

V a pound shredded cocoanut
4 eggs
V2 cup oil
1 cup sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon vanilla
flour

Mix all ingredients adding just enough flour to make a
stiff dough. Shape into balls IV 2 inches in diameter.
Arrange on greased baking sheet. Bake in 375 degree F.
oven for 12 to 15 minutes.

CHEESE BLINTZES
APPLEKAKA (an easy apple cake)
Batter:
2 eggs beaten
1 cup of flour
V2 teaspoon salt
1 cup water
Filling:
1 pound cottage or farmer cheese
1 egg
sugar, cinnamon and raisins to taste
pinch of salt

2 cups sifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
V a teaspoon salt
V a cup milk

4 tablespoons butter or margarine
1 cup sugar
1 egg unbeaten
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 pared apples
cinnamon and sugar
Sift flour, baking powder and salt together. Cream

All above is to be mixed together.

butter and sugar until light. Add egg and beat well. Add
flour alternately with milk and vanilla.

For batter, mix beaten eggs with salt and V a cup of
water. Stir in flour gradually, until smooth. Add rest of
water. Grease 6-inch frying pan and heat. Pour barely
enough batter in to cover bottom of pan and make very
thin crepe-pancake. When edges begin to curl, knock

Pour into two small greased layer pans. Cut apples into
eighths and arrange in rows on batter. Sprinkle with
cinnamon and sugar.
Bake at 375 degrees F. for 25 minutes or until done. Top
with whipped cream and serve in wedges.
□
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The author’8 daughter learns how to
scrub the eggs she gathered in the
morning.

Raising Chickens
Can Be Child’s Play
by Lynn Krupa
hen our family moved to the
country, at first I was not very
keen on raising farm animals.
With a dog and parakeet already on

W

board, the last thing I wanted, I
thought, was more animals to feed.
For months, the family’s pleas for a
flock of chickens fell on deaf ears.
Then my determined seven-yearold formed a conspiracy with her dad.
She promised to take care of the
animals and had enlisted “ good old”
Dad to do the heavy work. W hat could
I say? It was especially difficult to nix
40
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the project when a pair of free Bantam
chickens mysteriously arrived at our
doorstep.

It was probably a good thing that
the Bantam hen didn’t start laying
immediately. As we explained to
Molly, the chickens were in a new

So I relented, but under two very

environment and it would take them
awhile to adjust. While she and her
dad waited, they read all about

important conditions. First, we would
start small and test Molly’ s interest in
raising chickens. If her ardor waned,
it would be easier to get rid of two
chickens than a whole flock. The
second rule was that we would start
with a simple goal: getting the hen
(one was a rooster) to lay. Molly was
told that her job was to provide us
with eggs. Raising poultry for meat
and breeding baby chickens were not
part of the arrangement.

chickens and even attended a com
munity college seminar. Molly was
the only child there, but I think she
picked up a few helpful hints.
Her efforts were finally rewarded
about two months after the Bantams
came to live with us. Molly was so
delighted, you’d think she laid the
egg herself! Not long after that, we
decided our daughter was ready for a

larger flock. She had been taking
good cqre of her Bantams daily. Until
then, we had avoided building a
chicken coop because we didn’t want
to commit ourselves to an activity that
Molly might decide to drop. The
Bantams did fine loose in the bam ,
but a larger flock would require a
henhouse.
W hen we were sure Molly was still
interested, my husband set to work
building a four foot by six foot coop
inside the bam . He cut a door in the
bam wall, providing access to an
outside chicken yard. The plan was to
let the chickens run loose as much as
possible, so he built the yard small
(about 10 feet by 10 feet).
W hen building a coop that a child
must operate, be sure to consult him
or her frequently. Can the child open
and close the door? Are the nests
within reach? Is it easy for the child to
feed and water charges?
W e found that the metal cylindrical
cannisters with a round tray at the
bottom worked best for Molly. You ’ll
need two: one for water and one for
feed. The cannisters run about $25
new, but you might be able to find
used ones for around $5.*
W e leave both the waterer and
feeder in the coop, so Molly isn’t
required to carry them. W hen the
feed cannister empties, Molly uses a
scooper made out of an old bleach
bottle to refill it. The feed is stored in
a large metal can (to keep the mice
out) next to the coop. Scooping feed
out of the can, Molly pours it into the
feeder until the cylinder is about half
full. W e found that she can’t shake
the feed down into the tray below if
the cylinder is too full. If it’s half full,
however, she can manage. With the
waterer, Molly has recruited her dad
to refill it weekly, all she has to do is
turn the cannister daily to allow
water to fall into the tray.
A s far as cleaning the coop,
arrangements were made before the
chickens arrived that Dad would be
responsible. Maybe some seven-yearolds can clean a dirty coop, but we
decided that feeding the chickens and
bringing in the eggs were big enough
chores. Whatever you decide, make
the decision early so there isn’t any
squabbling about who does what.

♦See: Farmstead, Early Summer 1980
“ Eric W iggin ’s No-W aste Poultry
Feeder.’ ’ (Simple plans for a home
made feeder.)
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W hen the coop was completed, we
bought ten Rhode Island Reds and
M olly’s egg production jumped dra
matically. To keep her motivated, we
decided to pay her 50 cents a dozen.
With older children, you could reward
them with the profits after expenses.
But we decided it would be easier for
Molly to understand the value of her
efforts if she received an immediate
reward. Each time she brings in an
egg, she places a mark on a piece of
paper taped to the refrigerator door.
Twelve marks earn her 50 cents. If the
chickens are laying more than we can
eat, she is allowed to peddle them to
the neighbors for 70 cents. Selling to
the neighbors is more work, but she
earns an extra 20 cents.
W e found that paying Molly for
each egg encourages her to take good
care of her chickens. W e make it very
clear to her that healthy happy
chickens lay more eggs. W e stress
that a dirty egg diminishes its value,
so Molly scrubs it and runs it under
hot water in a plastic container before
the egg is ready for the refrigerator.
ther chores for Molly include
taking the kitchen garbage out
for the chickens to eat and
seeing that the flock is safely tucked
in the coop at night. Our chickens

O

have been fairly good about laying in
the morning, so Molly lets them loose
in the afternoon and puts them away
when she feeds them at night. By
nightfall, even the most adventure
some hen has usually returned to the
coop. If not, Molly uses a little feed to
coax them home. Usually they come
running at the mere sight of her.
Helping a child raise chickens gives
parents a good opportunity to teach
about kindness to animals and at the
same time stress the difference
between a pet and an animal raised
for food. Children should not be
allowed to chase or tease chickens
“ just for the fun of it.’ ’ If your own or
visiting children get the urge to make
chase, ask them how they would like it
if a chicken as large as a person were
chasing them. Also, caution them not
to squeeze the hens too tightly, as
they may crush an egg inside and
threaten the chicken’s life. One thing
kids love to do is throw chickens in the
air to see if they will fly. I suppose it’ s
all right to let them do it once or twice
(preferably with a rooster) to satisfy
their chriosity. But if the child
persists, you might ask him again if
he’d like a big chicken to throw him in
the air. That usually settles the
problem.

Another problem with farm animals
is that they often become pets,
especially if you only have a few.
Molly became very attached to the
Bantam chickens. W e imagined her
going to pieces every time we had to
destroy a nonlaying member of the
flock. W hen the other chickens ar
rived, we explained that they were
dispensable but she could keep the
Bantams as pets. She seemed satis
fied with the arrangement, and has
weathered two natural deaths and two
intentional disposals quite well.
It’ s very important that your child
understand why she is raising poul
try. In our case, Molly knew from the
start that her chickens were supposed
to lay eggs, not just eat costly feed.
She thinks raising chickens is fun (and
it should be), but she also knows it’s a
job. And with 20 feathered fowl now
under her command, it’ s very hard for
her to get attached to any one of
them. And most of all, she has
learned to take pride and joy in her
work.
□

Lynn Krupa, Molly and Dad and
chickens, make their home in Cornel
ius, Oregon. Photos by the author.

Erica Sluyter [left], Molly Krupa [center], and Stephanie Sluyter
[right] handle chickens with love and care.
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In Praise of the Fancy
Feathers? Y es! For the Fancy is the
breeding and rearing of poultry. Yes,
it has to do with raising chickens,
ducks, geese and turkeys, as well as
pigeons, guinea fowl, pheasants and
swans. No, it is not very concerned
with the production of eggs or meat,
as such. There is, to be sure, a
non-commercial interest in egg pro
duction, but much of the attention
focused on that product is more
concerned with hatchability than with
the current market-egg prices. And
while the characteristics of body size,
shape and quality of bone and flesh
are important, of equally great inter
est are the shape, color and texture of
feathers, combs, and other physical
appurtenances of the birds.
These folks are breeding for quali
ties which please the eye, not just the
palate and while culls may be eaten in
an almost religious attempt to keep
only the finest specimens alive, these
folks would no more eat a show bird
than a connoisseur of rare Oriental art
would eat his daily porridge from a n '
antique celadon bowl.
W hy should people want to raise
animals which are so emminently
suited to providing human nourish

This Black-Tailed Japanese Bantam cock shows the typical
short-legged stance, drooping wings and perpendicular tail
which distinguish this breed. Other color varieties include
W hite, Black, Gray and Mottled.

by Lee Crawley
he other night my daughter

T

and I sat in the company of a
group of people who were
about as diverse in age, background
and occupation as nature will allow.
But they all had one thing in common.
It's something of an obsession, and
it’s called, “ The Fancy.”
To those who believe that invest
ment should be made with profit as its
goal, who find that the rewards of
work are totalled in dollars or in the
acquisition or production of monetar

ily. valuable things, and whose con
cept of agriculture is based on the
philosophy of “ the greatest possible
yield per unit of sustenance,” the
Fancy is pure frivolity. It is, indeed, a
hobby: a hobby which may or may not
make small monetary returns on the
initial-and unending--investment. It
is a hobby often begun in childhood
but which, once begun, is seldom
abandoned, at least not forever. One
of the men in that room the other
night began it in his boyhood, and
today, at age 73, he describes himself
as “ about 90 percent feathers.”

ment, just to look at? Personally, I
believe it is done from a sense of
poetry. Call it what you will, there is
within every human being a desire for
the beautiful, the desire to obtain and
maintain that which is as uniquely
perfect an example of its kind as can
be achieved. W hy should a rare old
book, dingy and difficult to read, be
preferred over a modern paperback
reprint, which is so much cheaper,
more readable, and much easier to
carry in the pocket? The book is
valuable not simply because it is old
or rare, but because it is more
pleasing to the inner sense of beauty
which longs for something finer than
its contemporary, mass-produced,
“ functional” counterpart.
A s it is with man-made things, so it
goes with the things of nature. If the
quest for the most exquisite rose or
the perfect orchid can be pursued
with such fervent ardor, why not the
perfect Archangel pigeon or the finest
Silver Spangled Hamburg chicken?
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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sized egg and retain the high produc
tion levels of the Leghorn, while
requiring less feed because of the
smaller size of the bird. The main
snag in the program at the moment,
however, is that there seems to be a
genetic characteristic in the strains
being tested that produces softshelled eggs. It is this kind of problem
which maintenance of a strong gene
pool can help to alleviate.
There are any number of organiza
tions which cater to the interests of
fanciers: The American Poultry A s
sociation, the American Bantam A s
sociation, the Society for the Preser
vation of Poultry Antiquities, the
International Waterfowl Association,
and others for pheasants, pigeons
game birds and so forth. There are, as

The sprightly Silver Sebright is one of the smallest of the
bantams. Sebrights also come in a Golden color variety.
For that is what the fancier does. He,
or she, spends years—a lifetime,
perhaps-breeding and rearing birds
in an attempt to develop that most
elusive of creatures, The Perfect
Specimen. Says one fancier who has
been at the job for perhaps forty
years, “ There has never been a
perfect bird.” The goal may be
unobtainable, but the search goes on.

purposes today. Should it become
necessary to return to the original
stock to regain vigor or to develop
new adaptations for either production
or environment, it is essential that a
viable gene pool still be available.
Recent experiments, for example,
have been undertaken with the ob
jective of developing a “ miniature”
Leghorn which will lay a standard

well, national organizations for indi
vidual breeds, and thousands of local
clubs. The national associations esta
blish the standards for each breed,
against which all birds are judged and
some of them sponsor awards at
poultry shows. Poultry shows them
selves are the heart of the Fancy, for
it is there that the breeders have the
opportunity not only to show off the
products of their labors, but also see
where other breeders’ programs have
taken them. They can exchange
information and buy and sell stock.
There are thousands of poultry shows
held in the U.S. each year, from the
local shows and county and state fairs

There is more purpose to the Fancy
than this, however. Dr. George
Arscott, head of the Poultry Science
Department at Oregon State Univer
sity, recently opened an address to a
group of fanciers with the statement,
“ You people are providing a great
service, by protecting a gene pool that
is rapidly disappearing.” W hile it is
true that many poultry breeds are now
nearing extinction and are preserved
mainly for their uniqueness and
delight to the eye, these breeds were
originally developed for very specific
functional reasons. Some had better
laying qualities, or desirable qualities
to the egg or meat; some were
dual-purpose, good layers and good
meat birds and thus important to the
home flock where versatility is a plus.
Some were prized for their suitability
to certain climates, some for their
winter-laying tendencies and others
for their temperaments, brooding
capabilities and so forth. Many of
these original breeds were crossed to
create
which
44

the high-production birds
are raised for commercial
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Silkies, noted for their fluffy appearance, come in Bantam size only.

to the big national shows. Some of the
latter draw an enormous number of
entries. The 1980 show of the Society
for the Preservation of Poultry Anti
quities, held in Columbus Ohio, had
upwards of 9,000 entries from all over
the U .S. and Canada, and also hosted
visitors from other parts of the world,
such as Great Britain and the Nether
lands.
By the early 19th Century, a
number of distinct poultry types had
developed in Great Britain. Many
communities were more or less iso
lated from their neighbors, and a
certain amount of selective breeding
as well as intensive inbreeding of
available poultry in each given area
resulted in functional, as well as
distinctive physical characteristics;
which means that separate “ breeds”
had been developed. There was a
brisk trade in hens and eggs in the
town markets and pronounced inter
est in showing birds in the local
country fairs. And while the major
thrust of interest amongst the peasan
try was toward the table uses of the
bird, there were already many efforts
to draw up standards of physical
characteristics which appealed as
much to the eye as to utility.
The

early

19th

Century

was

a

period of frantic trade between Eur
ope and Asia and as ships had done
for thousands of years, the British
vessels picked up fowls at various
stops along the way to provide fresh
meat and eggs on their voyages. The

tremendous stir because of their size,
their unusually appealing physical
characteristics and their docile dis
positions. The rush was on to acquire
and breed the new Asiatic strains.
There was more to this “ revolu
tion,” however. The aristocracy was
alert to Victoria’ s interest and soon no
lord or lady was satisfied until he or
she had a collection of fancy fowls to
display. This became such a fad that
enormous prices were charged for
show and breeding specimens. The
peasantry could, of course, not hope
to compete with wealthy aristocrats in
raising the fancy stock, but were not
about to give up their own intense
pleasure in breeding and showing
birds. So it soon developed that shows
were split into two sections; one for
the utility and table fowl, the other for
the Fancy.
Meanwhile, a similar interest in
poultry had developed in America. It
did not take long for word and even
specimens, of the Asiatic fowls to
reach the U .S ., and at the first Boston
show in 1849 the big birds caused a
furor equal to that which had occured
in Great Britain. So much attention
focused on this Show that the great
Daniel W ebster put in a politicallymotivated appearance. The interest in
the “ Cochins” spread as rapidly as it
had across the Atlantic, leading one
poultry authority, S.H . Lewer, to

W hite Crested Duck, referred to by
one young fancier as a “ Diller Duck.”
Chickens, standard and bantam,
come booted and bearded, speckled
and spangled, crested and colored in
amazing variety. If pigeons take your
fancy, seek out the mysterious indigo
Archangels; the Hooded Nuns; the
Rollers and Tumblers named for their
antics; the Pouter, slender until
agitated, when it blows up like a

the

puffer-fish ; the huge Runts and the
diminutive Owls. The Indian Runner
duck might look like a wine-bottle on

continued

feet, but it can outlay most chickens
and is an excellent forager. Or, look at

unabated, reaching its heyday in the
first decade of the 20th Century, until

the charm of the Black Cayuga duck,
its iridescent feathers reflecting me

it was somewhat curtailed by the
privations of W W I. The Second World
W ar brought setbacks from which the
Fancy has never quite been able to

tallic sheens of midnight colors. And,
if it’ s sheer, unadulterated gaudiness
you seek, look not to the exotic birds

comment, “ ...th e Cochin...is
father of the poultry fa n c y ....”
The

rampant

interest

surplus birds were sold when the
ships made home port and in this way
many new breeds were introduced. It
became political to offer anything
really unusual or beautiful as a gift to
the Queen and in this manner Victoria
acquired, in 1843, some feather
legged,
large-bodied birds
from
China which were then called “ Shan
ghai Fow l.” There is some difference

recover, simply for economic reasons.
But there are still those thousands
upon thousands of fanciers who are
able to maintain a few breeds or

of the tropics, but rather to the Lady
Amhurst pheasant: regal and endow
ed with all the colors which were left
out when the rainbow was made.
It would be a sad world if all this

of opinion amongst historians as to
how many of these birds Victoria
initially acquired, but all are in accord

varieties, who attempt to keep the
wonderful diversity of poultry breeds
alive.

color and diversity were to disappear,
leaving us only with broad-breasted
turkeys, production Leghorn strains,

that it was this incident which
precipitated the events which lead to
the development of the Fancy as we

An unfortunate number of breeds

and the fast-growing broiler/fryer
crosses of Rock-and-Comish ancestry.

know it today.
In 1845, the London Zoo organized
and held the first serious poultry show
in Great Britain. In 1846, Victoria
exhibited her “ Shanghai Fow l,” or
their offspring, at the Royal Dublin
Society’ s Show. Needless to say, her
exhibit won the Gold Medal. These
birds have come to be known as the
“ Cochin” breed. The birds caused a

o f ' all poultry species now face
extinction. One organization, the
Society for the Preservation of Poultry
Antiquities (S .P .P .A .),
has been
formed in an attempt to preserve and
promote interest in the endangered
varieties. Members often advertise
stock and are usually willing to
provide information about breeds in
which they specialize.
There is enough variety in these
breeds to please any disposition.

The poultry organizations, their pub
lications, the poultry shows and the
fanciers themselves work to hold onto
the diverse breeds which might
otherwise disappear. It is a satisfac
tion in the present and a great gift to
the future.
□
Lee Crawley is a poultry fancier and
lives in Eugene, Oregon.
Photos by the author.
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Official SPPA Critical List for 1981:
White Chanteclers
Partridge Chanteclers
LaFleche
White Dorkings
Colored Dorkings
Redcaps
Rhode Island Whites
Black Leghorns
Columbian Leghorns
Rose Comb White Minorcas
Rose Comb Black Minorcas
Blue Plymouth Rocks
Mottled Javas
Black Javas
Lamonas
Barred Hollands
White Hollands
Delawares
Buff Cornish
Blue Orpingtons
Red Sussex

This Saxon Fairy Blue Spangled
Swallow pigeon sports astonishingly
long leg feathers, along with its lovely
markings.

Light Sussex
White Houdans
Crevecours
Large Modern and Old English
Barnvelders

Black Tailed Red Leghorns
Red Leghorns
Jersey Buff Turkeys
Blue Muscovy Ducks
Crested Roman Geese
Buff Rock
Rose Comb Rhode Island White
White Orpington
Rose Comb Black Leghorn
White Hamburg
Black Hamburg
Golden Pencilled Hamburg
Sultan
Bantams:
Rhode Island Whites
Buff Columbian Wyandottes
Dominques
Blue Wyandottes
Chantecleers
Birchen Cochins
Silver Pencilled Cochins
Red Cochins
Red Leghorns
White Faced Black Spanish

SOTZ FARM HEATER
• PRODUCES MORE HEAT THAN 2 OR 3
HIGH PRICED STOVES
• TREMENDOUS RADIATING SURFACE
AREA GIVES YOU MORE HEAT WITH
LESS W O O D
• BURNS VERY LONG WITHOUT ADDING
WOOD
• ENGINEERED TO PREVENT DRUM
BURN OUT
• TESTED TO U.L. STANDARDS
• EASILY HEAT YOUR BIG FARM BUILDING

£
V

PRICE:
DELIVERED
FACTORY
TO YOUR DOOR ' PICK UP
Bottom........... $38.98
$34.95
$20.98

$17.95

VISA AN D MASTERCARD RUSH ORDERS
CALL 1-800-321-9892
(INSIDE OHIO CALL 1-21(^236-5021)
or SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER....
Sorry, n o C.O.D.'s.
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FREE into, a b o u t 55-GAL HEATER (SHOWN),
h e a tin g w a te r, d ry in g w o o d , fire p la c e -to w o o d s to v e , +15-30 gal. kits a va ila b le .

W

bottom kit
factory
pick-up

B efore yo u sp e n d $ 5 0 0 to $ 6 0 0 o n a
w o o d h e a te r, try th e Sotz H e a te r Kit fo r
u n d e r $60...at our risk. If (w ith in o n e y e a r)
yo u d o n 't a g re e it o u t p e rfo rm s a n y w o o d
h e a te r m o n e y c a n b u y, o r (w ith in lO
ye a rs) if th e kit cracks, w arps, o r burns up,
yo u r m o n e y will b e re fu n d e d , inclu d in g
sh ipping cha rg e s.
Kit c o n v e rts a 5 5 g a llo n d ru m ( n o t
s u p p lie d ) in to a h ig h c a p a c it y w o o d
burner. F eatures la rg e l l 3/<" sq u a re d o o r
o p e n in g , c a m - lo c k d o o r c a t c h , a n d
s p a rk -p ro o f d e s ig n . P a te n te d in te rn a l
d ra ft ch a n ne l, d ra ft co n tro l, a n d a irtig h t
d e s ig n a llo w c o n tro lle d , e ffic ie n t h e a t,
w h ile lim itin g m e ta l te m p e r a tu r e s o f
barrel, to p re v e n t burnup.
Use o f d ra ft c o n tro l a llo w s yo u to h e a t
la rg e o r small areas. B asem ent in sta lla tio n
h e a ts yo u r e n tire hom e. G re a t fo r yo u r
g a ra g e , w o rksho p , or ca b in . T op d ru m
s q u e e z e s 6 0 % m o re BTU's fro m h e a t
n o rm a lly lost u p th e ch im ne y. H eavy steel
kit bolts to g e th e r q u ic k a n d easy.
Thousands in use b y U.S. Arm y, N avy,
D epts. o f N a t. R e so u rce s, A g ric u ltu re ,
F e d e ra l, s ta te a n d lo c a l g o v e r n m e n t
ag e ncies.

Sotz Corporation, 13626 Station Rd., C o lu m b ia Station, OH 44028
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__ ___________ SPECIFICATIONS
•Heating Capacity: 152,000 BTU/hr. bottom drum
243,000 BTU/hr. double drum.
•Construction: Door, door frame, flue collar, draft
control. Internal draft channel of 13 ga. steel legs. 1/8 in.
steel hinges, latch, catch of 3/16 in. steel nuts and
bolts. Top Drum: Connector flanges, pipe assembly, 4
nesting brackets, nuts and bolts.
•Guarantee: Vyear trial offer. lO years against failure.
•UL testing conducted by R.F. Geisser, Engineers

Top ...
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The
Silver Spangled
Hamburg

A fin e and feisty bird.
by Jan Willem s

A

real poultry buff likes almost any of his special
breeds for one reason or another, and to write an

ode td a particular “ fancy” may seem very
arbitrary indeed. The English author, Ray Feltwell, in his
excellent book—Small-Scale Poultry Keeping mentions 72
pure-breds, most of them well-known birds. The official
“ critical list” of the S.P .P .A . (Society for the Preservation
of Poultry Antiquities), has 42 breeds or varieties, each of
which has its admirers and devoted fans. As a young boy
in Holland about 50 years ago, I went to the poultry shows
or visited farms where quite a few old fashioned birds
were still freely foraging around. And, remembering the
various breeds or varieties I have kept myself since then, it
is no problem for me to name off-hand at least a dozen of
specially liked birds.
But in my opinion, the Silver Spangled Hamburg gets

A regal Silver Spangled

Hamburg cock.

the honors. It is the best known of the Hamburg breed of
which there are four varieties. I have had both the
standard and bantam size, and in fact, my one remaining

bit more white, and with the black spots at the end of their
long sickle feathers, are always clearly visible and
seemingly in a hurry.

three-year old little bantam rooster is still the poultry boss
of my yard. “ Shorty” is like a bossy small town fire
marshall who always officiates and keeps abreast of
whatever happens.
First of all, the name “ Hamburg” is partly misleading
as it suggests a bird of German origin. It is definitely from
Holland, as the former well-known international judge and

“ Feisty characters” I call them. Never afraid of a fight.
M y big Brahma rooster, two heavy Australorp males and a
big Barred Rock rooster all know that it’ s time to run for
their lives whenever little M r. Hamburg thinks there is
something, or someone (a hen) to fight about. Mind you,
that is only among the birds. Towards humans they are not

poultry expert, Van Gink, mentions. But it was, like so
many breeds, further developed by the always very skillful
English breeders. It is an old breed, already pictured and
mentioned in the 17th century, and was mainly developed
as a lightweight (four to five pounds) egg-producer. In
England it used to be called the “ Dutch Everyday Layer”
as it produces plenty of good, medium size white eggs on
a minimum of grain feed and a maximum of foraging
around.
It is not a bird to keep in a small pen. It can only be fully
appreciated in its strikingly black and white .pattern,
rapidly moving around on the free range. Indeed they look
perky and pretty at the same time, with the clear contrast
of almost polka-dotted feathers and their bright red
rosecomb cap covering an alert head with the big white ear
lobe. The hens, which have relatively more black
spangles, look like neatly but demurely dressed ladies in
black and white, scurrying to church. The roosters carry a

shy at all, but are nonetheless very gentle birds.
W here to get them? The big poultry breeders like
Stromberg and Murry McMurry carry them in their
catalogs. “ Poultry Press” has them in its classified ads.
You can ask the Secretary of your regional, or local poultry
club for a reliable breeder not too far from where you live,
or visit a poultry show and get in touch with a fancier of
this fascinating breed. Once you have a pair or trio you can
start your own breeding program. I found them to be good
sitters, who usually have their clutch of eggs well hidden.
And they are good, alert brooders.
□
Jan W illem s, a retired economist, is Farmsteads’ resident
poultry expert and he has contributed many fine articles
on small livestock including:“ How to Raise Turkeys,”
Holiday 1979. He lives with his wife Gerry on their
homestead on Mount Desert Island. Photo: Lee Crawley.
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A Woodland

ter

Sanctuary
Woodpecker
Box

Rt

©
©

_. ute-tailed
M Deer

__

©
Red Squirrel

©Slant-Front
Suet Feeder

'©
i f Squirrel Feeder

Bobwhite
hen snow blankets fields and trees, you can provide
feeders and simple shelters to help wildlife.
1, To attract quail* pheasant and grouse, build a lean-to near
their habitat. Cover the structure with a thatching of pine
boughs or cornstalks and scatter grain underneath.
2. Make a squirrel feeder by embedding ears of corn on spike
nails. Squirrels tend to eat only the germ of the kernel, so the
remainder drops to the ground as forage for birds.

3 . Hardwood saplings or shrubs crowding good growth can 1
culled and left atop the snow so deer can reach buds and twig
4. A roosting box with dowel rod perches and a hinge botto
for cleaning provides cavity-nesting birds shelter against seve
weather. Waterproof boxes and stagger inside perches so oi
bird does not rest directly above another. Place entrance hole
bottom so accumulated body heat is retained in the bo
5 . A small log with 1 inch holes drilled at a downward angl
makes a suet feeder. Use sassafras or white ash since the rou|

bark affords easy footing and stays well on the sapwood.
6. A large pine cone dipped into melted suet and hung from a
branch makes a good swinging feeder. Coat with a peanut butter
cornmeal mixture, too.
7. A suet feeder with a slanting front causes suet to rest
against ^ in c h hardware cloth, making it available to birds.
8. A wooden tree box with a 2 or 3 inch strip nailed across the
lower edge of the opening is an easy-to-build feeder. Place five
feet off the ground, facing away from prevailing winds. Tar

paper on the roof makes it more weatherproof.
9 . A feeder with dowel rods spaced lj 4 -inches apart allows
smaller birds to dine without interference from dominant jays,
starlings and grosbeaks. Provide other feeders for those
species.
10. Old Christmas trees'provide cover and travel lanes. Birds
relish old popcorn and cranberry strings and other tied-on food
such as sumac clusters and dried sunflowers. Dip bough tips in
hot suet.

White* tail
A

by Samuel L. Skeen

I

t is May. As the plow turns the
fecund earth, it releases pun
gent smell of the new-turned

soil. A soft warm breeze wafts across
the meadow carrying with it a
multitude of spring fragrances.
Rising above the steady drone of
my mechanical horse is the raucous
caw of the sentinel crow warning its
mate of my approach. I glance back
later and see the crows have returned

to feed upon the white grubs exposed
by the plow.
A flash of white in the shadows
near the woodland border awakens
me from my self-induced trance. I
proceed with plowing as though I saw
nothing. Had I stopped and dismount
ed, the deer would have fled for
certain. But a man on a machine is
regarded differently than a man on
foot. The deer has not fled; it stands
slightly beyond the edge of the
timber. A quick glance and the notice
I
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Year in the Life
o f a D eer

of one erect and one drooping ear tells
me it is the white-tailed doe I have
seen on my farm for the past four
years. W hy her left ear droops has
always remained a mystery to me.'
The

deer

clan

is

scientifically

known as Odocoileus virginianus. The
full name of the subspecies found on
my farm would be Odocoileus virgin
ianus virginianus. In my neck of the
woods we are less formal. W e simply
call them “ the deer.’ ’

I know this doe is an immigrant,
both to my farm and to this country.
Millions of years ago her ancestors
wandered to this country across the
Asian-American land bridge. I am
aware there are some thirty sub
species of her kind on the North
American continent. And I know,
even though the present and future
outlook for her clan is bright, the past
once looked dim for the white-tailed
deer.
W hen this century began, the
national population of white-tails was
at its lowest ebb. Unrestricted shoot
ing and market hunting had reduced
the deer herd drastically. Many
people predicted the deer would
become extinct. But it was not to be.
The

birth

of

this

century

also

marked the beginning of a conserva
tion effort to save the species. Strict
new laws and public sympathy en
abled the white-tailed deer to begin
its comeback. Men trained in the
practices of game management and
deer biology hastened the process,
and today, the white-tail can be found
in forty-eight states, their numbers
exceeding 13,000,000.
M y farm is becoming good deer
habitat. W hen I bought this acreage it
had been clean-farmed for years.
There was no brush in the fence rows.
Woodlands and other areas unsuited
for pasture were being grazed. Al
though it was neat in appearance and
a source of pride for the owner, the
clean farm offered native wildlife very
little in the way of habitat. But
underbrush is again common in the
woodlot. The cattle are barred entry
to areas unsuited for pasture. And
best of all for the deer, the farms that
border mine have been abandoned.
Since this acreage is being reclaimed
by nature, a luxuriant growth of
brush, shrubs and forbs abound
which seems to draw deer like a
magnet. I am pleased.
Each trip around the field increases
the distance between me and the doe.
She becomes a bit bolder. I notice she
is in the process of changing from her
winter coat of “ blue” to her summer
“ red.”

Her new coat will be com

prised of scant, solid hairs and little
underfur.
Like my cattle, deer are also
ruminants. They do not have four
stomachs; they have a stomach divid
ed into four compartments. The first
compartment acts as a large, bacteria
filled storage vat for roughly chewed

food. This internal physiology enables
in a membrane highly charged with
the deer to consume large quantities
blood vessels. This gives the emerg
of food in a short time. W hen the
ing antler the appearance of being
encased in “ velvet.” While the buck
dining is done, the deer can retire to
the Security of cover, regurgitate its
is in velvet, the antlers are very
quickly consumed food from the
tender, easily injured and will bleed if
rumen and masticate it further—a
cut. The buck is very protective of his
adornments and is a bit of a recluse
natural design for an animal once
during this time. By autumn, these
preyed upon by prowling wolves and
antlers become his crowning glory
big cats.
and the weapon he needs for his
nlike her domestic kin, the doe
yearly battle.
is not a grazer. She is a
browser and prefers variety in
Fawns
her food. She will nip a twig from one
shrub, take a leaf from another and
It is June, the month of fawning for
pause for a taste of skunk cabbage
most does. Most likely she is still
after sampling a mushroom.
accompanied by her young ones from
Life abounds around and in the
the previous season. As her time
doe’ s body. She is nearing the end of
draws near, she will continue to
her 200 to 205 day gestation period.
rebuke the yearlings until they are
She will fawn the latter part of May or
driven away.
early June. While she continues to
The doe’ s first pregnancy will
nourish her unborn, the sire of her
generally result in the birth of a single
fetus is also nourishing a new growth.
fawn. Thereafter, if her nutrition level
Spring is antler growing time for the
is maintained through the winter, she
bucks. The antlers are not horns as
will probably bear twins and some
commonly misnomered. Antlers are
times triplets. Quadruplets are very
shed each year; horns are not. These
rare. If four were bom , one of the
shed adornments are rarely found
group would probably be bom dead or
because they are consumed by rod
die soon after birth.
ents such as mice, which relish the

U

high calcium and phosphorus content.
The once popular presumption that
the number of points or tines on the
antlers is an indication of the buck’ s
age has been proven false. The antler
growth and size is governed by
nutrition and genetic background.
After his first set of “ spikes” or
singular tines, it is possible for the
buck to be a six or eight pointer at the
age of two and a half years. And after
he reaches a certain age, the buck
may again produce spikes, or if he has
survived to become very old, he may
have no antlers at all.
Antler development is governed by
“ photoperiodism” or the day length.
The increased amount of daylight
stimulates the pituitary gland at the
base of the brain to produce the
hormone testosterone.
From the *
pedicels on the buck’s brow, the
growth begins in late April. As the
tips grow outward, they are encased

W hen the moment of delivery
arrives, the doe will lie down and rise
several times, a body movement that
aids her labor. The process of birth
may last only a few minutes if a single
fawn is being bom . Twins would
naturally take longer, but the second
birth would be less difficult than the
first.
Shortly after the fawn enters the
world, the doe will give her minutesold offspring a thorough cleaning by
licking it with her tongue. Such a
scene is amusing, for the vigorous
licking will cause the wobbly-legged
baby to tumble. But it doesn’t give
up. It continues its efforts until it
“ has its le g s.”
An hour after birth, the fawn is able
to stand, control the legs that seem
much too long and begin to walk. The
doe allows the fawn to nurse before
she leads it away to a location where it
will lie "hidden. Sporting a tawny red
coat with white spots, the hiding fawn
resembles the sun dappled forest
floor. W hen danger is near, the fawn
lays its head on the ground and
flattens its ears to reduce its visual
bulk. Aiding the fawn’s natural
defense system is the fact that it is
odorless.
The doe will feed the fawn several
times a day but she leaves it when it’s
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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not nursing. This lack of contact is
instinctive. W hen wolves and big cats
roamed the deer’ s habitat, the pre
sence of the mother’s scent might
expose her young to danger. A l
though most of the deer’ s range is no
longer occupied by the lobos and
pumas, the mother deer knows only
what nature has ingrained in her.
After the doe feeds the fawns and
forces them to hide, she will wander
off to feed or chew her cud. Even
when she cannot see the hiding place,
the doe is always within earshot of the
fawns’ blatting call.
Potential predators, such as coy
otes, dogs and bobcats, aren’t the
young deer’ s only problem. W hen
people unfamiliar with the habits of
deer find a fawn, they assume it has
been lost or abandoned. In most cases
the baby’s “ lost” mother is probably
watching the human interlopers from
a nearby thicket. With good inten
tions, these folks “ rescue” the fawn,
but unless a person has positive proof
the doe has been killed, the fawn
should not be disturbed. And before
any animal is removed from its
natural environment, one should con
sult the local conservation officer. In
many states it is illegal to keep a wild
animal in captivity without a permit.
Fawns aren’t always hidden in the
woodlands. Since they can sometimes
be found in meadows, I install a
flushing bar on my tractor prior to
mowing. The seven foot bar consists
of a three-fourth inch pipe with
dangling lengths of chain spaced
about six inches apart. Mounted
across the front of the tractor and
extending outward, the chains snake
through the grass ahead of the
mower’ s path. Animals hiding and
birds nesting in the meadow will be
roused by the dangling chains. The
few minutes spent inspecting the site
of a flush to determine if a nest is
present is a worthy investment of
time. The thousands of game and
song bird nests destroyed each year
by mowing could be saved if more
farmers would use a flushing bar of
some type.
With July and August comes the
summer heat. No longer odorless, the
fawns are now following their mothers
to seek shady hillsides in an attempt
to escape the onslaught of the sun’s
parching rays. With mouths agape
and tongues exposed, the deer pant
rapidly to draw off their body heat.
52
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Their sleek, red summer coat of thin
hair aids the process. But the advan
tage of the thin coat becomes a
disadvantage when the deer are
attacked by the ubiquitous hordes of
biting, blood sucking mosquitoes,
midges and deer flies.

person sitting immobile against a tree
would probably attract little attention.
A human standing in a deer runway,
where no stump stood before, is
certain to be avoided. If the deer can’t
decide, its curosity may cause it to
investigate.

y late summer, the fawns are
miniature copies of adult deer.
W hen the adolescents mature,
they will stand thirty-six to forty
inches high at the shoulders with their
bellies being eighteen to twenty
inches from the ground. It is the
bounding gait of the white-tail that
makes it appear to be a much taller

Deer have learned to avoid man in
other ways. This once diurnal feeder
became nocturnal as humans invaded
the deer’s habitat. By feeding at
night, the white-tail could avoid man
and still utilize the same land.

animal.

cludes that both the young and adults
can communicate. Fawns bleat like
lambs. The adults snort, whistle and
stamp their feet. But the most
common method of communicating is
by flashing the famous white tail. A
tail held at half mast indicates the
deer is ready for flight. W hen the flag
goes all the way up, it is a signal to all
the deer within sight. An erect tail is
the danger signal.

B

W hen regional differences and the
seasonal pelages are discounted, all
white-tailed deer are basically alike
in coloration. Behind a jet-black nose
are two white bands. White hair also
encircles the eyes, lines the insides of
the ears and makes up a large patch
on the animal’s throat. The belly, the
insides of the legs, the behind and, of
course, the underside of the tail are
also white. The rest of the deer is
brown.
The white-tail’ s sense of smell is
undoubtedly its greatest asset. Its
olfactory prowess far exceeds that of
any dog. The deer can smell acorns
under a blanket of snow, locate apple
orchards from afar and detect the
presence of man with little effort.
Hunters moving about in the whitetails' domain have learned they must
attempt to approach a potential hiding
spot by heading into the breeze.
A close second to the sense of smell
is the white-tail’s ability to hear. The
deer’ s ears are constantly on the
move. W hen these radar-like append
ages pick up a strange noise, the ears
focus toward the origin of the sound in
an effort to determine its source. A
most appropriate testament to this
ability was first noted by the Ameri
can Indian. “ W h e n ,” as the proverb
goes, “ A pine needle falls in the
forest, the turkey sees it, the bear
smells it and the deer hears it.”

There is much yet to be learned
about animal communication. But
everyone who studies the deer con

The Buck
Summer belongs to the does and
fawns; autumn belongs to the buck.
He is, once again, a symbol of
magnificence. The antlers he has so
carefully protected since April have
completed their growth by Septem
ber. A growth of cells at the base of
each main beam has cut off the blood
supply. The once nourishing network
of blood vessels begins to dry and
slough away. The buck is losing the
velvet covering around the antlers.
Just as the lengthening days of
spring stimulated the antler growth,
the shortening days of late summer
bring it to a halt. The pituitary gland
has stimulated the gradual release of
the hormone testosterone. The buck is
being readied for the mating season
or rut. At this time, the buck will
begin “ shadow boxing” with resilient
bushes and saplings. Because the
buck starts to make these “ rubs” at
approximately the same time the

velvet dries it created the once
The weakest link, by comparison, in
popular theory that the drying velvet
the deer’ s defense arsenal is its
was itchy. The current school of
vision. The deer is color-blind and
thought contends the buck is actually
sees everything in varying shades of * conducting mock battles for the
gray. But the deer’s vision is not poor,
impending rut. Adding further cred
it is merely attuned to picking up
ence to this theory is the fact that a
movements. While it is able to detect
number of bucks have been seen with
the slightest motion, a deer will
dried velvet hanging from their
usually pass over a stationary object
antlers and yet showed no signs of
that does not look out of place. A
discomfort.

he October change in the
buck’s appearance is a thicken

T

ing of the neck caused by
increased blood flow and the develop
ment of the muscles needed for
battle. W hen bucks fight for the
favors of a doe, it is a shoving match
rather than a series of head-long
charges. The two combatants square
off, put their heads together, mesh
antlers and begin pushing. Each tries
to throw the other off-balance or get
through his opponent’ s guard. Such
bouts are rarely fights to the finish.
The purpose of the battle is to
establish dominance, allowing the
stronger buck to pass on his desirable
genes. The loser of such a battle
usually flees the scene intact, and the
winner seems content to let him
depart, following a short chase.
There are times however, the fight
may bring death to one or both of the
battlers. One buck may be gored or
disemboweled by his opponent. The
other possibility, although rare, is
that the bucks will not be able to
separate because the antlers have

interlocked. W hen this happens, both
will perish by starvation.
By November, the rut is at its peak.
Since he is ready for mating before
the does, the buck is constantly on the
move in search of a mate. During this
period, he eats very little. His sexual
rage also makes him less wary and
seen more frequently. Because he is
constantly roving, the incidence of
road killed bucks increases during the
rut.
v
W hen the buck is in rut, he will
leave several calling cards for the
does. He paws up patches on the
forest floor. Once the ground is
cleared of all debris, the buck will
leave his scent by urinating in the
“ scrape.” In his search for receptive
does, the sexually active buck will
make several scrapes. At the height of
the rut, he will check his calling cards
several times a day.
Does in heat will linger near the
scrape or urinate in it before they
move on. W hen the buck checks the
scrape, he picks up the doe’ s scent
and trails her. The buck will stay with

the doe until they have mated and she
will no longer stand for him. He then
resumes his search for another recep
tive doe. By the middle of December
the rut is generally over. In a matter
of weeks, the bucks will begin
shedding their antlers.
Since the male white-tail is polyga
mous and capable of servicing several
does, he can be hunted without
affecting the growth and expansion of
the deer herd. However, when the
size of the herd nears the carrying
capacity of the habitat, an antlerless
season must be instituted. While
many people still oppose the idea of
such a season, the logic for such a
hunt is simple and natural.
Nature works on a system of checks
and balances. In a natural setting,
predators keep the populations of
prey animals in check. But man has
altered this system. Throughout most
of its range, the deer has no major
predator. Man must now assume that
role if the deer herd is to remain
healthy. And as long as the herd is
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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kept in check, this status benefits
both the deer and its habitat. Left
unchecked, the deer would literally
eat itself out of house and home. With
the habitat damaged and more deer
being born each year, the winter
range could not support the deer and
many would starve. The white-tailed
deer must be hunted.
The rut wasn’t the only change that
took place in the deer’ s life cycle
during autumn. All the deer exper
ienced an outward
and inward
change. The winter pelage consists of
gray to slate blue hair that is long and
dense. Each hair is crinkled and
hollow. Beneath the hair and next to
the skin, a fine undercoat of fur will
curl around the hairs. The deer can
make this hair stand on end, similar to
a bird ruffling its feathers. So
effective is this insulation that snow
falling on the back of a deer will
accumulate as long as the hair is
standing on end.
The internal change brought about
by autumn is less visible. The deer
are building their fat reserves for
winter. Their favorite fall food of
acorns is rapidly converted to fat and
stored over the back and hips, outside
the ribs, around the kidneys and on
the brisket. Without this reserve,
some deer would not make it through
the winter. Even with the stored fat,
some will still perish if the habitat is
insufficient to support them.
Winter is the grim season for deer.
The deer, in seeking a refuge from the

biting cold, look for the protection
afforded by the cedar swamps and
dense stands of conifers. In doing so,
the deer restricts its habitat to about
one-tenth of its normal range. This
concentrated gathering of deer is
known as “ yarding” .
In years of light snowfall, the deer
will not suffer greatly. They will
tramp out a network of trails and
leave the yard to feed. But heavy
snows immobilize the deer by confin
ing them to the yard. A s the snow
deepens, the competition for an
already limited amount of food will
become greater.
Fawns are the first to feel the
pinch. Since they are the smallest
deer in the yard, less browse is
available to them. They are dominat
ed by the larger animals. A doe will
even bully her fawn. There is no love
in the deer yard. And if a fawn
becomes too weak to follow its mother
to feed, it will be abandoned and left
to die.
The yarded deer of March show
distinctive signs of malnutrition. The
stores of its body fat were depleted
long ago. The once rich, creamy-white
marrow of the bone grows red and
gelatinous as the last fat reserve is
tapped. Even the long winter hair no
longer conceals the white-tails’ pitiful

have become dull. Some will still
perish; the fortunate will survive.
April brings relief to the beleaguer
ed deer. Warmth, along with the
frequent showers of life-giving rain,
generate a new growth of green
throughout the deer range. Succulent
buds now unfold on the tips of
branches. Food once hidden by a
natural blanket of refrigeration is
again available to nourish the winter
weary deer.
Soon the deer will hear the sound of
man’s mechanical horse. They too will
smell the pungent odor of the newly
turned soil and hear the raucous caw
of the sentinel crow warning its
feeding mate of a human’ s approach.
Curiosity may cause the deer to
investigate the familiar drone of the
tractor. They will watch from the edge
of the forest. And when people draw
too near, the deer will flash their
famous white-tailed trademarks and
disappear into the shadows. The one
with the drooping ear may linger. □

Sam Skeen enjoys researching and
writing about wildlife in Ripley, W est
Virginia. Art by Lynn Ann Ascrizzi.

condition. Their hip bones become
visible, their flanks appear hollow and
they stand with their backs bowed.
The bright eyes of summer and fall

A fawn’ s spotted coat resembles
the dappled forest floor.
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Tanning Buckskin

by Rosanne Kramnicz
or many of us the fall hunting
season adds an important sup

it is not metallic (the lye created by
the ash solution will attack metal).

flesh will prevent proper penetration
of the tanning solution, this is the

plement to the garden harvest.
W hen the hunt is successful and
great animal gives up its life for my
survival, I feel that it's my duty to
utilize every part of it.

(2.) Four, one by four inch boards,
approximately four feet long.
(3.) A sharp kitchen or carving knife
for fleshing. A special fleshing tool

process by which the excess fat is
removed. To flesh your hide, lay the

can be ordered from any taxidermy
outfit, with prices ranging from

work or you can make a fleshing beam
by rounding a one by six, or two by
six inch board and anchoring it up at
an angle of about 45 degrees. W hen
fleshing, lay the skin with the tail
toward you and push the knife from
the tail end toward the head end of
the hide—otherwise you may tear the
skin. It's a good idea to do this work

F

Tools

(1.) A 4 or 5 gallon barrel or
earthenware container (I used my 16

$15.00 to $40.00. Or, you can make an
effective fleshing tool by cutting a
scythe blade down to a comfortable
size (6 to 8 inches) and attaching a
handle to either end.

quart porcelain canning pot). Any
watertight vessel will work as long as

The first step in preparing the skin
is to flesh it. Since clinging pieces of

To work successfully on this pro
ject, you will need:

skin, hair side down, on a rounded
beam. Any rounded log or board will
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standing, and also to work in your
cellar, garage or barn since there will
be much debris. You should remove
all the flesh, fat and blood from the
skin.
After the hide has been fleshed,
pour salt over the fleshed side (five
pounds for one deer hide is not too
much), and leave it under the salt for
at least five days. The skin can be
kept salted for up to three months if
the temperature is constantly below
freezing. However, you need a mini
mum of five days in which the briny
hide has been submitted to tempera
tures of over 50 degrees before you
should proceed with the next s t e p removing the fine membrane that
clings to the flesh side of the skin.
Right next to the skin you will find
the m em brane-a very thin, trans

Clean out your container and pour
your tanning solution into it. To make
the brew, stir one-quarter pound of
powdered alum
and one-quarter
pound of salt into one gallon of water.
Alum can be ordered from any taxi
dermy shop for around $.75 per
pound or purchased at a pharmacy at
a rate of around $2.39 per pound
(remember you only need 4 ounces for
the deer hide, which brings even the
pharmacy cost down to only $.60).
Plunge your hide into the liquid,
making sure that all parts are
submerged. Weight down if neces
sary.

dry if necessary). This unfortunately
means stripping the tree, which
leaves it open to disease. A better
idea is to find an area where oak is
being cut by loggers. And, as long as
you don’t get in their way they should
have plenty of bark for you to strip.
Bring your treasure home and chop it
into tiny pieces. Then mash the pieces
with a hammer to release the sap from
the fibers. Place the pieces in a vat
and stir in enough water to cover the
chips. Immerse your hide and proceed
as with the alum tan. The only
difference is that with the oak bark it
may take a couple of months before
the hide is totally tanned.
After about a week the hide should
be removed and checked to make sure
all fleshing is complete. The fleshing
knife will take hold easily at this
stage. And, any flesh and membrane
not removed earlier absolutely must

parent skin. This has to come off. In
order to get a good tan you have to get
right down to the skin, so don’t try to
go any farther without removing it.
With a small skin, like a rabbit, the
membrane can be peeled off by

be removed now. It is also the time to
work out any hard spots in the hide, in
order to give the tanning solution
good penetration. For best results,

simply pulling with your hands. With
the larger deer skin you will need your
knife, strong hands and a lot of
patience. You can either lay your skin

stir the tanning water daily. Wait
another week and test to see if it’ s
done. To do this cut off a small piece
of the hide and put it in boiling water

on the fleshing beam or stabilize it by
stretching the hide out on a frame
made with the four boards mentioned

for a minute or so. If it remains soft,
it’ s tanned. If it gets hard and bony, it

in the section on tools. Nail the four
boards together in the form of a

needs to soak longer.

depend

M y life, on a Chippewa Indian
reservation, gave me the opportunity

upon the size of your hide). Carefully
nail your hide to the frame—roofing

to absorb a lot of culture. M y native
American friends told me that a

nails have wide heads and work well
for this. Again, as you remove the

tanning solution can also be made by
using oak bark. Two types of oak bark
are used—chestnut and white oak.
They are easy to recognize because
they both bear acorns. Use of the
chestnut oak bark will give the hide a
brownish color when finished while
the white oak will give it the whitish
color of the alum tan. To make the
tanning solution, go out in the spring
when the sap is up and collect a sack
full of fresh bark (it can be later used

rectangle

(the

dimensions

membrane, work from the tail to
wards the head.
After the membrane has been
removed, wash the hide well. Since
my Northern Minnesota home was
still hitting 20 degree below zero
temperatures, I found that the hide
laid over my 16 quart pot, under the
shower, worked well for washing.
If you have decided to do a small
skin, such as rabbit, I suggest leaving
the hair on. Rabbit skins are very thin
and are fairly useless with the hair '
leave the hair intact, you will want to
use the alum method.
Alum Tanning
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strong lime or lye solution is
the most common down-home

method to remove hair from a
hide. And, although a furry hide is
more beautiful to look at, a de-furred
hide is much more useful.
After the hide is scraped free of
flesh and washed free of salt and
blood, the wet hide should be rubbed
with a liberal amount of hardwood
ashes. Work the ash in well to insure

that it reaches the base of all the
follicles. The hair should then be
wet down (make sure not to wash the
ash off), rolled up and placed in your
crock containing a pasty mixture of
one shovelful of good hardwood ash to
one gallon of water. If necessary,

removed. In the case that you elect to

The alum-tan can be used for both
heavy and light hides. Be aware,
though, that it demands considerable
“ breaking up” since alum has a
tendency to contract and stiffen the
skin.

Removing the Hair

A fleshing beam can be made by
rounding the edge of a wide board
and anchoring it up at a 45 degree
angle.

weight down the hide with a plate and
a rock to keep it saturated. The
amount of time it takes before the hair
will pull free depends upon the
thickness of the hide and the tempera
ture. Between 60 and 75 degrees
allows the ash-lye to work best. If the
temperature is below that, however, it
simply takes longer, so there’ s no
need to fret. After the hide sits for
about five days, test a portion of it by

attempting to pull the hair free. Use
rubber gloves since the lye created by
the ashes and water is slightly
caustic. If it is ready, the hairs will
come off quite readily. Nevertheless,
the edges of the hide are tougher and
may require some scraping to free the
hairs. It can take anywhere from five
days to three weeks to complete this
stage, and the job of scalping is weary
enough without making it more
difficult by attempting it too soon.
Clean the skin with plain water.
Then wash the hide thoroughly for a
half hour in a soup made by dissolving
one-eighth pound of plain baking soda
into one or one and a half gallons of
water. This will prevent the hide from
cracking. Rinse in plain water and
then hang up to drain excess liquid.
Now apply a liberal coat of leather oil
to both sides of the hide. There are
many commercial products for this
purpose such as Neatsfoot oil or
Softol, or you can make your own oil
If the hide is ready, the hairs will pull off easily. Always wear
rubber gloves since the wood and ashes solution used to loosen
the hair is slightly caustic.

by rendering the fat of a goose, duck
or bear.
After it has been oiled, fold the hide
over itself a couple of times and put it
in your pot to sit over-night. Now take
the hide and hang it somewhere
shady. After about 12 hours, check to
see if it has begun drying (it may take
a couple of days). If it shows any sign
of drying or stiffening, start breaking
up the leather immediately. Anything
you do is legal at this point. You can
work the leather over your fleshing
beam or any other round object. You
can pull on it, chew it or push it back
and forth over the rounded edge of a
kitchen chair, as I did. The more you
do right now, the softer your leather
will be. This takes a lot of time and
some sore hand muscles. But don’t
skimp or you will end up with a
product that is stiff and disappoint
ing. Once the leather has started to
dry out, it will do so rapidly, so
continue working on the drying areas
until the whole thing is soft and
pliable.
Don’t let the fact that it takes a lot
of time and work to home-tan a large
hide scare you. The moccassins on my
feet, the wrist band on my watch and
the laces in my hiking boots are only a
few of the things which have proved,
to m e, the worth of all that effort.

, .
.
,
. . .,
,.
To remove the transparent membrane next to the skm, you can
stretch out the hide on a frame made with four boards.

□

Rosanne Kramnicz lives resourcefully
and writes in Renton, Washington.
________ Art by

atherine Frey._______
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2.

An awl to punch holes in the

leather so you can stitch it.
3. Beeswax to strengthen the thread
and slide it easier through the holes.
4. Carpet thread for sewing.
Simply lay the hide down, fur side
down, and begin to cut your pattern,
leaving an extra 2Vi inches around
your hand. This extra space will make
your seam, of course, and when you
turn your mitten inside out later, will
not be seen.
You have to cut four patterns of
your hand, sewing two of them
together. Punch holes with your awl
where you are going to sew, and then
using any large sewing needle, put
your carpet thread through the holes.
For the wrist area simply sew a piece
of elastic around it, according to your
wrist size, then overlap the wrist band
and sew it so it stays in place. Turn
the mittens right side in, and your
fingers and hands will be warm all
winter!
□
Elena Hopkins is a writer and lives
with her husband and nine-year old
son in Moscow, Pennsylvania. Illus
trations by Liz Buell.
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When only the best is
good enough...
Arrowhead Mills Pancake Mixes.
Until you taste them, it’s hard to imagine that good,
wholesome food can be this easy to make. Arrowhead
Mills has three great Pancake and Waffle Mixes: Multi
grain, Buckwheat and Triticale — and all you have to
add is water and pure vegetable oil, to make light,
delicious and nutritious meals.
The reason our Multigrain Pancake and Waffle Mix is
so superior to any other mix is the blend of grains used
in it: corn, wheat, rice and rye flours in just the right
proportions.
TTie Triticale Pancake and Waffle Mix is from a
man-made grain — a cross between wheat and rye,
which has a slightly higher protein content than wheat
alone. Triticale has a distinctive nutty flavor and is a bit
heavier in texture than wheat.

Buckwheat “cakes” were introduced to this country
when German and Dutch settlers immigrated. The
Dutch word for it, “bockweit”, means “beech wheat.”
This name reflects the fruit’s physical resemblance to
beechnuts and its nutritional similarity to wheat. This
Pancake Mix has just the right blend of buckwheat and
whole wheat flours to make a superb pancake.
iiike all the Arrowhead Mills’ mixes, these com e in 2lb. bags and contain no preservatives.
W e think you will enjoy
all three of the Pancake
and Waffle Mixes, milled
in the tradition of our
twenty-year commitment
to clean, whole foods.

“W e treat food with respect, not chemicals.”
Hereford, Texas 79045
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Nativity
by Barbara Overton Christie

M

ost of us associate herb lore
and usage with the
Middle Ages and with the

colonies of the New World in

America. But as the holiday season
comes round each year we find how
inextricably entwined with our
modern Christmas the roles of plants
are, many of which have lineages
dating back to Biblical times. Holly,
ivy and the numerous species of pine
and laurel wreathe and brighten our
rooms and doorways. W e preserve
the fragrances of our gardens in
potpourris and sachets for gifts, and
make pomander balls from oranges
and apples studded and powdered
with spices to freshen our closets. Our
feasting is enriched with such
pungent culinery flavorings as sage,

the hay itself, bunches of other dried
plants were hung about where ani
mals were sheltered, to purify the air.
One in common usage was rosemary,
Rosmarinus
officinalis,
a
shrub
found in abundance in Palestine.
Another was basil, Ocimum basilicum, also native to the Holy Land,
favored as a strewing herb to banish

peppermint. The very heart of our
Yule decoration, the green Christmas

odors and also thought to ward off evil
spirits.

tree itself, symbolizes that the holiday
is an everlasting celebration of living.

It can add much meaning to our
celebration today if we remember

Historians agree on several herbs that
quite possibly made up the hay in the

these simple homely barnyard herbs
of the Nativity, for they are all as
commonly known and easily available

specific purposes.
Lady’ s bedstraw, Galium verium.
was commonly used as cattle bedding
in those days, as it grew wild on the
fields and hills about Bethlehem.
There seems little doubt this covered
the Manger. According to legend,
upon the birth of the Child the
fragrant but withered hay burst into
bloom, its normally white flowers
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ly used to ward off ants and fleas. In
addition to the fragrant herbs used for

onion, cloves, cinnamon and

Holy Manger. And thefe were other
herbs that were hung in the stable for
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transformed into gold. Another le
gend tells of a wreath of pink flowers
forming over the Baby’s head, sug
gesting another common bedding
material of the times, sainfoin, Onobrychis viciaefolia.
Two herbs were usually mixed with
the hay for stable animals. One was
wild thyme which grew in abundance
about Jerusalem. Its antiseptic fra
grance kept away vermin. Penny
royal, Mentha pulegium, was similar

in our time as they were then. Many
of us set up a creche on a mantelpiece
or table in our home. See if you can’t
gather a few sprigs of all, or at least
some of those mentioned above, to
make your manger scene come fra
grantly alive, with their ancient
textures and colors. If, in wintertime,
you cannot locate the bedding hays of
lady’ s bedstraw and sainfoin, look for
their counterparts next summer to
save and dry for another year. Several
species of bedstraw grow wild in the
United States, and sainfoin is a
legume closely related to the purple
vetches, widespread weeds. The

others are herbs commonly grown in
kitchen gardens, or available dried in
health food and herb shops.
W e all remember the gifts of the
Magi: gold, frankincense and myrrh.
It may seem hard to believe that in
those days certain plant products
were considered kingly offerings, but
a love of sweet scents is as old as
humanity. The derivation of the word
“ perfume” is from the Latin “ fum us” meaning “ sm oke,” indicating
that the burning of fragrant wood,
bark, and gum was a very ancient
custom, relied upon not just for the
pleasure it gave but for clearing and
sanctifying malodorous air in closed
places. From time immemorial in
cense had been used in religious
rituals, and the W ise M en ’s offerings
were two of the most precious and
costly kinds. Frankincense symbo
lized holiness and came from the tree,
Boswellia carteri, native to India and
northern Arabia. W hen the bark is
peeled off in several thin layers the
resinous sap flows out from the core
of the tree. This resin, which hardens
into a glittering gum, is still known as
the finest incense in the world. Its
name translates into “ free-lighting. ’ ’

Men are supposed to have brought it
to the Christ Child as a prophecy of
the suffering He was to endure on
earth for mankind. W e can burn it
today in combination with frankin
cense, or use it alone to find in its
“ bitter perfume” a solemn reminder
of what the W ise Men foresaw.
Too often, in the gaudy commer
cialism of our modern Christmas
celebration, we have a feeling of
disconnection with the real meaning
of the Nativity. These days, the uses
of herbs are being rediscovered for
many facets of life: for natural healing
of mind and body, for organic balance
in the garden, for healthful flavor in

Today, powdered frankincense can be
bought from herb shops or apothecar
ies and it is easy to make your own

our foods and for delightful scents in
our homes. By bringing the ancient,

incense to evoke the spirit of that first

time-revered herbs into your Christ
mas, your holidays can be richly

Christmas night.

blessed. □

FRANKINCENSE INCENSE
Combine two tablespoons of pow
dered frankincense, one tablespoon of
powdered orris root, and one tea
spoon powdered cloves. Stir in a
tablespoon oil of lemon. Mix all well
together. Place in a stoppered bottle
or jar and store for two or three
months in a cool, dark place. To use,
sprinkle over burning coals or char

Barbara

Overton*

Christie combines
herbs and tradition in
Westbrook, Connecti
cut. Art by Elizabeth
Bailey.

coal or use in an incense burner.
Myrrh also comes from a shrub
native to Arabia, Commiphora myrrha. Both the wood and bark are
fragrant, but again it is the gum that
is chiefly used. It was valued as a
perfume by the Hebrews and in the
dried powdered form is used today as
a fixitive in potpourri. But in Egypt
and Palestine the dead were em
balmed with myrrh, and the W ise
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Three Beautiful
Indoor/Outdoor Plants
It’s easy to keep geraniums, impatiens and begonias
blooming year-round. Here’s how.

by Thelma Anderson
hen snow falls softly on hills
and meadows and chill winter
winds blow, it’ s so nice to sit
by a crackling fire and enjoy the
beauty of flowers that grew outside
during the summer.

W

One fall, we carefully dug up and
potted an impatiens sultana and
placed it on a sunny windowsill.
There, the lovely plant bloomed
through the winter, brightening our
home with cheerful pink flowers while
the snow piled high outside
northern Minnesota farmhouse.

our

In late February, we took slips from
the plant, rooted them, and grew a
new batch of plants for the summer
flower bed. This can be a never-end
ing cycle, as you cut and root new
plants season after season. Certain
begonias and the zonal geraniums
also make beautiful indoor-outdoor
plants, lending themselves to much
the same type of treatment as the
impatiens.
Busy Beauty From Zanzibar
The impatiens sultana came origin
ally from Zanzibar where it grew in
moist, humid, semi-tropical condi
tions. Yet, this delightful plant will
thrive almost anywhere with proper
care. W e planted a bed of pink
impatiens on the southeast side of our
house in northern Minnesota where
summers are often cool and short.
The enchanting plants flourished and
bloomed gloriously in the sunlight
that filtered through the leaves of
giant willow trees. At the other
62
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extreme, we raised red impatiens on
the east side of our house in western
South Dakota where summers tend to
be dry and temperatures soar above

or the shade of trees is desirable.
Since they are semi-tropical, they
need evenly moist soil to grow well.

100 degrees.

W hen summer days get short and
birds begin to flock, it’s time to dig up
a plant for the winter windowsill

The impatiens was nicknamed Busy
Lizzie because these bushy little
plants are so busy producing flowers.
Healthy plants almost never stop
blooming. The foliage and stems have
a waxy, translucent appearance that
is quite attractive, but the stems are
rather brittle and break easily.
The delicate flowers show-off in
many colors from white to shades of
pink, bright red, tangerine, purple
and even candy stripes.
Outdoors,

impatiens

plants

like

semi-shady or shady locations. They
don’t like hot sun but do need good
light to flower. W here the sun is not
too hot, these beauties will thrive on
the east side of the house. In very hot
climates, the north side of the house

I
A cut-off gallon glass jug, a flower

before frost destroys the flower bed.
To do this, shove a spade deep into
the soil on all sides of the plant and
lift it out of the ground. Most of the
roots should be intact. W e potted our
impatiens in a five-inch clay pot.
A good way to prepare a regular pot
whether it be clay, plastic or pretty
ceramic, is to lay a curved piece of
broken clay pot rounded side up over
the drain hole. Put in an inch of coarse
gravel, rocks or charcoal, add a bit of
sphagnum moss or straw to keep dirt
from washing through the drain hole
and the pot is ready to use. (Dirty pots
should be washed in soapy water
before using.) Good drainage is
required by all house plants.

Cutting Slips
But, it isn’t necessary to dig up a
plant to get winter blooms. You can
take slips from the plants and root
them instead. For taking slips from
any of these plants, always use a
sharp knife. Cut at a slight slant just
below a node. (A node is a joint or
knob of a stem—especially a joint from
which a leaf grows.)
W e cut slips about three inches
lon g-tw o to three inches is about
right. Now, remove all but the top few
leaves, make a hole in the starting
medium with a sharp stick or a pencil
and insert the cutting. It’s that easy.
You can start plants in a glass of
water, but sometimes the slips rot.
Roots will get quite tangled, also, if
you have several slips in the glass. I

prefer sand, perlite, vermiculite or a
mixture of these mediums. You need
a mix that will hold moisture but still
supply good drainage and remain
aerated to encourage rooting. These
are good starting mediums for any
cuttmg.
W e found a cut-off gallon glass jar
to be an ideal starting container for
our impatiens slips. You can use a
flower pot, a plastic container or a tin
can. Enough water was poured into
the jar to thoroughly moisturize the
sand without flooding it. A dozen little
slips were stuck into the wet sand at
about two inch intervals. Then, we set
the jug on a table away from direct
sunlight and covered it with a piece of
glass to protect the cuttings from
drafts

and

atmosphere.

to

provide

a

humid

S

oon tiny, thread-like roots ap
peared. Our two girls were
fascinated by the project. They
loved to watch the tiny plants through
the glass and checked on their
progress daily. In a couple of weeks, a
dozen sturdy plants were crying for
pots of their own. The roots were
about half an inch long.
W e potted the tiny plants in peat
pots filled almost full with a soil
mixture of one-third compost and
two-thirds sterilized garden soil. You
can sterilize the soil by baking it in the
oven at 180 degrees for one hour. It’s
simple. Just put moistened soil in a
big coffee can or a pan. The heat kills
hai^nful organisms that cause plants
to “ dam p-off.” I always sterilize the
potting soil because it is so disap
pointing to have apparently healthy
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Old Fashioned Goods in endless variety. Ceil
ing fans, kerosene lamps, wood stoves, oak
furniture, gardening tools, weather vanes,
churns, water pumps, dairy and farm equip
ment, copper and cast iron cookware, farm
bells, windmills, and all other merchandise
you could expect from an ole time country
general store. All new goods in our big, 250
page “W ish and Want Book” catalogue.
Order your copy today... only $3.75 ppd.

CUMBERLAND GENERAL STORE
Dept. FPN1 Route 3, Crossvllle, Tenn. 38555

n

L O W -C O S T
Hom es & Barns

Pole Building ■
Construction j
Unique new book will help you plan; save
money, labor, time & materials. Includes
working plans & detailed instructions for
• small barns e sheds e garage e yearround homes e cottages e camps e and
more! To order send $9.95 plus $ 1.00 postage
and handling to: Garden Way Publishing,
Dept A950, Charlotte, Vermont 05445.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money-Back

I

A W OOD BURNER S
N E C E S S IT Y
GOD© C o n t i n u o u s B u r n R e a c t o r
o

@®D©0DCaBB

plants suddenly wilt and die from
“ damping-off.” A recommended soil
mixture for impatiens is equal parts of
loam, sand and peat moss.
The tiny plants were moved to a
sunny location on the windowsill
where they grew rapidly. By the time
warm days and nights arrived, the
sturdy plants were ready for the
flower bed. With frost danger past,
our impatiens were planted outside
for another summer of gorgeous
blooms.
The impatiens grow between nine
and fifteen inches high and cover
themselves with lavish blooms. Their
worst enemy is the red spider mite,
and the best control is high humidity
and evenly moistened soil. I have
never had problems with this pest.
Indoors, these plants like high
humidity, especially if the tempera
ture is above 75 degrees. They will
not tolerate temperatures much below
55 degrees. Since the air inside of
most houses in winter is dry, the
impatiens plants should be mist
sprayed daily. You can increase
humidity by setting pots on pebbles in
pans of water. However, never set
pots in water because the soil
becomes water-logged and stagnant.
Plant roots cannot stand such condi
tions and may die.
Impatiens need moderate watering.
Allow the top half inch of soil to dry
out between waterings. Feed them
biweekly with liquid fish emulsion
fertilizer and these lush beauties will
outdo themselves. You can obtain this
fertilizer at garden centers, green
houses and from some seed catalogs.

• Collects & Burns
Creosote
• Increases Woodstove efficiency Up to 30%
• Filter Self Cleans
• Active Particulate
Collector
• Includes Magnetic
Temperature Gauge
A L S O A V A IL A B L E F R O M U S
FOR

D O -I T -Y O U R S E L F E R S

THE SMOKE CONSUMER JR.
Here is a comment from one of the people
in the industry
"I have customers that say quote, “I get 2 hours more
bum out of the sam e fill of w o o d than I did without it
(Sm ok e C on sum e r) a nd m y stove pipes and chim ney
have next to n othing for build-up of soot and m y chim ney
runs a lot cooler. It’s just greatI" I would highly recom 
m end the Sm o k e C on su m e r to each a nd every w ood
burning customer with airtight stoves, both for efficiency
and their ow n safety
Bill Turbes - Sleepy Eye, M/V
& literature se n d in $1.00 to:
F o r information
infort

L I N C O L N W O R K S , IN C .
194 M I L L E R S F A L L S R D „
T U R N E R S F A L L S , M A 01376
T E L 4 13 -8 6 3 -9 0 8 0
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The Regal Geranium

produce mounds of showy, brilliant
flowers in all seasons. Flowers come
in a wide range of color: white, pink,
salmon, red, lavender and violet.
There are single flowering, semi
double and double flowering variet
ies.
Geraniums bloom best when slight
ly potbound. They bloom prolifically,
but not continously as do the im
patiens. If you want mid-spring
blooms, pinch out tips until February.
Plants that are to bloom during fall
and winter should be cut back to two
or three nodes in August or Septem
ber. If your plants grow too tall,
simply cut back to the desired height.
Old mother plants can be forced to
bloom in winter, if the tops are
trimmed. This cut-back may seem
drastic at the time, but the plants
won’t care. Soon new shoots will
appear below the cut and grow into a
lush, bushy plant. You can root the
cuttings and grow new plants, if you
wish.
W hen the friendly wren carries
grass to her little house in the back
yard, and frogs boom their love songs
from every pond and stream, it’ s time
to put your geraniums outside where
they are to bloom during the summer.
utside these adaptable plants
will thrive in partial shade or
full sun. They will grow direct
ly in the soil, in boxes, pots or
containers of many kinds. In fact,
geraniums do as well in pots buried in
the ground as they do when planted in
the ground and are easier to take up
again before Jack Frost comes sneak
ing back. They like soil that’s been
enriched with compost and cow

O

manure.
One thing to remember in selecting

The first house plant I remember

a location is that the blooms of the

was a geranium with bright red
flowers blooming its heart out in a
coffee can sitting on the windowsill in
my mother’s kitchen. The geranium,
with its brilliant flowers, has been a
favorite for indoor-outdoor gardening

double-flowered types do not shatter
as easily as do those of the single
flowered plants; therefore, they are
not as apt to lose petals on a windy
day.

for generations.

take up the plant, you can take
cuttings. Geraniums are so easy to
propagate that some growers simply
stick the cuttings into the moist soil

Zonal geraniums are the most
commonly known. They are the most
popular type worldwide. The first
zonals were brought to England from
South Africa in 1710.
Geraniums may be found blooming
in the castle of a king or growing in
the humble cottage of a fisherman.
They grace formal gardens in elegant
estates and spread their beauty in
backyards across the country.
These popular plants are easy to
grow, easy to propagate, and they

Here again, if you don’t want to

and let them grow, whether it be
outside in the flower bed or inside in a
pot.
Four to six inch side cuttings are
easy to handle and root quickly. Cut
the slip slantwise directly below a
node. Strip off the lower leaves and
place the cutting in moist starting
medium or in a glass of water. (With
geraniums this usually works, al-

riroMMs]
i Growfile Best Ever! i
Plant tomatoes “ lying down" for bushels
o f red-ripe fruit -- up to a month early!
That’s just one o f hundreds o f tips in Down-

To-Earth Vegetable Gardening Know-How.
Complete, easy-to-follow book shows how
to outsmart animal pests and insects; plant
in SUPER-productive wide-rows . . . and
much more! To order, send $8.95 (we pay
postage) to: Garden W ay Publishing Co..
Dept. A 9 5 3 , Charlotte, Vermont 05445.

G R EEN H O U SE
“W ish Book”
U nique se le ction of hard-to-find
hobby greenhouse equipment and
supplies. Send $1.00 today for 32
page catalog.

CHARLEY’S GREENHOUSE SUPPLY

22815£FS^^E^I24t|^jLJ<irkland^^8033

though with water, there is always
some danger of the slips rotting.) Put
the slips in light shade and, in two or
three weeks, they should be rooted
and ready for flower pots.
Geraniums aren’t a bit fussy about
containers. You can transplant into
clay pots, plastic pots or whatever you
care to use. A three inch pot is a good
first size. Be sure your container has
adequate drainage.
Good potting soil for geraniums is
three parts good garden soil, (steri

setting pots on pebbles or bricks in a
pan of water. Inside, geraniums like
lots of direct sun. They love a
southern exposure.
Geraniums may benefit by a feed
ing of fish emulsion liquid fertilizer or
manure tea once a month. But a word
of caution—too much fertilizer tends to
cause heavy foliage and few blos
soms.
All plants should be rotated once a
week to keep the branches from

■CarrotsLove {
Tomatoes
■

(But d o n ’t plant b e a n s nea r o n io n s!)

S P L I T F IR E W O O D

EASY - SAFE - FAST

reaching toward the sun. Plants that
lean toward the window grow lop
sided and homely.

WITH

pot.
Center the plant in the pot and pack

Queen of the House Plants

THE

soil firmly around the roots. Leave
about an inch of pot above the soil. If
your soil is heavy, don’t pack it very
much. Place your little plants on a

Last but not least, comes the
begonia, the Queen of house plants.
There are over 2000 varieties of the

lized) one part peat moss, and one
part sand. It’ s good to mix in a
teaspoon of bonemeal per five inch

sunny windowsill, preferably a south
ern exposure. Geraniums need lots of
light to grow strong and healthy so
they can produce abundant flowers.
They don’t require as much water as

•

exotic begonia, ranging in size from
tiny creepers to sturdy giants, ten feet
tall.
The common garden begonias are
divided roughly into two classes—

the impatiens or begonia. The plants
should be watered thoroughly from

tuberous and non-tuberous. The tu
berous begonias have huge, gorgeous
flowers of many colors, but during

the top and then left until the soil
surface feels dry to the touch. You can
test the soil by touching it a couple of
days after watering. Too much water,

winter the tubers are stored until the
next season.
W e are interested in the non-tuber
ous types. They are again divided into

or too little, causes leaves to turn

two groups—fibrous rooted and rhizomatous. The popular Rex begonia is

yellow and fall.
Geraniums prefer lower humidity
than the impatiens or begonia, but if
the air is too dry, as winter air often
is, the leaves may turn brown and the
buds wither instead of opening. So
again, we increase the humidity by

■

Hard to believe, but botanical characteristics in
vegetables actually help (or hinder) their growth
and taste when planted near or apart from other
vegetables. Our strange but true new 224-pg.
book tells what to plant together for outstanding
results and why. Fun, educational, a great gift for
gardeners! Only $6.50 (we pay postage) Send to:
Garden Way Publishing,
Dept. A951, Charlotte, Vermont 05445

rhizomatous and is grown mainly for
the magnificent ornamental foliage.
Its leaves that come in varying shades
of red, pink, lavender, are white
rimmed and veined in shades that go
from light green to almost black. Rex

NEW .

F IR E S ID E W 0 0 D C R A C K E R *
The homeowner's woodsplitter that takes the hard work
and danger out of woodsplitting. Splits 12" X 2 4 " logs
down to 1 /2 " kindling. Splits knots w ith ease. No skill
needed. Set the log in place, press the handle or foot lever,
and the log splits under controlled force—quietly and
safely. No pounding. No flying wedges. Use indoors or
outdoors. Money back -guarantee.
Special Introductory Price ......................... $ 9 3 . 9 5
Please add $5.50 for shipping. Connecticut residents add
7 'h % sales tax.
* Patent pending
Please send free information on the Fireside Woodcracker.
N A M E__________________________________________
A D D R E S S _____________________________________
C I T Y __________________________________________
STATE _________________ ZIP _____ _______

EAGLE FORGE, INC.
P.0. Box 477, D e p t. C
Colchester, CT 06415

_'
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IRS Approves
40%Tax Credit!
W A S H IN G T O N , D.C., April 21,
1981. The IRS informed a M ich
igan fam ily that their proposed
use o f a Vegetable Factory Solar
Structure and accessories quali
fied them for the 4 0 % E nergy
Tax Credit . . . to be subtracted
directly from their tax bill.

begonias do not like direct sunlight,
so the best spot is a north window or a
terrarium. If put outside, the pots
should be set on a shady patio where
the plants will be protected from the

Starting New Plants

wind and weather.

T

he plants commonly seen co
vered with flowers and grow
ing in beds and borders out
doors and in pots indoors, are the
ever-blooming semperflorens which
are fibrous rooted. Begonia leaves
come in differing shapes and sizes
from the strange and lovely angel
wing to the serrated and the maple
leaf. Their flowers also come in
different shapes and enchantingly
beautiful colors.

W hile this was a private letter
ruling,' not to be cited as prec
edent, it reflects the latest IR S
thinking. (M any states offer ad
ded tax credits, up to 5 5 % !)

SEND $2 FOR COLOR BROCHURE
AND A COPY OF IRS RULING

/SOLAR
^TRIimiRR
d iv is io n

VEGETABLE FACTORY. INC.
P-O. Box 2235, Dept. A212
New York. NY 10163

YANKEE
W O O D S AW

You can find plants with tiny
flowers and others that are covered
with blooms two inches across. Some
are double flowered; som e single with
translucent petals in shades of red
and pink, or perhaps lily white. They
claim such delightful names as Cin
derella, Red Wonder, Melody, Love
M e and White Christmas.
The semperflorens is a low, bushy
plant that is excellent for beds and
borders. These exquisite plants will
thrive and bloom all summer in full
sun where temperatures do not
exceed 90 degrees. In hotter climates,
they need some shade. Here, the east
side of the house where they get
shade during the hot afternoon, or the
cooler north side, or the sun-dappled
shade of a big tree is good. The
semi-tropical begonia loves a humid
atmosphere and porous soil with lots
of leaf mold and a bit of dry,
dehydrated cow manure mixed in.

NEW RETRACTABLE GUARD
Heavy duty, multi-purpose saw for any
tractor with pto. The Yankee Wood Saw
rests firmly on the ground (on four
sturdy legs) in operation and the frame
has sufficient strength to support
gasoline engine or electric motor, if
desired. Has 3-point hitch for transport
ation. Its 30” blade will take a 12” log
without turning. The Yankee Wood
Saw incorporates ideas from many
experienced New England Yankee us
ers.
IM IT A T E D BUT N E V E R D U P L IC A T E D
J A M E S F. NELSO N
RD 2, BOX 104
H O O SIC K FALLS, N E W Y O R K 12090
Phone 518-686-9557
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\ Geranium Leaf

Stem Cutting
The fibrous root types are rooted
by stem or leaf cuttings.
Take 3 to 4 inch cuttings about 2
inches below a leaf. Remove lower
leaves and insert stalk in moist
ened rooting mixture at a 45
degree angle.
Perlite is the best rooting medi
um for begonias.
surface. Plantlets will form at each
point of injury.

To start plants for winter beauty in
the house, take cuttings in August or
September. Begonias will root in
three to six weeks. You can root the
fibrous rooted types by either stem or

Cover the cuttings with plastic, or
invert a glass or a jar over them to
maintain a humid atmosphere. Keep
root cuttings in filtered light in a
warm place and ventilate by lifting
the glass for ten minutes each day.

leaf cuttings, and the Rex by leaf
cuttings. Take three to four inch

the glass.

W ipe off any moisture that collects on

cuttings about two inches below a
leaf. Remove the lower leaves and
insert the stalk in the moistened
rooting mixture at a 45 degree angle.
Perlite is considered to be the best

W hen the little plantlets are about
two or three inches high and well
rooted, they are ready to be planted in
a three inch pot. With a fork, gently

rooting medium for begonias because

with one hand while sifting soil
around the roots with the other. Do

it stays so well aerated.
To root with leaf cuttings, take a
healthy leaf with about an inch of
stalk. Cut the leaf across the main
veins on the underside. Insert the
stem end into the starting medium
and pin the leaf down flat against the
medium with a hairpin or a piece of
bent wire so that the cut places will be
in constant contact with the wet

lift the plant. Hold it in the container

not firm the soil; instead, rap the
container sharply against the table to
settle the dirt. Watering will further
firm the soil around the tender roots.
W hen potted cuttings are a few inches
tall, pinch out the tiny pair of top
leaves to encourage bushy growth.
A good soil mixture is equal parts of
loam, sand, peat moss, and leaf mold.

To root with leaf cuttings, use a
healthy leaf and leave an inch of stem.
Cut underside of leaf across the main
veins.
Insert stem end into starting medi
um and pin leaf against starter using

.FREE.
Big new PARK SEED
CATALOG

a thin bent wire so cut places keep in
constant contant with wet surface.
Plan tie ts form at places of injury.
To maintain humidity, cover cut
tings with plastic or inverted glass or
jar. Keep this in a warm place and in
filtered light. For ten minutes each
day lift cover to ventilate your plantlet.

Stem Cutting

O VER 3000 highest-yield vegetables
and flowers— “ The Best o f B oth ”— all
right here in Park’s new FU LL
C O L O R C A T A L O G . The choice
N E W IN T R O D U C T IO N S and the
best proven all-time favorites. SE N D
FO R Y O U R 124 P A G E C A T A L O G
T O D A Y . . . It’s your* FR EE !

Geo. W . P A R K SEED Co., Inc.
42 Cokesbury Road, Greenwood, S. C. 29647
“H om e Garden Seed Specialist Since 1868 ”

Please send to:
Name
Address
City _
State

Zip

Geo. W. P A R K SEED Co., Inc.
.42 Cokesbury Road, Greenwood, S. C. 29647

Impatiens

P la n e r M o ld e r S a w
Rex Begonia
The
Rex
is
rooted by leaf
cuttings.

Stem Cutting

Another is three parts soil and one

the plants will grow lopsided or too

part peat moss. W hen you buy
peat moss get the coarse brown type
rather than the finely milled darker
variety. The brown peat moss is more
porous and better suited for house
plants. Don’t over water begonias.

tall. So pinch off the tips to make the
plants bushy and attractive. You can

Water them sparingly and keep the
soil evenly moist. Allow the top inch
of soil to dry out between waterings.
Rex begonias like a humidity of 30
percent, the semperflorens not quite
that much. Here again, you can
increase the humidity by setting pots
on pebbles in a pan of water.
Semperflorens begonias like some
sun but the Rex does not. Use
curtains or a northern windowsill for
shade. Begonias should have night
temperatures between 55 and 60
degrees. They don’t like drafts, dry
air, or sudden drops in temperature.
If exposed to such extremes they may
shed their leaves. As house plants,
most begonias need some pruning or

root these pieces for new plants, if
you wish.
In the spring, you can take slips and
root new plants for outdoor beds and
borders. Begonias should not go
outside until the ground and weather
are uniformly warm.
W hile you can take cuttings from all
of these versatile plants anytime, but
two practical seasons are during
March or early spring for summer
plants, and during August or late
summer for winter plants. Then these
lovely plants will brighten winter’ s
gloom
scene.

and

enhance

the

summer
□

Now you can use this ONE power-feed shop to turn
rough lumber into moldings, trim, flooring, furniture
— ALL popular patterns. RIP-PLANE-MOLD . . . sepa
rately or all at once with a single motor. Low Cost
. . . You can own this power tool for only $50 down.

3_May FREE Tna]!
N O O B L IG A T IO N -N O SALESM AN W ILL CALL

RUSH COUPON
TODAY!

2 “ c»

Kansas City, Mo. 64111

r ---------------- ------------------------ - - - - - - - - i

BELSAW POWER TOOLS
L~Z

]

S 9377Field Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 6 4 1 1 1 1

[~| V C C Please send me complete facts about |
1 C O PLANER - MOLDER - SAW and
I
details about 30-day trial offer.
I
Name__

Thelma Anderson enjoys her variety
of beautiful plants in Midland, South
Dakota. Art by Caren Caljouw.

Address.
City____
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Great for Your Garden...

G re e n
M a n u re !

by Clue Dennis

N

o soil improvement scheme
should be without at least one
phase of green manuring, for

the process supplies humus to the soil
in the cheapest and most effective
way. The important object of green
manure is to increase the water-hold
ing capacity of the soil. Even fairly
good garden soils will not hold as
much water as they should.
Let’ s assume the worst conditions.
Say the land you want to improve
consists only of subsoil, or contract
or’ s fill—in other words, a weedy lot.
After first plowing under all the
weeds, allow the rough furrows to
stand as they are for 10-15 days. Then
disk, harrow or coarsely rake the area
and sow a very thick crop of
buckwheat. Even on the poorest land
the buckwheat will make a fair stand
and should be allowed to grow only
about eight inches high before turn
ing it under. Wait another ten days,
then sow another crop of buckwheat
as before which will germinate and
grow considerably better than the
68
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first one. After this last one is plowed
under, let the land lie fallow until
October, then put in a heavy seeding
of winter rye. In the spring plow
under the rye when it is about nine
inches high.
All green manuring schemes need
not be so intensive, unless your land
is really in bad shape. Sometimes a
crop or two will suffice to add all the
humus the soil will need.
While the above is a good method
for'the physical texture of a soil, it
adds little real plant food to it. This is
best accomplished by planting leg
umes such as pea, clover, vetch and
alfalfa. Green manure crops are
usually low-priced seed and much
cheaper than other fertilizers. They
also have more benefits than the
average chemical fertilizer. They act
as an insulating blanket, keeping the
soil warmer in winter and cooler in
summer. This encourages soil life
activity in general and earthworm
growth in particular. The more earth
worms, the more channels they’ll
burrow deep in the subsoil, bringing
to the surface useful minerals and
nutrients which will increase the

health and insect-resistance of food
crops. The roots of many green
manure crops themselves reach deep
ly into the subsoil where they also
absorb and bring up valuable nutri
ents which will revitalize the soil
when they are plowed under to
decompose.
Plants used for green manures are
of two classes: Nitrogen gatherers
(legumes), those that work over
atmospheric nitrogen from the air into
the soil; and nitrogen consumers
(nonlegumes), those that cannot per
form this function but use what
nitrogenous compounds are already in
the soil. The former are generally the
most important because they increase
the supply of this essential element of
plant growth. The latter are favored
for short-term production of organic
matter.
The

principal

nitrogen-gathering

crops are clovers, cowpeas and soy
beans. Choice of crop will depend
upon the time of year. Some, such as
cow-peas and buckwheat, require
warm or hot weather for their
development and are susceptible to

frost; others such as rye and winter
vetch need cool weather and are
resistant to frost damage. Some cover
crops add as much as 150 pounds of
nitrogen per acre of garden soil or the
equivalent of approximately five tons
of manure.
Sweet clover or melilot has notable
value as a green manure, especially
on heavy soils, because of its deep
rooting habit and the abundance of its
foliage, However, if the soil is acid it
may fail unless lime or superphos
phate is applied shortly before seed
ing. Such seed gives best results if
sown in late fall or on the snow during
the winter. In these cases the plants
get an earlier start than the weeds
which they choke out.
Another advantage of green man
ure crops is that, when these are
rotated season after season, plant
diseases and insects are discouraged.
They are not willing to attack
a

healthy soil and will turn to weaker
fields. Green manuring has another
advantage ovter the usual composting
methods in that it supplies the soil
with succulent organic matter at the
peak of its nutritional benefit. Com
post, no matter how carefully tended,
will lose some of its nutrients due to
leaching and the elements. But by
careful treatment of the soil with
green manure, the soil will hold its
nutrients, especially the minerals
found only deep in the subsoil. These
crops also decay in the soil fairly
quickly. In warm weather with moist
ure present, almost complete de
composition takes place in less than
six weeks.
□

Chinchilla
Breeders
Superior Quality
Breeding Stock
TH E M O ST M O D ERN
F U L L T IM E

C H IN C H IL L A R A N C H E S
Inquire About Our S T A R T E R S Program.
Rent Your Initial Stock From Us, and Pay
For It Out of Progeny. Send For F R E E
Literature On How To Get Started.

Office: PO Box 191, Dept FM
Rye, NY 10580
[914] 967-8370
Farms: PO Box 331,Dept FM,
E. Princeton, MA 01517 &
P.O. Box 593, Dept. FM, Anza CA 92306

Clue Dennis makes his home on
Grindlestone Farm in Naples, New
York and writes on all aspects of
farm life

and working with nature.

MEN & WOMEN ALL AGES!
}

Some Good Green Manures
LEGUMES
A lfa lfa

CHARACTERISTICS
Deep-rooted,

does well in all but

send for
free book on learning to reupholster

y. chairs, divans, footstools, all furniture for
'/X
BIG MONEY in spare or full time. No
f experience needed, no age or educational
f
limits. We show you how and provide

EVERYTHING needed to start: (1) Self-study
jram covering all phases. (2) All tools and 3 big
furniture kits for practice. (3)... all supplies, frames and
materials to build $300 worth of furniture, yours to keep or
sell. Write for big, free opportunity book. No obligation, no
salesman will call.
MODERN UPHOLSTERY INSTITUTE.
8 3 2 4 Field Building, Kansas City, Missouri (4111

sandy, clay, acid or poorly-drained
soils.
C lo v e r s

C ow peas
V e lv e t B e a n s

Many varieties for all soil types and
climates.
Quick growing, good soil builder.
Grown in the South, one of the best
crops for sandy, poor soils

V e tch e s

Varieties for all climates, will grow
in any reasonably fertile soil with
ample moisture.
SAW M ILL Of Its Kind In The World!

Soybeans

All soils
climates.

including

sour

and

all

NONLEGUMES
B a r le y

Needs rich, loamy soil, grown mainly
in North.

B uckw heat

One of the best for rebuilding poor or
acid soils, mostly grown in Northeast.

M ille t

Does well in poor soils, mostly grown
in arid regions of the South and

If you need good, high-quality lumber, don’t let
inflated lumber prices stop your important building '
projects. The Belsaw goes right to the trees and
turns out smooth, true-cut lu m b e r... even begin
ners get excellent results. Just one man (no crew
needed) can easily cut enough on weekends to save
hundreds of dollars over high lumberyard prices. For
power use tractor PT 0 or other low HP diesel or
electric unit. Factory-direct selling keeps price low,
and convenient time payments may be arranged.

Send for FREE BOOK! Just mail coupon below for
“How To Saw Lumber’’ booklet and complete facts
on the One-Man Sawmill. There is NO Obligation
and NO Salesman Will Call on you. Do It TODAY!
C “

t f f f l

Southwest.
R ye
W heat

O a ts

Please send all facts and details in
your FREE BOOK “How To Saw
Lumber” . I understand there is No
Obligation and that No Salesman will
call on me.

Grows well in all soils.
Needs fairly fertile soil, grown sill
over, several varieties.
Needs mild winters, will grow in any
soil with sufficient moisture.

BE LSA W M A CH IN E RY CO.
3 4 1 3 H E L D BU ILD ING
K A H iA S CITY, M 0 64111

Name

I
l

{ Address _
^C ity-State

Zip
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The
Gift
of

by Evelyn Witter

S

traw is a most symbolic Christ
mas material, for it was this
lowly and common grass that
provided the first bedding for the
Christ Child, long ago. But besides its
humble uses, this sturdy plant has a
decorative nature and can be trans
formed by the spirit of craftsmanship
into ornaments of joy.
Straw can be bought in bundles in
most craft stores, but if you are able
to gather your own straw during the
growing season you’ll have plenty of
time to work with it until you design it
into the finished products.
Due to its pliancy, straw can be
designed into stars and fashioned into
shapes of animals and human figures.
It can be inlaid on boxes and bags,
made into mats, plaited, twisted,
gnarled, tom into shreds, and mani
pulated into as many items as
individual initiative and imagination,
fancy and creative talent can conjure
up.
Rye straw is the most suitable of all
vegetable straws, but wheat and
barley straw are quite good too.
Unthrashed straw is to be preferred
to thrashed straw because the stalks
are less likely to have been damaged.
Growing stalks should be picked a
little before the grain is ripe, in dry,
sunny weather. Straw must not be left t
lying in the rain but should be spread
out to bleach early in the morning and
turned over, repeatedly.

workability, versatility, and best of
all, availability.
□

Preparing Straw
1. Wheat stems and heads (stems
hereafter will be referred to as straw).
2. Container of water
3. Damp towel
Directions:
Step 1: Cut off wheat above first joint.
Step 2: Submerge in water until
pliable (at least one hour).
Step 3: Wrap soaked wheat in large,
damp towel to keep moist.

Make a Straw Star
Material:
1. 14 three-inch stems of dampened
straw.
2. One foot of thread.

knots on the stalks must be pared off
with a knife.

Directions:

make wide strips, switching the iron
to the highest temperature. Before
ironing, lay a thick pile of newspapers
on a table with a white piece of paper
laid over the newspaper to prevent
the printing ink from coming off on
the damp straws.
The thick underlay is particularly
necessary if you want to make straw a
little darker than its natural color,
which is done by lightly browning it
with the iron. Light-colored damp
straws can also be painted with fabric
paints.
The use of straws as a Christmas
material is growing in popularity. In
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

The Christmas story, having sug
gested the use of straw to comme
morate this most special of Holidays,
opens the door of creativeness to
those who take advantage of straw’ s

To remove the spikes on their sides,
lay the stalks in water for a time and
then pull the spikes off. The little

Straw may be used whole or split.
To split straws, first soften them in
water. Slit straws with sharp scis
sors or a knife. Iron them flat to
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recent years foreign countries such as
Sweden, have designed straw orna
ments for export to this country for
Christmas decorations. The high
lights in the straw gleam on the
Christmas tree and are a delight to
families. W ho can compare assembly
line ornaments with those hand-craft
ed from natural materials? The ob
jects you can make from straw are
artfully charming, yet natural.

Step 1: Cut dampened straw into 14
three inch sections.
Step 2: Tie seven stems together at
center with thread. Pull tight. Stems
will fan out on either side of thread.
Step 3: Repeat step 2.
Step 4: Lay one bunch of stems
vertically. Cross with other bunch of
stems by laying them horizontally.
Step 5: Tie centers together with
thread thus forming a circular star of
straws.
Step 6: Knot ends of thread to make
loop so star may
Christmas tree.

be

hung

on

Evelyn Witter is skilled in gardening
and crafts and makes her home in
Milan Illinois. Art by Liz Buell.
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Build a HAHSA® — a safe, outdoor wood furnace
that supplies your indoor heat and hot w ater.
Build a H A H S A
and cut down
your heat and
hot water utility
bills to a s low a s
g| z e r o
—
yes,
H that's
$0.00.
___ _____
You can - the
way m any sm art hom eow ners have. With a
sa fe,
practical H A H S A
a far better
investment than a wood or coal stove.

THE H AH SA B A S IC S
A H A H S A (Heating and Heat Storage
Apparatus) is a wood burner located
outside your house in its own little 8' x 10'
block structure— a self-contained heating
system connected to your house by 4 pipes
buried underground.
It burns wood and paper, cardboard or
scraps and stores heat until you need it,
thanks to 18 tons of sand. C hances are th^t
it will pay for itself in 12 to 18 months.
That's what users tell us. After that, it's like
having a little go ld mine in your
backyard— year after year.

H AH SA IS 1 0 W AY S BETTER
THAN A W O O D O R CO AL STOVE

1. S a fe . Unlike a stove, it's outside. Ho tear
o f fire, explosions or ch ok in g gases.
2. C le a n . Ho smoke, dirt, ashes, termites
or b u g s inside your house.
3. E ffic ie n t. Uses less w ood than a stove as
well a s paper, cardboard or scraps.
4. S t o r e s H e a t. Because a HAHSA is well
insulated, it supplies heat for hours, even
days, after the fire is out. Burn it only a few
hours every other day in su m m er— yet your
water always stays hot.

Praised in
the press by:
The M oth er

10. S u p p lie s D o m e s t ic H o t W a te r Y e a r
R o u n d . Because the HAH SA is outside, it
can be used d u ring the warm m onths also
— s o it never stop s sa vin g you money!
W e a re lic e n s in g fr a n c h ise d d e a le r s — a
te rrific b u s in e s s o p p o rtu n ity . W rite o r
p h o n e to d a y.

START SAVING NOW
D o n 't d e lay. N a il th e c o u p o n now . S e n d
$ 1 .0 0 fo r g e n e r a l in fo r m a tio n o r $ 2 0
fo r c o m p le te p la n s a n d e v e ry th in g you
need to know to g o H AH SA.

■ C a ll 7 1 7 - 3 8 8 - 6 1 7 2 .

Earth h e w s ,

I To: HAHSA, B o x 112-B
fa lls , P e nn sylvania 18615
I w ant to g o H A H SA . P le ase se n d me:
H a n d ym an ,
□ C o m p le te p lan s, draw in gs,
Popular
in stru ctio n s, m ate rial c o st lists,
p lu s ge n e ra l in form atio n . $20.00.
M ech an ics
□ G en e ral in fo rm a tio n a b o u t H AH SA.
$ 1.00 to cover p rin tin g a n d m a ilin g.
5. H e a lth y H e a t. Hot the dry, irritating,
□ My ch e ck o r m oney o rd e r is e n closed .
sm oky heat o f a wood or coal stove.
L J V IS A o r □ M a ste r C h a rg e
6. V e rsa tile . A HAH SA can work with the
(P le a s e p r in t o r ty p e )
solar system you have or plan to install.
7. S im p le . The HAHSA ties in directly to
#
_______________________________________
your hot water radiators, hot water
baseboard or hot air system s via a heat
In te rb a n k (M C K
E x p .d a te
exchanger.
8. L o n g L a s t in g P e rfo rm a n ce . Every part
Nam e
of a HAHSA is custom designed, tested and
proven in use.
A d d re ss
9. Y o u C a n D o It Y o u rse lf. O ur p lans give
you step by step instructions. The cost of all
City
materials is about $ 1600. Or you can save
time and put your HAHSA to work faster by
S ta te
JZip
p urchasing key parts from us.
The Christian

S c ie n c e M onitor,
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START„COMPLETE..ADD TO YOUR
FARMSTEAD LIBRARY
s iH ?

W e now offer a comprehensive list of FARM STEAD M AG AZIN E back issues.
Jam-packed with vital information, each issue provides small farmers, gardeners,
and homesteaders everywhere with knowledge essential to self-sufficiency. Buy one,
tw o,...ten or the entire set. Back issues are $2.00 each. Just circle the appropriate
number on the order coupon, or if you wish to keep the page intact use a separate
sheet of paper.
Check contents sampler
below for some of the
topics covered in pre
vious issues.

B a k e r’s Dozen Special!
Buy 12 or more and
take an E X T R A ISSU E FREE!

1974/1975
No. 1 Helen Nearing’s Rose Hip
Recipes. Growing Under Glass.
Build Your Coldframe. Compost
ing at the College
? Atlantic.
A G reenhorn^
Workhorses.
Picture c O V ^ M a in e Farm. A
Child’s warden of Vegetables.
Farmer W hite's Brown Eggs.
W hat is Organic. How About a
Woodlot Cashcrop?.
No. 2 Food Storage on the Maine
Farmstead. Energy and the
Small M aine Farm. Making Ci
der Wine. The F ^ v Settlers of
Matinicus Is*' q \ 3 i e Your Own
W oodla'vA.O -t'ager. Care and
Use c S X o u r Chainsaw. Fall
Flower Gardening. Milkweed
and Monarchs. Christmas W re
ath Making. The Heifer Project.
No. 3 Goats on Your Farmstead.
Income Tax Deductions for the
Small
Farmer.
Apple
Trees. In s u ra n t
me Farmsteader. B ^ A \> L ,v in g Without
Electricity^* < Guide to Buying
Farm Equipment. Spinning and
W eaving Your Flax and Wool.
Folk Medicine. Spring and Sum 
mer Flower Gardening. Soy
beans.
No. 4 Of Slugs and Suds. Plague
and Pestilence in Your Woodlot.
How to Make Butter and Butter
milk. The Great Purple Vege
table Patch. A Successful Farm
stead. On Growing Red ~‘omatoes. Canning Fruits and Vege
tables. Highland Cattle. M aking
Goat’s M ilk Cheese. Stalking the
Low-Cost Chicken.

No. 5 The W ise and Useful Farm
and Garden Guide. Rabbits for
Food and Profit. Tan Your Hide.
M aking Jams and Jellies. Stor
ing Fruits and Vegetables for
Home Use. Tricks for the Fall
and Winter Garden. Breed that
Pig. How to Plant a Tree. Saving
Those Green Tomatoes. Purs
lane— The Good Weed.

No. 7 Raising Bees in Maine.
Heirloom Beans. Planting by the
Signs. Recycling Maine Lumber.
A Patch of Rhubarb Recipes.
Spring Pig Power. How to Work
and Play with Squash. How to
Build a Fence. Tapping Maine
Sugar Bush. Pick a W ild Plantago.
No. 8 How to Buy a Horse.
Planting an Organic Orchard.
Plants that Poison Livestock.
Growing Oriental Vegetables in
Maine. Bountiful Comfrey. M ak 
ing Hay Despite the Weather.
Some of M y Best Friends are
Bugs. Enjoy Your own Farm
Pond. The Herb Everlasting.
Early Bloomers, Late Bloomers.
No. 9 Old-Time Apples. A Guide
to Raising Ducks. Forest M a n 
agement at Edgewater Farm.
Myth and M agic in Your Garden.
Chimneys. Muscovies on a
Maine Farm. More About M u s
covy Ducks. M aking Feather
Pillows. W inged Pest Catchers.
On Augers, Froes and Crozes.

1977
No. 10 Wood Stove Cookery.
Saving Energy is Saving Money.
Tobacco-Grow Your Own. Lam
bing Time. Harvesting Salt Hay
in Grand Marsh. The Commonsense Gardener. Farming with a
Draft Horse in Quebec. How to
Make a Barrel Stove. A W alk in
the Winter Woods. Winter Deer
Feeding.

On Clearing Land. How to Grow
Beautiful Christmas Trees. Hea
ting with Wood. Steps for Start
ing Seeds. M y First Team of
Workhorses. Peter Zacharias:
Registered Holstein Breeder.
Fruit Leather. Preserving Herbal
Fragrances.
Coping
W ith
M aine’s Climate.
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No. 14 Home-Grown Tractors.
Building a Log Cabin By Hand.
M aking a Sheepskin Rug. Woodburning Basics, Part I. Herbs in
the Fall Garden. Green Manure
for the Fall Gardener. W ild
Harvest: A Guide to Edible W ild
Fruits of the Northeast, Part II.
Gourmet Game Cooking. Taking
Antique Chickens Off the Shelf.
From Stump to Stove.

No. 15 Talking Turkey. Beautiful
Creations with Weeds. Quilting.
Woodburning Basics, Part II.
Hopi Blue Corn. Cornerstones: A
School for W ould-Be Builders.
Finding Water with a Stick.
Brew Your Own Beer. Sprout a
Garden in Your Pantry. Batter’s
Up: The Lowdown on Bread
Baking.

1978
No. 16 The Truth About Pota
toes. Take a Good Look At Your
Garden Soil. Salads On M y
Windowsill. Have You Any
W ool? Herbal Healing. Dogs on
the Homestead. Axe Handles.
Hearty Hot Chowder. Cranking
Up for Winter Driving. Eastler
on Energy.
No. 17 Harvesting the Sugar-

No. 11 Know Your Soil. On
Choosing Your Goose. A Bee for
the North. Smelting By Moon
light. Digging Dandelions. The
W ise and Useful Farm & Garden
Guide. The Modular Coldframe.
Earth Oysters. Pony Power.
Early Care for Better Apples.

1976
No. 6 Ice Harvest and Storage.

No. 13 W ild Harvest: A Guide to
Edible W ild Fruits of the North
east, Part I. Getting a Line on
Bees. Legumes-Selecting Seed
Mixtures for the Small Farm.
How to Hook a Hon’d Pout.
M aking Low Sugar Jams and
Jellies. To Husband a Goat: A
Moral Tale. Blackberries. Cof
fee, Tea or Chicory. Tea Thyme.
W hat to do With Those Everlast
ing Eggs.

No. 12 Beefalo. W oodsheds are
Beautiful. Understanding Pas
sive Solar Heating Systems.
Home Childbirth. Nutrition and
the Vegetarian Diet. Let Weeds
Protect Your Garden. W ild Roots
Spring Tonic. Hoes for Hard
Rows. Grow the Autumn Olive.
Valerian-M ystery Herb of M ill
Creek.

bush. Plowing with a Draft
Horse, Part I. Poultry Palaces—
Plan and Build a Proper Hen
house. Start a Strawberry Bed.
W orld Seed Service. Secrets for
Starting Seeds. How to Make a
Hotbed. Enemy in Sigh t-B iolo
gical Control vs. Pesticides. The
Truth About Onions. Dining on
Daylilies.

No. 18 The Common Sunflower.
Building a Log-End Home. The
Truth About Cucumbers, Melons
and
Squash.
The
Reliance
P e ach -A Sure Bet for the Small
Fruit Grower. Sensible Pest
Management in the Orchard. A
Patch of Greens. Plowing with a
Draft Horse, Part ll-H arrow ing
and
Seeding.
Easy-to-Grow
Flowers. Let M y Chickens Go.

No. 19 Plowing W ith the Draft
Horse,
Part
III— Haymaking.
Raising Rabbits. M O F G A on the
Move. Getting Your Goat. Insect
Pests & Their Enemies. Ginseng
the Inscrutable. A Hand’s-On
Building Experience. Sea Moss.
Plant
Something
Old...And
Something New. Too Much Zuc
chini.
No. 20 Preserving Your Garden’s
Bounty. In Praise of Chickens.
Caring for Small Stock. When
it’s Time to Butcher the Home
stead Hog. How to Home-Can
Meat. Harvesting Dry Beans.
Small Farm M anagem ent-H ar
vesting the Corn. Water Closet
B lu e s-A New Look at No-Flush
Toilets. Community Canning
Centers. Urban Farming.

No. 21 The Truth About Cauli
flower. Five Easy W ays to Make
a Rug. A Beginner’s Guide to
Raising Bees. First Aid for Fruit
Trees. Mittens for You to Make.
Eva M cC an n-E ndu ring Lady
From Lubec. The Sweet and Sour
of Sugar Substitutes. Honey
Cookery. Burning Junkwood.
Scarlet Runner Beans.

1979
No. 22 The Great Tomato Com 
petition. Hot Chili Peppers. You
W ant to Own a Cow? If Your
Cow
Kicks.
A
Cow-Buyers
Guide. Stop Those Carpenter
Ants. A Homeowner’s Guide to
Insulation.
Our
Retrofitted
Home. Smoking Herbs. Shaping
Up for Garden Chores.
No. 23 The Truth About Peppers
and Eggplant. Farming For Fish:
Salt Water Trout, Cold Water
Oysters. To Market, To Market,
To Buy a Fat Pig. Pigs in the
Pasture. Pigs for Profit. Blue
Ribbon Gardening Tips. All
About Brooding, Hatching, In
cubating and Caring for Fowl.
No Power Go-Power: Energy
Crisis Foods. Parsley. What
W eeds Can Tell You About Your
Soil.
No. 24 How to Build an Under
ground Home. Companion Plant
ing Primer. Allelopathy-Plants
that Poison Other Plants. How to
Market Your Farm Products.
Great Horses. A Movable Heap.
Raising Earthworms. W ildlife
and Land Management. HomeGrown Chickens. M aking Bee
hives.

Farm stead Magazine offers year-round attention to timeless methods
and current developments in your home, field, garden and bam .
No. 25 Energy and You--Now is
the Time to Buy Your Woodstove. The Truth About Beans.
Raising Guinea Birds. On Ignor
ance and Bliss. Land-Know ing
W hat You Own. A Pair of
Oxen—The Beauty of the Beasts.
Eating Flowers. How to Run a
Successful Craft Business. Stoc
king Your Toolshop. Hand Hew
. Your Own Beams.

No. 29 January to December
Year-Round
Planting
Guide.
Mulch Helps Your Garden. Bor
age, the Beloved Herb. Toads...
Guardians of the Garden. The
Edible Dandelion. Goodbye Be
etles. How to Harvest Your
Orchard Crop, Part I. How to
Harvest Your Orchard Crop, Part
II. E g g s on Tap. Hot Tips for a
Cold Climate.

No. 26 The Truth About Root
Crops. Thoughts on Killing M y
Fatted Calf. How to Get Your
Livestock to Market. Energy and
You-W oodstove Safety. NF PA
Woodstove Clearances. Cooking
W ith Wood. W hat to Do for
Chimney Fires. Sheep Dogs on
the Farmstead. How to Skin a
Pig. Favorite Pumpkin Recipes.

No. 30 It’s Time To Prune Your
Fruit Trees. Start Your Own
Backyard Orchard. A Beginner’s
Guide to Chainsaws. W ild Bee
Hunter. Building A Bee Box. A
$150 Honey Extractor that Costs
$15 to Build. Ducks and the
Bug-Free Garden. Choosing the
Right Shovel. Feast of flowers.
Morel Mushrooms.

No. 27 The Eastern Coyote. How
to Raise Turkeys. A Seed Cata
log Review. Mother’s Favorite
Stuffing Recipes. Versatile Veni
son. Praise Be for the Sauna.
Barnloft Rabbits. How to Get
Hot Water From Your Woodstove. Brown ’n Serve Bread.
Crazy Quilt.

1980
No. 28 Health and the Home
Gardener. Grow Perfect Peas.
Raise Araucanas. Home-Made
Butter is Better. How to Manage
a Coppice Woodlot. Make Your
Own Snowshoes. Let Your Chick-'
ens Range. Eating Betty, Tom
and Susan. Digging the Farm
Dump. Nutritious and Delicious
Beets.

No. 31 Bees: Are They Endan
gered? Bee Sting Remedies. A
Guide to Pruning. How to Make
Kaunakes. Blue Ribbon Black
Sheep. Grow Healthier Plants.
The Herbalist’s Notebook. The
Gopher Snake. Caring for Or
phan Lambs. An Easy-to-Make
Rabbit Hutch.
No. 32 W e ’re Rediscovering
Solar Energy. How to Install
Windows. Make Your Own Solar
Window Box and Food Dryer.
Haw to Raise Goat Kids. A Man
Born to Farming:
Wendell
Berry. How to Grow More in
Your Small Garden. Some Bugs
are Good Guys for the Garden.
How to Build Flat Racks. Plants
Can Poison You! Recollecting
the Old Steam Engine Days of
Threshing.
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No. 33 Woodstove Harvest. A
Guide to Woodburning Cookstoves, Part I. Irr Praise of the
Cider Press. How to Dry Your
Harvest’s Bounty.
Preparing
Vegetables for Drying. Taking
Stock: The Farmstead Harvest
Accounting. Gathering in the
Harvest.

No. 38 Mallards. Know Your
Ducks. Success With Seedlings.
Garden
Use-Agains.
Plant
Sprouted Seeds.
Blossoming
Time. A Spring Orchard Pictor
ial. Beginner’s Guide to Beehive
Inspection. New Life for an Old
House, Part II. Can Your Melons
Right in the Garden.

No. 34 Living Underground All
Year Long. Hand Riving Shakes
and Rails. A Guide to Raising
Pigs. On Building Masonry Firestoves. Firestove Building Tips.
A Guide to Woodburning Cookstoves, Part II. The Art of
Cooking on a Woodstove. Make
Your Own Sausage. Plant Onions
in the Fall. Brew Yourself Some
Herb Tea.

No. 39 Water Appreciation. Ear
th Ponds. Water-Loving Peren
nials. Drip Irrigation. Bathtub
Ecology. The Trout of Barren
Hill. The Complete Blackfly Gar
dener. Homegrown Pesticides.
Raising Pigeons. W ild Water.

No. 35 Blacksmithing: Tool and
Techniques. Building a Brick
Forge. Fruitful Living. On Plant
ing a Permanent Garden. W ind
Electric System. Birds of Prey.
Make Your Own Holiday Gifts.
Raising Rabbits. New Life for an
Old House, Part I. Donuts.

1981
No. 36 The Twitch Horse. A
Greenhouse for the Good Life.
Seeds of the Earth. Grow Your
Own Garden Seeds. Versatile
and Various Winter Squash. To
Fence a Goat. Gourd Crafting.
Let the W ind Blow. Planning and
Planting a Windbreak. Growing
Herbs Through Winter Weather.

No. 37 A Simple and Delicious
Salad Garden. Build Your Own
Cold-Frame Food Dryer. An
Alaskan Garden. Cooling Fram
es for the Garden. Ground
Cherries. Codling Moths. You
Can
Eat
Acorns.
Braiding
Onions. Window Box Green
house. Living Christmas Trees.

No: 40 Selecting Land for a Rural
Home Site. Cutting the Cost of
Shelter. Getting Wood to Last.
Taming the Tool Shed. Farm
stead’s
Illustrated
Summer
Wood Heat Safety Check. Bring
ing Back the Attic Fan. U S D A
Report...On Organic Farming.
Whither the Organic Farmer?
Milking Your Goat. How to Trim
Goat Hooves.

No. 41 The M agic of Cast Iron
Cookware. The Capable Cookstove. Your 1981 Cookstove Buy
er’s Guide. Home Meat Can
ning. How to Run a Successful
Roadside Stand. Luscious Blue
berries. Half a Cow can be Better
than One. Inside the Home Root
Cellar. Grandm a’s Prize Sour
Cream Recipes. Heroes of the
Frosty Morn.
No. 42 Working Gently In the
Woods. Caring for Your Chain
saw. Start a Successful Wood
Co-op. Where Rot Has Spelled
Revival. Fall Soil Ecology. A
Home-Built Wood Burning Furn
ace. The New Hog Economics.
Raising Hogs for a Profit on the
Small Farm. Chicken Tracks and
Soap. Forcing Spring Bulbs.
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A New Leaf
Set aside a special corner in your garden to grow
these three out-of-the-or dinary vegetables...

Globe Artichoke

by Stephen R. Bull

P

I art of the excitement each growing season holds for
me is the anticipation of trying several new

j vegetables in the family garden. Not all attempts
have been successful (my luffa sponges went past the
eating stage but failed to develop into usable bath-time
scrubbers one cool, damp summer), but I am always
amazed at the number of delicious, uncommon vegetables
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that are relatively simple to grow. In fact, we even set
aside a special comer of our plot to try different plants.
Without sacrificing much of our precious garden space, we
are always able to experiment with some new additions
each year.
Many of these experimental plantings have met with
such enthusiasm that they are now an integral part of the
garden plan. The three vegetables that follow are good
examples.

The Globe Artichoke
Castroville, California bills itself as “ the artichoke
capital of the world,” and virtually all of the globe
artichokes sold in supermarkets originate in this small
coastal town. With mild winters and cool, damp summers,
Castro ville is ideally suited for growing the vegetable as a
perennial. Yet it is often a simple matter to produce a crop
in less hospitable regions.
Artichokes (Cyanara cardunculus) are a variation of the
thistle-like cardoon and originated in the Mediterranean
region. Both are members of the sunflower family and
produce beautiful purple flowers if unharvested. It is the
flower bud, however, that makes this plant so popular.
W hile they may be propigated from seed, the resulting
plants are not always true to type. All commercial growers
and most home gardeners have found the greatest success
by planting the shoots, or suckers, that grow from the base
of the artichoke.
Six suckers cut from our main plant and brought inside
before the first frost, sat on a windowsill throughout the
winter, out of direct sun. Despite the periodic drying of
larger leaves, they survived with just a little care and
water to be planted the following spring in the garden.
Depending on windowsill space and your love for
artichokes, one plant can yield as many as three dozen new
plants by the third season. In an ideal environment (mild
winters, cool damp summers) the plants are perennials but
should be replaced every three years for maximum yield.
Artichokes are attractive, with thistle-like, large leaves
and an unusual light green coloring. In northern climates

B AK ED STUFFED ARTICHOKES
8 large artichokes
2 cups diced, cooked chicken
2 cups milk
3 tablespoons cornstarch
1 can condensed cream of mushroom soup
Vi cup sliced mushrooms
Va teaspoon salt
Va teaspoon pepper
Va teaspoon maijoram
Vi teaspoon paprika
Vi cup sliced Jerusalem artichokes (optional)
TOPPING:
1 cup whole wheat bread crumbs
Va cup butter/margarine
Mix cornstarch with Va cup milk in saucepan over low
heat. Add all other ingredients except globe artichokes
and topping. Cook until hot. Meanwhile, prepare
artichokes for steaming and cook until barely tender. Cut
out the prickly center and set upright in baking dish. Fill
with chicken mixture. Top with bread crumbs mixed with
melted butter, cover, and bake at 350 degrees F. for
twenty minutes. Uncover and continue to bake for an
additional ten minutes to brown the tops. Serves 8.
To freeze artichokes: For best results, freeze only
whole, small (under 2 Vi inches) artichokes. Trim stem and
leaves, blanch for four minutes, and freeze in plastic bags
from which most of the air has been removed. To serve,
steam for about ten minutes.

they attain a height of about two to three feet and should
be spaced about two feet apart. They prefer rich soil and
do especially well with a seaweed mulch.
Flower buds should be harvested when still tight and
with about one inch of stem attached. A bud should never
be pulled; a sharp knife is the best tool for gathering.
Problems and diseases are few. If aphids or flea beetles
become a problem, however, a spray of one-part dish
detergent to twenty-parts water is effective. W e have had
good success with plain water shot from the garden hose in
a stream strong enough to wash the little critters away.
STEAM ED ARTICHOKES
4 large artichokes (or one per person)
lemon juice
butter
W ash artichokes and cut off stem at base. Remove the
tough outer leaves. Set in deep saucepan and add one cup
of water. Bring to a boil and cover tightly. Continue boiling
until outer leaves are easily pulled off. (About 30 minutes).
Drain upside down in colander. Serve upright with melted
butter seasoned with lemon juice.
To eat, pull off leaves, one by one, dip, and scrape the
fleshy part from the base of the leaf with your teeth.
Leaves become more tender as you approach the center.
The choke, or purple flower center, is inedible, but the
best part lies just beneath it! With a grapefruit spoon,
gently remove the flower to expose the meaty, tender
heart. Dip and enjoy!

Garlic
\
gj / H
sfj I
arlic has been used for hundreds of years for its
unique flavoring and medicinal qualities. Yet it was
only in the m id-1950’ s that a German doctor
recognized what herbalists had known all along: garlic
really does have curative powers!

G

Young garlic contains a natural antibiotic, present in the
oil, called allyl disulphate. Organic “ blender” sprays
made from water and garlic cloves help cure such plant
diseases as downey mildew, cucumber and bean rust,
angular leaf spot of cucumber, bean anthracnose, early
blight of tomato, brown rot of stone fruit and bacterial
blight of beans, Garlic spray repels various insects, too.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Garlic is often considered difficult to grow and is
something of a rarity in most gardens, yet a few simple
tricks almost guarantee a bumper crop. One secret is to
plant it in the fall, just before a hard freeze if possible.
Space cloves about four inches apart and one inch deep.
(Cloves may be obtained from any garlic clove; the ones
sold in supermarkets do just as well as more expensive
“ sets” ). Cover with a thick mulch, to be removed in the
spring when the ground thaws.
Garlic seed is also available, though hard to find, and
plants may be started in February for transplanting in
April. Garlic cloves, though, are much easier and tend to
produce faster growth.
In addition to the common white and red garlics,
elephant garlic (widely available from most seed
companies) is even winning over confirmed “ garlic
haters.” Very mild and large, elephant garlic needs wider
spacing in rows than its smaller counterparts. Spacing
cloves six to eight inches apart may sound extreme, but
will produce the largest bulbs.
W hen the plants’ tops begin to yellow and die, they
should be pulled and the tops braided. Hang in a dry,
protected place with good air circulation for curing. Bulbs
may then be kept in a box or mesh bag like dry onions.
Knock off loose dry dirt, but do not wash until ready to
use. To remove garlic odor from hands, sprinkle with salt
and rinse in cold water.
During the winter, you might try growing a few cloves of
garlic in a pot on the windowsill. Take a cutting of the
leaves for flavoring and use as you would chives.
Garlic plays an important part in many dishes,
especially the famous Italian tomato-based ones. Elephant
garlic is so mild, though, that you may enjoy it sliced
directly into salads, or cooked in the following manner:

the pleasure to know. The “ vegetable oyster” is, though,
a very good ingredient in oyster stew and perhaps it is
through this compatibility that it earned its name.
Plant seeds a half-inch deep and thin plants to four
inches apart in soil worked as deeply as possible. This
creates the best-sized roots. The plants are rarely
bothered by insects or disease. Salsify can usually be
wintered-over under a deep mulch in areas where parsnips
and carrots survive with the same treatment. W e find that
packing the roots in damp sand with tops trimmed to one
inch keeps them in top eating condition when stored in a
cool place such as a cellar.
Salsify is at its best when pared, boiled until tender and
served with a butter or cream sauce. (Add a bit of lemon
juice or vinegar to the water to prevent discoloration.)
SALSIFY FRITTERS
3 cups pared salsify, cut into chunks
butter or margarine
salt and pepper to taste
flour
lemon juice or vinegar
Boil salsify in water to which a dash of lemon juice or
vinegar has been added. W hen tender, drain and mash.
Season with salt, pepper and butter. Form into flat cakes,
about three inches in diameter. Roll in flour. Brown in
butter in heavy skillet and serve. Serves 4.
□
Stephen R. Bull loves to garden and grow unusual plants.
He lives on Santa Claus Lake in Temple, Maine.

B AK ED ELEPHANT GARLIC
2 cups elephant garlic cloves
V% cup cream
salt and pepper to taste
Peel and slice cloves lengthwise. Arrange in shallow
baking dish. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. Add cream to
barely cover. Bake at 325 degrees F. until tender. Serves
four.
Salsify
Salsify, or “ vegetable oyster,” is a real favorite at our
house. Native to the Mediterranean area and southern
England, salsify is treated much like parsnips in culture. It
requires a rich, light soil and its flavor improves with frost.
A neutral to somewhat alkaline Ph is preferred.
All varieties of salsify take about 120 days to mature,
but it is a hardy plant, which should be sown as soon as the
ground is workable. Harvest it before a hard freeze, which
gives most northerners ample time. Mammoth Sandwich
Island is the most popular strain, although some gourmets
prefer the Long Black (Scorzonera). The tender leaves of
the latter are very tasty in green salads, and with careful
picking the plant will yield two crops,! one above and one
below ground. Closely related, but not a true salsify, is the
Spanish Oyster Plant, or Golden Thistle.
To describe salsify as having a taste similar to that of
oysters is stretching the imagination a bit, since its texture
and flavor are much different than the bivalves I’ve had
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Salsify is a nutritious root
and is cooked like carrots or
beets. Frost improves the
root’ s flavor and texture.
You can harvest before a
hard freeze, or in milder
climates, let it winter-over in
the ground
under
deep
mulch.

by Evelyn Witter

A

ncient man kept his mistletoe
from one year to the next. He
believed that the plant had
supernatural powers to help him
through every day of the year. He
believed that the word “ Mistletoe”
came from the missel thrush, a
messenger of the gods who brought
the plant to earth.
Readers of Virgil point out that the
mistletoe was called the Golden
Bough and that when Aeneas plucked
it, he was able to descend to the
underworld and come back safely.
In ancient Britain when clumps of
mistletoe grew generously on the
bare, wintery forest trees, farmers
were happy. The W elsh farmers, for
example, said “ Plenty of mistletoe
means plenty of barley! ’ ’ W hen
mistletoe was scarce, these same
farmers wailed, “ No mistletoe, no
luck!”
And in ancient Britain, it was the
sacred plant of the Druids. The
Arch-Druid and his fellow priests
performed their rites at the winter
solstice with elaborate ceremonies
centering around the mistletoe.
The chief nature festival of these
forest worshippers was held five days
after the new moon. M en, women and
children went into the forest. They
moved toward the oak tree that had
the most mistletoe. First came the
bards, then a herald. A s they came in
sight of the tree they hailed it with
loud shouts of delight and reverence.
One figure towered above the rest.
He was the Arch-Druid. He had a
golden chain around his neck, golden
beads around his arms and he wore
white robes.
He climbed the tree to the lowest
branch on which the sacred mistletoe
was growing. With a golden sickle, he

cut the branch and let it fall in a fold
of his robes.
,
This plant was so sacred that it was
not allowed to touch the earth. The
priest then broke the branch into little
pieces and gave a tiny piece to each of
his followers with a prayer that each
one receive divine favor and blessings
from nature.
European dairymen placed faith in
mistletoe too. They claimed that with
mistletoe around, milk would not sour
so quickly. Mistletoe caused the
butter to gather as they churned.

They also hung sprigs here and there
in cattle sheds, believing that it had
magical powers to help every cow
produce a lively, healthy calf.
Villagers placed mistletoe above
their doorways. Hanging in the
doorway, it was considered to be a
night watchman against evil spirits,
keeping away all bad dreams. Some
people placed mistletoe under their
pillows believing it would reveal
future happenings in their dreams.
These early Europeans had what
they considered a perfect explanation
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE %\

Finally, a way to protect children & pets from dangerous hot stove sur
faces Standing 9" to 17' from your coal/wood stove, the KINDERSTOP
black steel fence is lightweight, portable. & 24" height allows for easy
stove loading. Available sizes below Send stove
width & depth measure for custom size
quote Include $5.50 shipping & han
dling Md. residents add 5% sales
tax. A great gift! Dealer & distrib
utor inquiries are invited.
STOCKSIZES
48x -8@S74.95

18x48* 18 @$64.95
24* 36* 24 @$69.95
36*36 * 36 @$79.95
36*42 *36 @$84.95
42*42 *42 @$94.95
48*48*48@$109.95
K IN D E R - S T O P

BOX F M 6

48*48*48*48 @$144.95
5168ANorrisvilieRd. WhiteHall. MD21161

GREAT SAUSAGE RECIPES
227 page illustrated book explains sausage
making plus home curing and smoking of meat,
fowl and fish. Over 100 recipes. Free equipment
and supply catalog has more information.
For yours, send to:

The SAUSAGEMAKER
177-18 Military Road

Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

of the magical powers of the
mistletoe. They thought that since
mistletoe grew without roots in the
ground, surely the gods must have
planted it in trees.
. I
The Scandinavian myth about
mistletoe was responsible for the
“ give me a kiss” message mistletoe
has carried since ancient times.
Balder received a charm from his
mother Frigga against all injury from
everything which sprang from the
four elements (water, air, earth, and
fire). Loki, an evil spirit, having a
dislike of Balder, formed an arrow
from mistletoe which did not grow
from any of these elements. The
arrow was placed in the hands of the
blind Helder, whom Loki directed to
launch at the seemingly invulnerable
Balder. The mistletoe dart struck
Balder to the ground. The tears of
Frigga became the white berries of
the mistletoe. Through the concerted
efforts of the gods, Balder was
restored to life and Frigga decreed
that the plant must never again serve
as an instrument of mischief.
Frigga, being the goddess of love
and beauty and grateful for the return
of her son, is said to bestow a kiss
upon anyone who shall pass under the
mistletoe. It is from this old
Scandinavian myth that we get our
custom of kissing under the mistletoe.

S W E E P Y O U R O W N C H IM N E Y !
Professional Chimney Brush on solid steel
shank quickly scrubs down creosote deposits.
Size to inside dimensions. Freight prepaid.
FREE "How To ’ manual included. "Chimney
Sweep" book-$4 95
ROUND
SQUARE
6 ” $15.50 9" $18.50
r $16.50 10” $19.50
8" $17.50

6"x6" $20.50
7”x7" $22.50
8"x8" $23.50

11"x7"
12"x8"

$30.50
$31.50

6’ Rods-$9.95 Each, Brush Loop $2.00 Each,
Send for F R E E Catalog of Woodstoves,
W oodburning Accessories & Other Energy Saving Pro
ducts. Visa & Master Charge Accepted. Call Toll Free 1800-356-5836. W isconsin Residents Add 4% Sales Tax.
W isconsin Resdidents Call (608) 783-0501.

DOW N HOME ENERGY SAVERS
P.O. Box 2797 Dept. F La Crosse, Wl 54601.

"Your stove can heat
your entire homer*
★
★
★
★

Power Floor Grates
Room to Room Fans
Thermostatic Control
Custom Designs

New England
Power Ventilator Inc.
P.O. Box A-9 Denmark, M E 04022
Free Info
with
Stamped
Envelope
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In ancient times in France, amulets
were worn around the neck to prevent
sickness and for the same reason,
rings of mistletoe were worn in
Sweden. Monkish herb enthusiasts
named it Lignum Sanctae Crucis, the
W ood of the Sacred Cross. They
claimed that the cross of Calvary was
made of it. These students of herbs
prescribed mistletoe as an antidote
for every poison and as a remedy for
epilepsy and falling sickness. They
also told people to hang pieces of
mistletoe around their necks to ward
off disease.
Today, in the United States,
mistletoe is the common name for the
many members of a large family of
green parasitic plants that infest the
branches of various kinds of trees.
In the United States, mistletoe is
represented mainly by the genus P.
flavescens. It is found throughout the
southern Atlantic states forming
dense bunches from one to three feet
across. The stems are smooth and

green, the small rounded leaves are
yellowish-green and grow thickly and
persistently. The inconspicuous
flowers are followed by waxy-white
berries.
Mistletoe is not cultivated but is
gathered by collectors for sale during
the Christmas holidays because it
resembles the traditional mistletoe
[Viscum album] of Europe. Mistletoe
is popular despite the fact it is a
parasitic plant. In fact, it is one of the
higher plants that is capable of
causing plant disease. In the southern
and Pacific states it is a common pest
of many shade trees producing glob
ular masses on the host tree’s bran
ches, which spread from a few
inches to several feet in diameter. If
mistletoe is present in abundance, it
is a distinct menace to the host tree,
and in extreme cases, may kill it.
Despite its parasitic ways, despite
the far-fetched legends about it,
despite the great numbers of more
beautiful plants on the market,
mistletoe is still a must at Christmas
time. Tiny clusters of green leaves
and white berries decorate homes
everywhere. And one legend still
persists. During the Christmas
season, anybody who chances to
stand beneath the mistletoe is
immediately held in the sway of its
potent powers. They cannot refuse a
k iss!D
Evelyn Witter enjoys crafts and
folklore in Milan, Illinois. She is also
the author of “ Straw Ornaments.”
Art by Elizabeth Bailey.
\

The
Homestead
Candle

by Hugh Stevens

W

hile visiting a home
stead friend a few
years ago, I noticed
a shelf in his hallway
cabinet that stored several
candlesticks, a box contain
ing half a dozen candles
and a couple of packs of

matches.
“ Our emergency lighting
system ,” my friend com
mented, then pointed out
shelves he’d installed at
several points through the
house for holding candle
stick lighting.
But not until I met Ed a
couple of years later did I
learn that this is only one of
the many uses for candles
on the homestead. Ed, a
carpenter by trade, had
grown up on the ridges of
Appalachia and for much of
his life had lived without
electricity.
His
present
home was a hunting camp
that he was converting into
a homestead.
Ed and I arrived at his
place late one cold, dark
afternoon. Ed struck a ma
tch, then reached up and
stuck it inside a large can
hanging under the porch
eave. Suddenly a pale but
adequate
light
poured
across the yard toward the
wood shed. Then I saw that
the lamp was a large food
can hanging horizontally
with a candle fitted into its
underside. The little flame
cast all the light needed for
getting wood or for doing
any other chores in the back
yard.
Later, Ed made a lantern
for me from a twenty-nineounce food can. Using his
pocket knife, he cut a gash
about two inches long in the
side of the can. Then he
made a second cut the same
size perpendicular to the

first, like a pie cut into
quarters. Placing the butt
of his knife where the “ pie
cuts” crossed, he pushed
the points into the can.
Then he placed the can on
the table with “ pie cuts”
downward. W ith an ice
pick, he punched two holes
opposite these cuts, one at
the open end of the can and
another at the closed end.
Next, he cut a piece of wire
about a foot long for the
bail.
Lastly, Ed pushed a can
dle, wick first, up through
the opening. Held firmly by
the metal points, the candle
could be adjusted upward
into the can as it burned
down. Hanging on a nail or
limb, the can makes a
handy lantern that is wea
therproof to all but hard
rains and winds. It can be
conveniently left wherever
needed for night chores.
Later we found the pad
lock to the tool shed had
been drenched in the day’ s
rain and the keyway was
solidly frozen.
Ed lit his candle lantern
then lifted the lamp near
the lock. Shielded from the
wind by the can, the candle
flame played over the lock,
and soon the key slipped
easily in and the door was
open.
It may seem strange to
think

of

a

candle

as

eighty-one-year-old grand
mother disappeared into
the house and returned
with a small candle. Rub
bing the candle carefully
over the teeth of the zip
pers, she soon had the
slides moving freely on the
door and windows. Candle
wax works just as well on
zippers for jackets and
snow boots.
Candle tallow can hardly
claim much medicinal value
but, in a pinch, softened
tallow will bring relief to
chapped hands or lips.
Applied to a sock, it can
ease the pain of a heel
rubbed raw by a boot.

a

lubricant. But one day I was
visiting a friend who had
just brought home a new
tent for his son. Enthus
iasm soon turned to des
pair however when the new
tent zippers proved nearly
impossible to work. While
the father and son fussed
and struggled with the
sticking slides, my friend’ s

Tallow also fills many
needs as a waterproofing
agent.
Outdoorsmen for
many decades have sealed
their hunting boots by
pouring melted tallow into
seams. Soft tallow rubbed
into tent fabric can stop a
seep leak. W hat works on
tents will work equally well
on the homestead tarps.

Most
of our
society
seems to have forgotten
waterproof matches as reli
ance for lights is placed on
book matches and dispos
able propane lighters. Old
fashioned strike-anywhere
matches, though, still have
a place around the home
stead. Stick matches can be
waterproofed by two meth
ods. Dip match head in
melted tallow to about half
of the stick; pack loosely in
a small box. A second
method, is to lay matches in
a small box and pour melt
ed tallow over them. Break
out matches one at a time
for use.
Flashlight bulbs go bad.
Batteries run down. Lan
terns break and run out of
fuel, but candles are nearly
indestructible. Break them,
drench them, drop them,
mash
them.
They
still
work!
Hugh Stevens lives in Hackettstown, New Jersey. Art
by the author.
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The
Wild
Cranberry
roadside swamps and ponds. Indeed, they are sunshine
plants. One cup of cranberry cocktail contains as much
ascorbic acid as a cup of grapefruit sections. For this
reason Colonial sea captains used to store cranberries in
their shipholds to prevent scurvy.
Several different types of cranberries grow in the wild.
The plant known as the highbush cranberry is really'a
smooth-branched vibemum which grows to sumac height
and produces large red oval fruits. In the fall these are
used in cranberry jellies. However, the substitute usually
stops here, for unlike the entirely edible low-bush
cranberry, this tree fruit has flat awkward stones.
Northern mountain cranberries are small, sparse and
extremely tart. Another smallish berry is the spotted
wren’ s-egg variety which grows on forest peripheries as
far south as North Carolina and extends north to Oregon.
Both of these pea-size cranberries make for arduous
gathering and are better left to black bear and migrating
birds.
The large or American cranberry, common to lowlands,
is an offspring of the wild Colonial discovery, now widely

by Julia Older

T

he English author Charles Dickens once complained
that you couldn’t sit down to a New England meal
without a large dish of cranberries at the center of
the table.
Today this custom has dwindled in most homes to
Thanksgiving time when cranberry pie, relish or cocktail is
served as a colorful treat. You’ll be even more thankful for
these scarlet Pilgrim berries if you’ve picked them
yourself, and you may again relegate them to the center of
attention.
The first settlers called this wild oceanside fruit,
“ craneberries” because the globes hung from individual
stems or cranes. Colonists imagined that the stamen of the
white flower looked very much like the bill of a crane.
Today wild cranberries are found throughout northern
America (excepting the Rocky Mountains) in peat bogs,
marshes, open coniferous lowlands and rocky highlands.
Like wild grapes, they thrive near water and seek open
sunny locations. For this reason they are often found near
80
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cultivated. What differentiates this type from the others is
that the berries do not form just at the tip of the vine but
all along the stem. The fruit is sometimes as large as a
cherry. It is ripe and abundant from the first frost until the
first or second week of November.
Picking wild berries is one of the most rewarding ways
to spend a clear, bright autumn day. All you need is a good
back, a pail and plenty of patience. With a quick eye you’ll
be able to spot one or two giveaway berries twinkling in
the sunlight through a tangled mass of creeping vines.
These springy vines, which belong to the heath family,
hug close to the ground. Each stem is approximately five
to eight inches high and grows from an interlocked
network of runners. The alternate small oval leaves turn
from green to a deep burgundy along with the berries. The
weight of the berries pulls the stems downward and many
drop off. So finding them is a challenge which may lead to

F a rm s te a d N o te C a rd s
Originally published by
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

The
Berry
Basket

developing your own technique.

Small commerical growers still use comb-like
hand-scoops while others prefer machinery. But the sure
way to retrieve each precious berry is to pick it by hand.
One method is to part the vines at regular intervals,
spreading them away. This usually reveals an open patch
of spagnum moss or grass that cushions a handful of
berries.
Wintergreen often confuses the inexperienced
cranberry picker since these two low evergreens bearing
scarlet berries frequently grow side by side.
Chances are that several outings will be required to
gather enough berries for a Thanksgiving pie. You may
refrigerate or freeze berries until they are ready to be
used. They may even be stored in a cool pantry if picked
dry and kept in a porous bag. Don’t wash the berries.
Water shortens their shelf life. For freezing, simply clean
out the leaves, twigs and cranes and seal them in a freezer
container. They may be washed when they’re ready for
your favorite cranberry recipe. W hat a cornucopia this
holiday season will be with the wild tangy cranberry in the
place of honor on your table. □
Julia Older is a free-lance writer and illustrator. She lives
in Hancock, New Hampshire. Cranberry varieties by
Elizabeth Bailey.

Th ree Beautiful W o o d Block P rin ts

By Siri Beckman Chandler
N ote C a rd s m ake lovely C h ris tm a s c a rd s or gifts
(add y o u r ow n m e ssa ge ), and com e in a set of six
(two of each) w ith en velop es. O n ly $4.95 per set,
and $4.00 for each additional set.

To order fill in coupon below and send to:
M a il to: F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z I N E
B o x 111, F ree do m , M a in e 04941
• P le a se se n d m e ______ sets: 1 st set
$ 4.95
O th e r sets at $4.00
____________
P o sta g e and H a n d l in g ___ $
. 5 0 ____
M a in e re sid e n ts add 5 % sa le s t a x ________________
T O T A L E N C L O S E D : ________________
N a m e _____________________________________________
A d d r e s s __________________________________________
C it y _______________________________________________
State.

Z ip .

‘ P le a se e n clo se full pa ym en t w ith order.
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YOU CAN GROW HERBS!

Current catalog is brimful
with culinary, tea, and de
corative herbs, dye plants,
seeds, recipes, growing
guide, garden plans, handy
items for the herb grower.
New varieties yearly! Send
$1.00 (refundable first or
der) to:
SANDY MUSH HERB NURSERY
Rt. 2, Dept FM , Leicester,NC 28748—

999 P IC T U R E
PET H O B B Y

|V|AKE Y O U R O W N T R A P S C A G E S
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ekingEggs, Sw
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Books, Feeders
STROMBERG CHICKS & PETS UNLIMITED. Pine River 6 0 Minn. 56474

BU TTER C H U R N
$34.50 ppd
Jutside continental U.S
kDD $3.00
)ne gallon hand crank
churn made of high impact
thermo-plastic and stainSless steel, solid
brass
sars, brass bushing, uses
gal. size’glass jar (included). Churn
ing mechanism only $31.50 ppd. (use your
own jar)
Laffitte Products & M F G .
Rt. 1, Box 4674
Wheatland, W Y 82201-[307] 322-9459

^You start the m o to r... we’ll do the rest.

Select from 1300 varieties. Many ex
otic exclusives from England, Europe,
Canada. Send for it today.

STOKES SEEDS, INC.
2501 Stokes Building, Buffalo, N. Y. 14240

Reviewer
RAISING YOUR O W N TURKEYS, by
Leonard S. Mercia, Garden W ay
Publishing,
Charlotte,
Vermont
05445. Softcover, 140 pages. $5.95.

2 Wk Money Back Trial Period.

by Jan W illem s
TW» D e e p ___________ Weeds Fast
NOT SOL: IN STO RES
AGCO P
■

FREE BROCHURE
y .,

WRITE TO
(»*;.: O X

N a m e ___________________________________________________ |

Why Shovel Or Hoe?
Use an AGCO
Gives you bumper crops of fruits, vegetables &flowers

S tre e t___________________________________ ,_______________ *
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Call 215-947-8855 24 hrs a day Charge card orders accepted

SUBSCRIBE
TO THE
DRAFT HORSE JOURNAL
For 18 years this well illustrated quarterly publication has
been the champion of those who breed, work, and show
the heavy horses. Consider a source of power that bums
home grown fuel (rather than foreign oil), reproduces itself,
and enriches the land. Tap a vital source of information.. .
Subscribe Today!
U.S.
Canada (U.S. Funds)
One Year (4 issues)
10.00
12.00
Two Years (8 issues)
18.00
21.00
$7.00 for two, or $10.00 for three recent
back issues mailed immediately.

Your subscription will start with the next published issue.

f

Also Available ♦
T h e D r a f t H o r s e P r i m e r is a m od em and
authoritative b ook on heavy horses—their pur
chase, care and use. With 386 pages o f text and
many photos, this hardbound book contains the
inform ation needed by those w ho handle draft
horses. For yourself or as a Christmas gift for
special friends, don 't miss this opportunity to order
a copy. $12.95 (U.S. Funds), postage paid.
Cash, Check or M oney Order Accepted

DRAFT HORSE JOURNAL
P .O . B ox 6 7 0
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T

here are hardly any up-to-date
books for the novice on raising

turkeys, so I read Mr. Mercia’ s
book with great interest. It seems to
be written mainly for growers who
have more than just a few turkeys to
raise for their own freezers or
holiday-fare, but who hope to sell a
surplus to their friends, relatives or a
local market at a nice profit. Accord
ing to this book it is the breeder (or 4
H-club for instance) who has the
money and equipment to do it the
proper way. For the small or part-time
fanner who buys a few poults from
the feed store to raise for the holiday
table, the book can still give helpful
hints but the question is whether that
small breeder can, in practice, finan
cially heed all the good advice given.
For example when you read that a
95 percent production-survival rate is
possible (and even higher with started
young turkeys), but in reality you are
glad to end up with about half of the
original number bought, this discre
pancy can be a bit frustrating.
For the hobbyist who keeps turkeys
for pleasure or for show, this book
might again give some helpful infor
mation, but the main gist of this book,
producing a perfectly dressed, heavy
bird for the oven, is not the hobbyist’ s
iipmediate interest.
The author, Mr. Mercia, has an
impressive list of credits to his name:

M .S . in Poultry Science from Ohio
State University, 25 years in Exten
sion Service as a poultry specialist,
as author of book “ Raising Poultry
the Modern W a y ’ ’ and as editor for
the “ Vermont Poultry Newsletter.”
The turkey book clearly reveals the
author’ s background as it contains a
lot of technical up-to-date informa
tion. M r. Mercia has not just been
sitting in an office but has been out in
the field to see turkeys being raised.
It contains a lot of accurate, technical
data, good references to sources for
further help (I think the book is
particularly strong in this field, but
rather weak in its bibliography),
disease and medication data, clear
drawings of housing and other mater
ials and excellent photos. And fur
ther, an extensive section (over 30
pages) is included whikh is often
missing in publications of this kind:
killing and processing, preserving,
cooking and serving turkey. This
part also has a very interesting
section on producing a cured-smoked
turkey delicacy, information you rare
ly find in any poultry book.
M r. Mercia makes it clear that you
can get a better tasting turkey on the
table from your farm than from the

supermarket. Also the demand and
higher price for this gourmet bird
could yield you a nice profit from your
surplus-production, that is if you do it
for a few years so that the housing
and materials don’t just serve a one
season’ s fling.
As an economist, I was a bit
disappointed with the scant presenta
tion of the economics of the opera
tions. The book gives as 1981 costs for
raising a heavy roaster turkey $9.30 $11.40 (a bit too low maybe) for which
you might get about 22 pounds of
oven-ready bird. However, a little
note states in small letters that labor,
housing equipment (and apparently
other equipment too), and interest
costs are not included. O K , forgetting
the labor costs, but with today’ s
prices for lumber and hardware, your
“ better turkey” might still be a quite
expensive luxury. And if you aren’t a
carpenter or handyman or have no
time to do it yourself, it may even
cost you an extra sum in labor costs.
I wouldn’t dare to quarrel with the
technical data in this book. But I
could make a few points on manage
ment. M r. Mercia writes a lot under
management, but it is more a method
or organization of raising than what I

regard as real livestock management,
which is to know your animals’
natural behavior and handle them
accordingly. W e 'often try to adjust
the animal to our management ideas
instead of the other way around.
The parts on range-raising of
turkeys and breeding your own, to me
are not the most complete parts of the
book. M r. Mercia clearly favors the
modern trend of raising in confine
ment. I can’t share his strong
emphasis on debeaking as a preven
tion of feather pecking (which often
indicates faulty management). The
disadvantage of debeaking is that full
or part-time range-fed turkeys are
great foragers, who love to catch and
eat all kinds of protein-rich bugs.
One can mention a lot of practical
hints, based on experience. For
example, be careful to change or
bring new objects (feeders, water
pans) gradually into the brooder
space, as turkeys are very suspicious
of new, strange sights and might stop
feeding. Act calmly and slowly in
their presence. Don’t mix turkeys of
different ages or flocks, or even an
individual which has been separated
from the flock for some time, because
it will lead to chasing and fighting.

A KERR for the common cokL
N ow y o u c a n g e t th e d r o p o n oil.
The n e w KERR KC-520 solid-fuel C o a l F urn ace allow s y o u to burn
w o o d w h e n c o a l is n ot a v a ila b le.
R a te d a t 100,000 BTU/H, its lon g burn will h e a t a lm ost a n y size
h o m e , a n d bring d o w n th e c o s t o f winter.
A lon g with th e KERR n a m e in quality, th eK C -5 2 0 fea tu resa llth e
t e c h n o lo g ic a l a d v a n c e s in cen tra l h ea tin g .
A n d b e c a u s e y o u c a n u se it in c o m b in a t io n with your presen t
oil-burning fu rn a ce , th e KERR KC-520 is a n e a s y p r o d u c t t o w arm
u p to.
W e p rov id e th e KERR for th e c o m m o n c o ld ; our au th orized
d e a le r provides th e service. Ask for a d em on stra tion to d a y .
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Immediately remove any bird which is
sick or has a wound or blood on its
body as the others will certainly peck
it to death. On the range, provide not
only good, green feed (which can be
weeds), as Mr. Mercia states, but also
a sandy dusting place. On giving
medication (which I would do less of
preventatively) the use of a big nose
dropper or dipping the beak of a bird
in a small container of a fresh solution
of medication might be more helpful
than giving an injection (which many
of us can’t do) or adding medication to
the drinking water, where the bird
won’t always drink it when it is real
sick, may knock it over or the
chemical will spoil too rapidly in warm
temperatures.
If you raise your turkeys in an
enclosure, I would give even more
emphasis than Mr. Mercia does to
good green feed, which the birds
crave. “ Green grows feathers’ ’ is
quite trqe, and a richer variety of feed
should add to the flavor of the turkey

price of three one-day-old poults. It
will be a great help whenever you ask
yourself: What must I do now?

□

MORE OTHER H OM ES AND GAR
BAGE by Jim Leckie, Gil Masters,
Harry Whitehouse and Lily Young.
Sierra Club Books, 530 Bush Street,
San Francisco, CA 94108. 1981.
$14.95.
by Sandy McLaughlin

I

f you’ve been looking for a
comprehensive, how-to alter
native energy encyclopedia,
this is the book. Subtitled “ Designs
for Self-Sufficient Living,’ ’ this is an
updated and expanded version of the
1975 book Other Homes and Garbage.

meat.

One note of caution: this is more of
a textbook for the serious energy
conserver than an entertaining sitdown reader. M y husband used the
original version as the sole text in an
intensive college solar energy course.
By the end of the course, using the

This book is absolutely worthy of
your attention and your money. It
costs less than you pay for a 50 pound
bag of turkey starter feed--about the

book, he had designed a solar home in
such detail and accuracy that any
builder could build from his plans*
The book is difficult in places since it

deals with such highly technical
material, but it contains a wealth of
helpful samples, practice problems
with solutions, diagrams, graphs,
tables, illustrations, charts and plans
to help simplify complex formulas and
principles.
Directions are provided on calcul
ating everything you need to know to
build an alternative energy home
from site selection and landscaping
(finding surface water, planting vege
tation, using sun, water and wind...)
to interior design (choosing building
materials, designing fireplaces, locat
ing windows and providing lighting,
ventilation and insulation...) Instruc
tions for designing passive and active
solar homes, double envelope con
structions, greenhouses, solar pools
and earth-sheltered homes are all
included.
A lot of emphasis is put on the
R-values (measurement of the insula
tion’ s effectiveness), of different
building materials and insulations.
Calculating heat loss is discussed in
detail so that the particular hom e’ s
heating needs and needed collector
size can be calculated accurately. A
national chart takes into account
location and climatic considerations.

SOTZ MONSTER MAUL
FAST-N EASY WOOD SPLITTING

OUR 25th
YEAR

*24.95
SPECIFICATIONS
W eight:

Head-12 lb. (Total
w e ig h t 15 lb.)
C o n stru ctio n : H ig h -c a rb o n steel
h e a d , h a rd e n e d e d g e .
High stre n g th steel
handle.
G u a ra n te e : l-YEAR TRIAL OFFER
+ lO years a g a in s t
failure.
Price:
$19.95 F a c to ry pickup.
$24.95 D e live re d to yo u r door.
VISA o r MASTERCARD RUSH ORDERS
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-9892
Inside O h io 1-21^236-5021
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.
Sorry N o C.O.D.'s

DELIVERED

•S p lits fn o st logs in o n e lic k - w o n 't
stick.
• N o strug g lin g lifting h e a v y logs u p
to high p ric e d p o w e r splitters.
• D rop 'e m , saw 'e m , s ta n d 'e m up,
a n d split 'em !
• F o r g e t a b o u t lost, stuck, or flying
w e d g e s.
• N o gasoline, n o set-up, no ta k e 
dow n.
• N o w o o d e n han dles to re p la ce .
• N o gim m icks. Just sim ple physics!
W e a t Sotz h a v e b e e n m a kin g th e
s a m e q u ie t o ffe r fo r* y e a rs : Try a
M on ste r M au l a t o ur risk! W ithin o n e
ye a r, if yo u d o n 't think i f s th e fastest,
le a st tiring m e th o d o f splitting fire 
w o o d , le t us know , a n d w e will g iv e
y o u y o u r m o n e y b a c k , in c lu d in g
sh ipping . . . . Plus, ifs g u a ra n te e d
a g a in s t fa ilu re fo r lO years.

S o tz C o r p o r a t io n , 13626 S ta tio n R d „ C o lu m b ia S ta tio n , OH 4 4 0 2 8
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A few other examples of topics
covered in this most comprehensive
volume are: solar hot water systems,
waste handling systems (including
the various waterless methods), pum
ping systems for water supplies, solar
distillation and locating ground and
surface water supplies. There is also a
section on how to generate electricity
on a small scale from calculating your
hom e’ s requirements to satisfying its
energy needs using wind, water,
photovoltaics or any combination.
Lastly, More Other Homes and
Garbage discusses agriculture and
aquaculture dealing with French in
tensive systems, fertilizers, vege
tables, fruit, herbs, livestock, shelter,
composting,
companion
planting,
pond building, fish breeding and so
much more.
This is not only a text, but several
comprehensive courses. Everything
needed is there for. ambitious selfteachers, those who need formulas
and facts and for energy students
and professors to use as a main text or
supplement. This updated version
contains the latest in technology and
provides bibliographies if even more
information is desired.
□

FIREPLACES AND W O O D STOVES.
By the Editors of Time-Life Books.
Time-Life Books, Alexandria, Virginia
22314. 1981. $10.95 hardcover.
by Lynn Ann Ascrizzi

T

here is a new Time-Life book,
the 28th volume in their home
repair series called Fireplaces
and W ood Stoves. It is a beautifully
conceived work with extraordinarily
simple and precise how-to illustra
tions and fine color plates. Each page
supplies the reader with a tremend
ous amount of information in the most
artistically pleasing way possible.
The first chapter deals with improv
ing existing fireplaces and stoves,
detailing many woodburning princi
ples such as: “ Extracting the Most
Heat From a W ood Fire;’ ’ “ How
W ood Burns From Kindling to A sh ;”
“ Safety Precautions;” “ Upgrading
the Firebox” (fireplace); “ Improving
the Chimney;” “ A Stainless Steel
Chimney Lining;” “ Restoring a Se
cond-Hand Stove.”
Other chapters discuss prefab fire
places and their safe installations;
building fireplaces and chimneys;
bricklaying; mantels; the care and

feeding of a fire; chimney cleaning;
storing firewood; felling trees and
chain saw safety.
Despite a wealth of facts and
how-to, I was a bit discouraged about
their coverage, or rather, lack of
coverage about cookstoves. The book
shows only one small illustration of a
cookstove, describes its various parts
superficially and provides only the
briefest text about its use,
1
I feel this fine work would have
been more complete had it included
better mention of the various new and
renewed models of cookstoves on the
market today such as Tirolia, Stanley,
Deville, Findlay Oval and Atlantic.
In many areas, cookstoves seem to
be making a come back, and TimeLife has overlooked an important
segment of its readership.
Nonetheless, the high quality of
this book more than makes up for
such oversights. I was pleased, also,
to see that Jay W . Shelton, author of
Wood
Heat
Safety
and
W oodburners Encyclopedia was one of the
Time-Life consultants on this volume.
He is certainly known as a trusted
expert in his field, and to my mind,
his presence lends Fireplaces and
Wood Stoves greater authority and
depth.
□

Take a good look at the
soapstone difference
in wood heat
Double
Soapstone Walls

hy buy a metal stove when you can
enjoy these unique features of
the W oodstock Soapstone Stove:
Natural Heat Storage — Twice the
heat storage of metal for slow, steady
warmth — even hours after the fire
has died down.
Unsurpassed Comfort — Heat you
can live with: gentle, penetrating
warmth without uneven metal stove
temperature fluctuations.
Airtight Efficiency — 10 to 12 hours of
combustion from one load, and hours
more radiant soapstone warmth.
Heats longer so you use less wood.
Low Maintenance — Large top lid and
side door for easy loading and hours
less woodsplitting. Fine ash needs,
cleanout only twice monthly.
Impeccable Craftsm anship — You
won't find the combination of
beautifully detailed iron castings and
hand-polished stone in any other
stove. The W oodstock will warm your
home and delight your eye.
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W
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Steady Soapstone Heat — For Hours
Even, penetrating
heat without metal
stove temperature
fluctuation. Natural
thermostatic control
prevents hot and cold
extremes.

Hand-Moulded
Castings

S E N D TO DAY
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Stay warm and
for our
comfortable even
nformative
>'
after the fire dies.
16 page literature
How? Soapstone
Npackage.
/
absorbs and radiates
heat evenly — from
Name
kindling to ashes.
Address

FREE
v COLOR
LITERATURE

Send today. No obligation.
No salesman will call.

State

handcraftedfrom Nature’s »^Woodstock soapstone company, me.
Route 4, Box 223 / 529 , Woodstock, VT 05091
perfect stove material ^▼Telephone:
(802)672-5133
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TH E FARMSTEAD BOOKSTORE
Holiday 1981
Note: Look for the ★ to find new titles on the shelf.
I

Here, easy access to the books that furnish you with the how-to,
what-to and when-to on everything from wood heating and
raising livestock to gardening, building and more. These books
make valuable and welcome additions to any library of
self-sufficient living.

^

T H E W O O D C U T T E R ’S C O M P A N I O N
A g u id e to locating, cutting, trasporting and
sto rin g your own firewood by M a u ric e Cohen

A must for wood heat buffs when they take to the
woods in search of fuel. The author shows how
with the right attitude, proper clothing, and good
tools, woodcutting can be highly satisfying as well
as a real money-saver. Explicit directions for
cutting and safety precautions help the woodcutter
avoid the awkward position in the hazardous place.
160 pages.
Softcover . . . R -86 ........................................$7.95
Hardcover....................................................... $11.95

R A IS IN G Y O U R O W N T U R K E Y S
by Leonard S. M e rcia

The complete book on raising turkeys from young
poults to delicious, thick-breasted birds. Includes
information on selecting, housing, feeding raising,
killing and dressing turkeys as well as health
maintainence, disease control, preservation, plans
for low-cost shelters, production costs, equipment
and supplies. Source lists. 160 pages, 6 ” x 9” , 40
illustrations.
Softcover . . . G -86 ........................................ $5.95
*As reviewed in this issue.

P L A N N IN G A N D B U I L D I N G Y O U R O W N F IR E P L A C E by M a rg a re t and W illia m E astm an , Jr.

Outstanding diagrams, drawings and photos guide
you through every aspect of planning, building,
maintaining and using your fireplace. Includes
masonry details, chimney construction, flues,
free-standing fireplaces, material costs, increasing
efficiency and much more.
Softcover. . . G-12 ............................................. $5.95
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SPECIAL GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Dycks
BacM ”

R-37 D U C K S A N D G E E S E IN YO UR B A C K Y A R D by Rick
and Gail Luttman. H ere, in an enjoyable and easy-to-read
text are all the b a sics of d o m estic w ildfow l h u sb a n d ry .
C o v e rs e ve ry th in g from hatch in g, fee d in g and health
m ainta ine nce to ge ttin g e g g s, m eat and do w n from the
b ackyard flock. A ls o co n ta in s inform ation on how to construct
p o n d s and u se w ildfow l for insect control, pets and show .
So ftcover ............................................. .................... $7.95

■TH E H
FARMSTEAD

G-94 TAN YO UR H ID E by Phyllis Hobson. Ste p -b y-ste p
g u id e to nine different h o m e ta n n in g m ethods: p ro d u cin g
w a sh a b le fu rs (sheep skin), butter ta nning, shortcut ta n n in g ,
d e h a irin g for leather, m a k in g sole leather, b u ck sk in s, u sin g
sn a k e sk in , d y in g fu rs and leathers, a n d practical leather
m a k in g. F u lly illustrated.
Softcover ..................................................................$ 4 .9 5

R-48 T H E SO LAR G R E E N H O U S E BO O K edited by James C.
McCullagh. T h e first c o m p re h e n siv e v o lu m e that d ea ls with
d e sign , construction and crop pro du ctio n in a varie ty of so la r
gre e n h o u se s. It p ro v id e s detailed technical and d e sig n
inform ation, w ith an e m p h a sis on low-cost, lo w -e n e rgy
structures. 344 pages, 136 photos, 135 illustrations.
So ftcover ................................................................ $9.95
H a r d c o v e r ................................................................ $-14.95

GF-27 H E A T IN G W IT H CO AL by John W. Bartok, Jr.. Coal
is ch eaper than electricity, g a s and oil m ost everyw he re. Coal
can be ea sier to m a n a g e than w ood he at-less sto ra g e needed,
less w eigh t to lug around, less trip s to stoke the fire. In one
vo lu m e B a rto k p re se n ts e ve ry th in g you need to know about
coal: the different typ e s ava ila b le to the co n su m e r, how to
bu y it, and how to bu rn it effectively. 192 pages.
S o ftc o v e r.............................................. .'...................$6.95

R-66 M O V A B L E IN S U L A T IO N -A Guide to Reducing
Heating and Cooling Losses Through Windows in Your
Home by William K. Langdon. S u p p ly in g p re cio u s w arm th to
the o u td o o rs because of poor w ind p w in su la tion is inefficient,
costly, and w asteful. H e re is a stra te gy for cu ttin g th is heat
lo ss by a s m uch as 50% and sig n ific a n tly re d u cin g co o lin g
loss w ith in su la tin g shu tte rs, sh a d e s, a n d cu rtains.
In stru ctio n s ra n ge from sim p le m o d ifica tion s to e x istin g
sh u tte rs to projects Ike exterior fo ld in g scree ns. “ T h e m ost
com plete catalog of d o -it-yo u rse lf and m a nu fa ctured w in d o w
in su la tio n .’ ’—Popular Science. 400 p ages, 74 p h o to gra p h s,
163 illustrations.
Softcover .................................................................. $9.95
H a rd c o v e r . . '...........................................................$14.95
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Livestock
R-28 T H E H E R B A L H A N D B O O K FOR
F A R M A N D S T A B L E by Juliette de Bairacli
Levy--This book brings information to farm
ers and owners of domesticated animals in
treating their livestock without chemicals.
Separate chapters on each animal include
herbal care for diseases, delivering young,
and keeping animals healthy. 320 pp.
Softcover.................................................... $7.95
R-27 T H E H O M E S T E A D E R ’S Handbook to
R A IS IN G S M A L L L IV E S T O C K by Jermone
D. Belanger-A most complete and informa
tive book on raising goats, chickens, sheep,
geese, rabbits, hogs, turkeys, and other
small stock. The chapters cover diet,
feeding, breeding, butchering, bedding,
tanning hides, using manure, building
housing and feeding equipment. 256 pp. 50
illustrations.
Softcover.................................................. $7.95
Hardcover................................................$10.95

Hogs
R-13 R A IS IN G T H E H O M E S T E A D HOG by
Jerome D. Belanger. Raise a pig in the
backyard? Why not, challenges the author,
as he explains that properly maintained pigs
are not smelly or dirty. It covers the full
range of hog raising including feeding,
diseases and related management topics. 224
pp. 36 illustrations.
Hardcover................................................. $11.95
G-8 SMALL-SCALE PIG RAISING by Dirk van Loon
- Raising a piglet for pork is a short-term
commitment. Between spring and Thanksgiving
you can raise a family's supply of bacon, pork and
ham - enough for the winter. Here van Loon covers
all the basic information of buying a piglet,
handling, penning, nutrition, feeding, butchering
and curing. 180 pp., 100 illustrations.
Softcover
$6.95

Goats
G-43 R A IS IN G M IL K G O A T S T H E M O D 
E RN W A Y by Jerry Belanger-Complete, upto-date coverage by the leading authority.
Illustrated chapters on selection, housing,
fencing, breeding, kidding, chevon, goat
milk products and more. Plenty of “ how-to”
diagrams and photos. Terrific insight! 150
pp. Softcover
$4.95
R-69 A P R A C T IC A L G U ID E TO S M A L L S C A L E G O A T K E E P IN G by Billie Luisi-This
book begins with the basics and covers all
you need to know from acquiring goats to
running a goat dairy. Breeding, birthing,
milking, housing, feeding, maintaining heal
thy happy goats-your questions answered.
224 pages, photos, illustrations.
Hardcover...................................... ■- - ..$8.95

S 2& L

G-35 R A IS IN G T H E H O M E D U C K F LO CK
by Dave Holderread-This book covers
incubation of eggs, how to rear ducklings and
manage the adults, possible health problems
and how to control them, and how to butcher
the ducks—with recipes for both the meat and
eggs. Plus there are practical suggestions on
te use of the feathers and down, preparing
and growing feed, building low-cost housing.
200 pages plus illustrations. Softcover $5.95

G-80 R A IS IN G PO U LT RY T H E M O D E R N
W A Y by Leonard Mercia-Covers, stock
selection, feeding, brooding, rearing, man
agement, current disease prevention, treat
ment for laying flock, meat chickens,
turkeys, ducks, geese. Also housing plants,
processing, preservation and more. 240 pp.
Softcover
................................$5.95

Bees
G-96 G A R D E N W A Y ’S P R A C T IC A L B E E 
K E E P IN G by the Garden W ay Staff-This is
a book that we know from experience will
work in the field, a book that we know from
experience is necessary to fill the need for
easily grasped, practical know-how in the
ever-growing field of beekeeping. 224 pp.
with 100 illustrations. Softcover...........$5.95
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Horses
R-16 T H E D R A F T H O R S E P R IM E R by
Maurice Telleen. For people who want to
learn the fundamentals of using work horses
on the farm. This book clearly illustrates the
economy of using draft horses and explains
the basics: how to buy a draft horse; how to
feed and care for the animals; how to find
and repair horsedrawn machinery; how to
harness and hitch a team; and how to breed
them. 272 pp. with illustrations and photos.
Hardcover................................................ $12.95

Cattle
G-92 T H E F A M IL Y C O W by Dirk van Loon.
Perfect for the single-cow family or for
semi-commercial needs. Highly informative,
usable information on buying a cow, hand
ling techniques, housing, feeds and feeding,
milking, health care, breeding, calving, land
use, all about hay and roots. Excellent
illustrations. 200 pp.
Softcover.................................................... $6.95
G-24 RAISING A CALF FOR BEEF by Phyllis
Hobson ■ E n jo y s u p e r io r beef for le ss tha n half the
s u p e r m a r k e t cost. In 1 5 - 1 8 m o n t h s you can h a ve
6 0 0 - 7 0 0 lbs. of beef w ith just V i h o u r of ca re per
d a y. I n c l u d e s c o m p l e t e in f o r m a t io n f o r c a re ,
fe e d in g a n d h o u sin g . A ls o c o m p le te p h o t o s of h o m e
b u tch e rin g. 1 2 8 pp., 1 0 0 illu stra tion s.
So ftc o v e r
$ 4 .9 5

Sheep
R-14 T H E S H E P H E R D ’S G U ID E B O O K :
Raising Sheep for Meat, Wool and Hides by
Margaret Bradbury. For anyone contemplat
ing raising sheep. The author discusses what
to look for in buying a flock with emphasis on
marketable production. She talks about
breeds and even gives instructions for
preparing wool for spinning, directions for
tanning sheepskins, recipes for lamb, and
some tips on butchering. 200 pp. with
photographs.
Hardcover....................................
$10.95
GF-04 R A IS IN G S H E E P T H E M O D E R N
W A Y by Paula Simmons. Modern sheeprais
ing has shown a trend toward the small
holder, with emphasis on profitable, self-suf
ficiency. This book provides the small flock
owner with information on the fundamentals
of sheep management. It stresses sheep
health and preventive care, and of the latest
in medical treatment, should that become
necessary. 234 pp. with illustrations.
Softcover......................................................$6.95

G o atkeepin8

#

ers, feeding and diets, rabbit management,
disease prevention, marketing. Excellent
“ how-to” with diagrams, photographs and
plans. 145 pp. Quality Softcover...........$4.95

Rabbits
R-55 R A IS IN G R A B B IT S by Ann Kanable.
Covers all aspects of raising rabbits on a
small scale: housing, stock, breeding, feed
ing, and health care. Discussions of meat
production and use of by-products such as
pelts and manure are included. 208 pp.,
photos and illustrations.
Softcover.................................................. $7.95
Hardcover................................................ $10.95

G-29 R A IS IN G R A B B IT S T H E M O D E R N
W A Y by Robert Bennet—For home and
semi-commercial producers. Includes choos
ing proper breeds, housing, feeders, water-

Veterinary
Guides
R-26 A V E T E R IN A R Y G U ID E FOR A N IM A L
O W N E R S by C.E. Spaulding, D.V.M ..
Here’s a book that’s long been needed on the
farmstead-a handbook for specific preven
tive measures and cures for all common pet
and livestock ailments. It’s organized by
animal, and each chapter gives health-care
information for that particular animal. A
book that animal owners will use time and
time again. 432 pp. 60 illustrations.
Hardcover................................................ $14.95
G-25 KEEPING LIVESTOCK HEALTHY: A
VETERINARY GUIDE - by N. Bruce Haynes, DVM Dr, H a y n e s ’ e m p h a s is is on p re v e n tio n a n d early
d e te ctio n of farm a n im a l d is e a s e p ro b le m s. F o r
h o rse s, cow s, pigs, s h e e p a n d g o a t s he p r o v id e s
in fo rm a tio n on how a n d w h a t to feed, shelter,
re p ro d u c tio n , d is e a s e s a n d m u c h more. 1 6 0 pp., 7 0
illu stra tio n s.

Softcover

$10.95

Farming
G-7 LIVING ON THE LAND: AN APPROACH TO
SMALL-SCALE FARMING SU CCESS by Karl
Schwenke ’’S o m e w h e r e at the c o m m o n root a re
the u n iv e r s a l tie s of
S c h w e n k e t u rn s to t h e se
the n e c e ss a r y r e tu rn to
h a s w ritte n th is b o o k to

m a n to the soil.” K a r l
tie s a s the e x p la n a tio n for
the sm a ll-sc a le farm . H e
s e rv e th e se new fa r m e rs

a s a p ra ctic a l re so u rc e . In c lu d e d a re in -d e p th
d is c u s s io n s of soiLs, farm crop s, farm m a chinery,
su rv e y in g , r o u g h ca rp e n try, a n d re v iv e d farm lore.
1 4 4 pp. o v e r 1 0 0 illu s tr a t io n s a n d a p p e n d ix w ith
ch arts.
So ftc o v e r
$ 8 .9 5

Gardening
G-41
D O W N -T O E A R T H V E G E T A B L E
G A R D E N IN G K N O W -H O W by Dick R a y 
mond — We honestly believe if you have a
vegetable garden you ought to have this book!
Absolutely unique, otherwise unavailable
practical advice from a gardener of 40 years.
Extending vegetable productivity, "w ide-row "
planting for/ triple yields, picking at peak
flavor, saving and storing seeds.
Heavily
illustrated. Succession planting, in-depth in
formation, excellent regional advice. Many
gems of garden wisdom.
160pp.
Large,
Softcover
............................... $7.95
G-16 VEGETABLE GARDEN HANDBOOK by Roger
Griffith - E v e r y g o o d g a r d e n e r k n o w s the im p o r 
tan ce of ca re fu l re c o rd -k e e p in g , e sp e c ia lly w h e n it
c o n c e r n s se e d s, q u a n titie s, varie tie s, c ro p rotation,
yields. T h is p la n te r ’s h a n d b o o k a n d g a r d e n e r 's
re c o rd b o o k co u ld w ell m a k e the d iffe re n ce
b e t w e e n a ‘‘f a i r ” g a r d e n a n d a s u c c e s s f u l ,
m o n e y -s a v in g g a rd e n . 1 2 0 pp.

R70 O R G A N IC
G A R D E N IN G
UNDER
G L A S S by George and Katy Abraham -Fruits
and vegetables or ornamentals in the
greenhouse. An excellent book! All the
details on what size and type of greenhouse
is right for you. 320 pp., photos and
illustrations, hardcover ..........
$10.95

G-17 NUTS FOR THE FOOD GARDENER by Louise
Riotte - C a re , cu ltiva tion, p ro p a ga tio n , graftin g,
b u d d in g , h a rv e stin g , a n d re c ip e s for 15 nut
v a r ie t ie s . A l s o g r o v e im p r o v e m e n t s , f o ili n g
p re d a to rs, s o u rc e lists. 1 9 2 pp., illustrated.

Softcover

$ 4.95

G-15 GROWING YOUR OWN MUSHROOMS by Jo
Mueller - T h e first w o rk a b le a p p ro a c h to sm allsca le m u s h r o o m g ro w in g . A ll you ne e d is a sm a ll
cella r o r o u t b u ild in g to start. E a s y m e th o d s, p lu s
m a n y re c ip e s a n d sp e c ia l se ctio n on p r e s e rv in g
m u s h r o o m s . 180 pp., 100 illu stra tion s.

•

H a rd co ve r

$6.95
$ 8.95

R-15 S M A L L -S C A L E G R A IN R A IS IN G by
Gene Logsdon. For every gardener and
homesteader who wants to increase both the
quantity and quality of his homegrown food
supply by growing and using whole grains.
Individual chapters are devoted to corn,
wheat, sorghum, oats, soybeans, rye and
barley, buckwheat and millet, rice and their
many varities. Also included is a section on
uncommon grains--wild rice, triticale, saf
flowers, and legumes. 320 pp. with illustra
tions.
Softcover .......................................
$7.95
R-62 G A R D E N IN G W IT H K ID S by Sharon
MacLatchie. Gardening with children is not
as simple as it might first appear, so this
book has been prepared to alert the adult
gardener to what children expect, how they
approach things and the best methods for
successful organic gardening. With the child
in mind, this book covers planning, choosing
foolproof vegetables, and recipes for young
gardeners. 224 pp., photos.
Hardcover..................
$8.95

R-11 T H E G A R D E N E R ’S G U ID E TO B E T 
TER SO IL by Gene Logsdon. How to develop
rich, fertile soil and keep it that way year
after year. Every gardener, novice and
veteran, can derive down-to-earth tips on
ensuring bountiful harvests of tasty and
nutritious fruits and vegetables, beautiful
flowers and majestic trees. 260 pp. 33
illustrations.
Hardcover .................................................$7.95

R54 U N U S U A L V E G E T A B L E S edited by
Anne Moyer Halpin-Something new for this
years garden contains all the information
needed to grow 79 out-of-the-ordinary vege
tables. 464 pp., h ardcover................. $14.95
G49 F R U IT S A N D B E R R IE S FOR T H E
H O M E by Lewis Hill guides you to home
grown apples, plums, strawberries, black
berries, nuts and more. 288 pp.,
Softcover ....................................................$6.95

Organic
R-23 H O W TO G R O W V E G E T A B L E S A N D
F R U IT S BY T H E O R G A N IC M E T H O D by
J.l. Rodale This hefty volume is actually
seven books in one, covering general organic
gardening techniques, vegetable growing,
the home fruit garden and orchard, organic
fruit culture, organic nut culture, herb
gardening and growing unusual fruits. This

R-31 C O M P O S T IN G : A Study of the Process
and Its Principles by Clarence G. Golueke,
PH.' D.. One of the nation’s leading
authorities covers in depth the processes,
pitfalls and profits of making compost at
home and large-scale composting as a
solution to our solid waste problem's. 128 pp.
Softcover......................................................$6.95
G-39 LET IT ROT! The Gardeners Guide to
Composting by Stu Campbell. Composting
brings gardening full-circle. Here, in practi
cal, how-to terms are alternative methods, an
illustrated guide to homemade equipment,
extensive composting material list, and notes
on waht to avoid, location, and activators. An
informative understandable gardening tool.
152 pages.
Softcover.....................................................$4.95
R61 T H E E A R T H W O R M B O O K by Jerry
Minnich is the most complete up-to-date
book available today on earthworms and
their use. It brings together all the latest
information on every aspect of this valuable
and useful creature. H ardcover...........$12.95

Seeds
G-13 GROWING AND SAVING VEGETABLE SEEDS
by Marc Rogers - S t e p -b y -s te p in fo rm a tio n on
r a isin g v e g e t a b le s for se e d s. H o w to grow , h a rv e st
a n d s to re the m to h e lp out g a r d e n in g c o s t s a n d
im p ro v e the q u a lity of h o m e g a r d e n crop s. 1 1 2 pp.,
7 5 illu stra tio n s.

Softcover

R-43 G E T T IN G FO O D F R O M W A T E R : A
G U ID E TO B A C K Y A R D A Q U A C U L T U R E
by Gene Logsdon. Water, wherever found,
can be an important source of food for the
gardener, homesteader or farmer. In two
sections, the book deals with natural
aquaculture in existing bodies of water as
well as in man-made ponds, streams and
tanks. Information is included on how to
build ponds, weed and fertilize them, seed
them with fish and harvest their produce. 208
pp., illustrations and photos.
Hardcover.................................................$12.95

Greenhouses

Soil

$ 4.95

Softcover

Softcover

remarkable book is the organic vegetable and
fruit grower’s bible. More than 600 charts,
tables, how-to-illustrations and photos. 926
pp.
Hardcover..................................................$16.95

$4.95

Alternatives
GF-07 S U C C E S S W IT H S M A L L G O O D
G A R D E N S : Using Special Intensive Methods
by Louise Riotte--This unique vegetable
gardening book has been developed for
everyone who has little land but would like.to
grow an abundance of vegetables. This book
details the many techniques developed to
insure bountiful crops in Small spaces. 192
pp. with 70 illustrations. Softcover .. .$5.95
R-65 T H E RU TH STO U T N O -W O R K G A R 
D E N B O O K by Ruth Stout and Richard
Clemence. This welcome book presents Ruth
Stout's unique advice on organic growing
techniques that can help the gardener avoid
many chores and still achieve a productive
garden. How to combat insects, grow tasty
vegetable all year, foil both drought and frost
-these and many other growing secrets of
the author’s year-round mulch method are
revealed. 234 pages, photos, index.
Hardcover....................................................$7.95

Helen and Scott hearing
dUUDlNG ANDUSI^ q

Our
Sun-Heated
Greenhouse
Grow Vegetables All Year Round

by Helen and Scott N tarin g

GF20 OU R SU N H E A T E D G R E E N H O U S E
by Helen and Scott Nearing gives a personal
eye view of how they planned, built and use
their inexpensive easy-to-build greenhouse.
Hardcover
....................................$11.95
Softcover ...................................................$7.95

G-6 THE COMPLETE GREENHOUSE BOOK by
Peter Clegg and Derry Watkins - E v e r y t h in g from a
s im p l e c o ld f r a m e to a n a t t r a c t iv e w in d o w
g r e e n h o u s e to a n e la b o ra te s o la r s tr u c t u r e is
t h o ro u g h ly c o v e re d here. H e a v y e m p h a s is on
e n e rg y c o n se rv a tio n , s o la r c o n sid e ra tio n s, small
g r e e n h o u s e s a n d a tta c h e d g r e e n h o u s e s. Complete
d e ta ils on d e sig n in g , b u ild in g a n d u s in g ; w a y s to
s a v e a n d p ro d u c e he a t; p r o g r e s s iv e d e s ig n s to fit
e v e ry bud ge t, e v e ry loca tion; exce lle n t d e ta ils on
c o n stru c tio n , fo u n d a tio n , floors, stru c tu re , fra m ing,
m a te ria ls. A ls o in c lu d e d a re o p e ra tin g a n d g r o w in g
d e ta ils w ith sp e c ia l in s ig h t s into the g r e e n h o u s e
e n v iro n m e n t, soils, g r o w in g c o n d itio n s, p e s ts a n d
d ise a se s . 1 7 6 pp. w ith 1 2 0 illu s tra tio n s a n d photos.
S o ftc o v e r
$10.95

Insects
G19 T H E BU G B O O K by John and Helen
Philbrick clearly illustrates over 100 bugs
and describes types of damage, preventive
measures, and natural remedies. Trade
Softcover .................................................. $4.95
R78 O R G A N IC PLA N T P R O T E C T IO N edited
by Roger Yepsen, Jr. is arranged in two
parts. Section one explains how to use poison
free plant protection. Section two provides
quick references to more than 1,000 bugs and
diseases. H a rd cover............................. $16.95
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Shelter

Energy
G-10 547 EASY WAYS TO SAVE ENERGY IN YOUR
HOME by Roger Albright
A c o m m o n s e n se
a p p r o a c h to the h ig h co st a n d c o n su m p tio n of
e n e rg y that can s a v e you d o lla rs a s w ell a s ga llons,
c o r d s a n d 'k ilo w a tt s H o w to p lu g heat leaks, stre tch
that ga llo n of g a so lin e , u se w o o d heat a n d dow n
p lu s m u c h m ore. N o sp e c ia l s k ills o r tools needed.
1 2 8 PP.. 4 0 illu stra tio n s.

Softcover

$5.95

G-9 BUILD YOUR OWN SOLAR WATER HEATER by
Stu Campbell A n u t s-a n d -b o lt s s o la r h a n d b o o k,
w ritten a n d illu stra te d in the cle a re st t e rm s so
a n y o n e ca r benefit T he so la r w a te r he a te r is not
only feasible, it is e c o n o m ic a lly the best hot w a te r
b a r g a in a v a i la b l e W o r k a b le , e f f ic ie n t s y s t e m s
d e s c r ib e d w h ic h c a n be b u ilt w it h o r d in a r y
p lu m b in g c o m p o n e n t s T he de fin itive how to book
on the m o st p ra ctic a l a n d e co n o m ic a l a p p lic a tio n of
s o la r te ch n o lo gy c u rre n tly a v a ila b le 1 2 4 pp„ 75
illustra tions.
H a rd co ve r

Softcover

$1295
$ 7.95

G-3 C O M P L E T E B O O K OF H E A T IN G
W IT H W O O D by Larry Gay. Types of wood,
stoves and fireplaces, conversion capabili
ties, economics of wood heat, environ
mental benefits and virtually every other
aspect of using wood for heat. A must for
every homeowner! 128 pp..
Softcover......................................................$4.95
GF21 H A R N E S S IN G W A T E R P O W E R FOR
H O M E E N E R G Y by Dermott McGuigan is
full of information. “ This fine little book
from Garden Way is the only decent one on
the subject.’’--The Next Whole Earth Cata
log. Softcover ............
$4.95
G11W BE Y O U R O W N C H IM N E Y 'S W E E P
by Chris Curtis and Don Post is a do-ityourself manual to help prevent hazardous
creosote caused fires. Cleaning stoves and
stovepipes, safe installation, cleaning chim
neys, and more. Softcover ..................$4.95
G12W M A K IN G Y O U R O W N M O T O R FU EL
W IT H H O M E A N D F A R M A L C O H O L
S T IL LS by Fred Stetson shows you how to
, legally make your own motor fuel. Step-bystep you can build and operate your own still.
Softcover
$6.95
G10W H O M E W IN D P O W E R by The U.S.
Dept, of Energy unequivocally teaches
everything you need from evaluation of your
site to selection, installation, monitoring and
maintainence of your system.
Softcover................................................... $10.95

R-20 P R O D U C IN G Y O U R O W N PO W E R :
How To Make Nature’s Energy Sources
Work For You, Edited by Carol Stone. This
book includes the advice and information
from many experts on how to harness energy
from the sun, wind, water, wood and organic
wastes. Over 165 charts, tables, building
plans and detailed instructions are included.
332 pp..
Hardcover................................................ $10.95

R85 S O L A R A IR H E A T E R by Ray W olf
shows the homeowner the most economical
way to heat part of the house with solar
energy. For less than three hundred dollars,
anyone can build and install this collector
that vyill heat an average size room all day.
Easy step by step instructions are well
illustrated and include complete tools and
materials list, blueprints, and cutting dia
grams. Construction requires only elemen
tary carpentry skills. Softcover.............$14.95
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G-93 B U IL D Y O U R O W N LO W -C O ST
H O M E by Roger Hard--This book offers a
viable alternative to expensive home con
struction; by describing in text and illustra
tions, the techniques used to build log homes
either from “ scratch” or using pre-cut log
house kits. Over 100 detailed drawings, plus
illustrative photographs take you step-bystep through the planning, site selection and
preparation stages, the text always carrying
parallel directions for kit construction or
“ from-the-tree” construction! 220 d .d . with
135 illustrations. Softcover.................. $8.95
Hardcover................................................ $12.95
G-42 THE UNDERGROUND HOUSE BOOK
by Stu Campbell (As reviewed in Farmstead,
Fall 1980)-- G42 “ This book can help you to
decide if you wish to live in-ground and can
instruct you how to begin. The book begins
with an overall look at the nature and history
of below-grade housing. In its remainder it is
‘a book of facts, about financing, lighting,
humidity control and the rest, But more
important it’s an emotional book-about
warmth and security, privacy and peace of
m ind.’ For the first time I would consider
moving underground.”
E.LaC.
Softcover ............................................. $9.95
G-77 B U IL D Y O U R O W N S T O N E H O U S E by
Karl & Sue Schwenke--Using the new
slipform method, you can complete your own
low-cost stone house in just six months-with
no previous masonry experience! The au
thors will guide you every step of the way
from selecting land to building the chimney.
Easy-to-follow charts, photos and diagrams
provide the kind of accurate, reliable
information you’ll need to complete your own
handsome, durable stone house. 156 pp.
Softcover
$5.95
Hardback ................................................. $10.95

Build-It
G-87 LO W -C O ST G R E E N L U M B E R C O N 
S T R U C T IO N by Leigh Seddon-Building with
green or native lumber is swiftly growing in
popularity for attractive homes, barns and
sheds at low cost. In this book, you’ll learn
how to select and buy green lumber from
local sawmills and how to stack and dry it to
avoid cracking and twisting. You’ll get solid
construction how-to from people who have
built homes and barns from native lumber.
Besides information on salvaging materials,
and actual construction of a 20’x24’ utility
barn, you’ll find when not to use green
lumber. Leigh Seddon is an experienced
builder, with hands-on knowledge of green
lumber and its uses. 220 pages, 150
illustrations. Softcover ................... y. $8.95
R68 B U IL D Y O U R H A R V E S T K IT C H E N
edited by W illiam H. Hylton provides both
the inspiration and the step-by-step details
for creating a true working kitchen, whether
remodeling or building from scratch. It gives
guidance on planning and laying out,
scheduling the work, stripping out an old
kitchen, framing, wiring, plumbing, and
lighting; refurbishing floors and walls. Also
included are stories and color photos of
owner-built kitchens and instructions for
making more than 30 useful kitchen items.
Hardcover.................................................$24.95

Cooking
G99 Z U C C H IN I C O O K B O O K A N D O T H E R
S Q U A S H by Nancy C. Ralston and Marynor
Jordan helps you get ready for the Zucchini
explosion. There is no end to the amazing
combo’s and recipes like zucchini-barbecued
chicken or pumpkin waffles topped with
Zucchini marmelade. Softcover ........ $3.95

GF23 W O O D S T O V E C O O K E R Y by Jane
Cooper is not only an outstanding cookbook
but a handbook for a special wood stove
“ oriented” way of life. Learn to make the
stove work for you, which wood for which
purposes, baking, drying, roasting, the wood
cook stove way. Softcover
.................$5.95
G13W M A K IN G H O M E M A D E SO U PS A N D
S T E W S by Phyllis Hobson is packed with
delicious soups--some hearty, some clear,
some calorie conscious, chowders, gumbo’s
and more. Easy on you and on your budget.
Softcover
.............................................. $4.95
G-101 H O M E S A U S A G E M A K IN G by
Charles Reavis. Advice on selection of meat,
alternatives to nitrates, the equipment you
will need, and how to use it--here is a book
that will make sausage making easy and
enjoyable. Tips on preserving: smoking,
refrigerating and more. 32 of the world’s
best sausages, from knockwurst and pepperoni to salami and kielbasa. “ The instructions
for making most of the sausage variations are
surprisingly simple.” Publishers Weekly.
128 pages, photos and illustrations.
Softcover.................................................... $6.95

Preserving
G-47 T H E C A N N IN G , F R E E Z IN G , C U R IN G
A N D S M O K IN G OF M E A T , F ISH A N D
G A M E by Wilbur F. Eastman Jr.--Step-bystep instructions, methods, materials, costs,
including plans for a smokehouse. Covers
small and large game, fish, beef, poultry,
loaded with old time recipes for smoked
hams, salmon, sausages, bolognas, bacons,
venison, mince-meat and more. Illustrations,
photos, charts, 220 pages. Softcover .$5.95
G98 FOOD DRYING by Phyllis Hobson is a
“ complete treatment of all aspects” -Library
Journal. How-to methods, using the foods,
dehydrators-commercial and homemade, all
you need! Softcover
........................... $5.95
G97 S W E E T A N D H A R D C ID E R by Annie
Proulx and Lew Nichols tells how to make,
harden, distill, judge, drink and enjoy this
historic beverage. A book that has the old
time flavor of cider making, plus instructions
on how to select and grow trees and color
photos to aid in identifying apples. The
ultimate
statement
on
cider.
Softcover.....................................................$9.95
R-52 S T O C K IN G UP: H O W TO P R E S E R V E
T H E F O O D S YOU G R O W , N A T U R A L L Y
edited by Carol H. Stone--One-third larger
than the original edition, with many more
illustrations and almost 100 new recipes, the
new edition has expanded directions for jams
and jellies with honey; for drying fruits,
vegetables, and meats; and for making a
variety of soft and hard cheeses. An
excellent reference work on all aspects of
preserving. 552 pp., illustrations.
Hardcover................................................ $16.95

R-67 ROOT C E L L A R IN G - The Simple
No-Processing W ay to Store Fruits and
Vegetables by Mike and Nancy Bubel - This
book, the first devoted entirely to root
cellaring, covers the subject thoroughly. It
describes a variety of small-scale rood
cellaring techniques and give instructions for
constructing different types of cellars of
varing size. The book provides ideas for
country, suburban, and city root cellars. Not
everyone can live in the country but, with the
aid of this book, everyone can benefit from
natural cold storage. 320 pages, photos,
illustrations, charts, index.
Hardcover................................................ $12.95

TWO DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
■ T H E M
FARMSTEAD

T H E E N C Y C L O P E D IA O F
O R G A N IC G A R D E N IN G
by the staff of
O rga n ic G a rd e n in g
and F a rm in g M a ga z in e .

A revised and updated edition of the
gardening classic, the most authorita
tive handbook of organic methods yet
published. Over 2,000 topics. 200 pages,
275 photos, 100 illustrations.
H ardcover___R -4 0 .....................$21.95
D&ICIW1G &

D E S I G N IN G A N D B U IL D IN G A S O L A R H O U S E
Y o u r Place in the Su n
B y D o n ald W a tso n

SOM

HOIK

Want energy that warms your home in the winter
and keeps it cool all summer without the high costs
of oil, gas, or electricity? Here, is a practical
how-to book that clearly demonstrates the most
sensible ways to marry good housing design with
contemporary solar technology. Covers how solar
heat works, active and passive systems, hot water
heaters, how to build solar units, and more. 288
pages, 8 V2 ” x 11” , 400 illustrations.
S oftcover............G -9 5 .................................. $10.95
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Wood Heating Alliance, an associa
tion serving the fireplace, woodstove,
residential coal, and woodheating
industry, has formed a political-action
committee called W O O D PAC. The
committee got strong support from
Vermont Congressman Jim Jeffords,
who said the woodheating industry
‘ ‘can do two or three times as much in
a few years as nuclear has done since
the beginning.” Jeffords said the
woodheating cause ‘ ‘ should be and

YES!

I would like to become a respected
professional making good money in my
spare time. Rush me all the facts on
becoming a Black Magic equipped and
trained Professional Chimney Sweep
Including full details on • The M a g ic
S w e e p e r — most versatile vac system
available • Low start-up costs ‘ Growing
need for trained pros • In-depth training
• Complete line of quality speciality
equipment • Complete start-up
kits • Importance of woodburning
safety. And much more.

T0: K l a c k M a g i c
(Tiim ncv Sw eep*
61A Mountain Rd., Stowe, VT 05672
802/253-4867 .

Security is
The B lack Stove Sh o p

solar in the m ilitary
The potential for military use of
solar technologies including wind
energy, is staggering. Construction
work by this sector amounts to
approximately $3 billion per year.
With full implementation of a solar
program, solar technologies used for
heating, cooling, lighting, electricity,
industrial processing, and heating
water for large and small buildings
could save the United States more
than 60,000 barrels of oil per day. In
addition, such applications could offer
tactical advantages through greater
self-reliance at outlying naval bases,
radar stations, and other isolated
facilities around the world.
v
/.
,
--In Review

W e Have Heat
ing Systems To
Suit Everyone.

w oodburners in politics

must be supported from a national
level.” He added that he intends to
fight for wood-energy tax credits.
The congressman said that govern
ment can also make sure that the
wood is utilized properly in order ‘ ‘to
make certain we have enough wood
around in the years ahead to maintain
the industry.”
- American Forests

w oo db u rn in g gift ideas
A national Gallup survey conducted
in June/July 1979 indicated that
approximately 18 million American
households have at least one working
woodburning
fireplace—nearly
six
million own at least one working
woodstove. The woodheating industry
manufactures a wide variety of acces
sories that are both attractive and
practical plus efficiency and safety
oriented. A local woodheating shop
can provide many gift-giving ideas
from stocking stuffers to woodheating
investments. The following are a few
examples.
Heat Circulators increase the effici
ency of factory-built fireplaces. The

Installed
pro
fessionally by
experts.
Fea
turing over 200
Stoves.
YOUR
M O ST
COM PLETE
S T O V E SH O P
YOUR
SO L ID
F U EL ' L E A D 
ERS

Supraflu
Pump

Introducing the
Supraflu Pump
Chimney Lin
ing System.
A unique system, which lines and rein
forces the masonry chimneys of solid fuel
burning appliances.

The
BlackStove Shop
359 Riverside Drive, Augusta, M E 04330
•[207] 622-6040* 1930 Lisbon Street,
Lewiston, Maine 04240* [207] 784-6144
Open Mondays thru Saturday 8 to 6*Friday until 8 P.M.
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' Conservatives have their widely
touted political-action committee. So

blower systems create a constant
distribution of heat into the room.

do liberals, along with an almost
uncountable number of other interest
groups and industries. The commit
tees funnel donations to finance

Some are designed to be installed in
front of the firebox or behind the
grate. Others also serve as grates as
well.
Stove Thermometers measure the
surface temperature of the stovepipe.
They display the reading on colorful
dials and attach magnetically.

campaigns of elected officials sym
pathetic to their causes.
Now even woodstoves have started
to influence the election process. The

Draft Horse
Calendar
W a ll cale nd a r for 1982 with
12 full color 9 x 1 2 photos draft
h o rse s at w ork & at play.
T h is cale ndar m akes a b e au 
tiful gift that is used all year
long. $5.00 ea., three for
$13.50. P o sta g e included.

MISCHKA FARM
Rt 2 Whitewater Wl 53190

Glass Fireplace Doors with adjust
able air intakes help keep warmed
room air from escaping up the
chimney. They also provide protection
from sparks and can be used in
conjunction
with
mesh
screens.
Fireplace Screens, a safety neces
sity, are available in free-standing
styles as well as attached curtain
models.
Give a cord of wood. It’s not a
glamorous gift, but it’ s guaranteed to
be appreciated by a woodheating
friend.
Hiring the services of a chimney
sweep is not only unique but safetyminded. There are many other gifts to
choose from andirons and popcorn
poppers to log splitters.

w oo db u rn in g
the h olidays

safety

d u rin g

Although woodburning safety is
stressed year-round, the holidays
demand special attention. To assure a
safer and happier season, the Wood
Heating Alliance recommends follow
ing safety tips.
*Keep combustibles away from the
fireplace fire or a hot stove. Christmas
packages, stockings, evergreen clip
pings and the Christmas tree are all
highly combustible.
* Small children, who may normally
show caution around fires or a hot
stove, may be caught up in the
excitement of the season. They may
not be as careful. Extra attention
should be paid to keep them a safe
distance from the fireplace and stove
area.
*■ Don’t burn trash, wrapping paper,
ribbons or even the Christmas tree or
wreath in your stove or fireplace. It
can create an overload of heat which
could cause damaging chimney fires
or even flames darting into the room.
In addition, many colored papers such
as magazine pages or gift wrapping,
contain lead and can give off harmful
gases.
* Never burn anything in a fireplace
that utilizes gas or electric logs.
* Since the fireplace is a popular
gathering area, it should be equipped
with a spark arrester such as a mesh
screen. Glass doors give the most
protection.
* Even though a fire in the fireplace
has died down, the damper must be
left open as long as embers continue
to burn.
* Ashes should be disposed of safely
in a metal box with a lid.
□

at last...
a major breakthrough
ia wood combustiou!
C le a r ly th e m o st e fficie n t w o o d
c o m b u s t io n m e th o d a n d he at
e x c h a n g e r o n th e m a rk e t to da y. T h e
E s s e x B o ile r is a d o w n d ra ft g a s ifie r c o m b u s t o r. A sm a ll fire in the
re fra cto ry b e n e a th th e w o o d c h a r g e
b a k e s the w o o d in a n o x y g e n
d e fic ie n t a tm o s p h e re , c re a tin g a
h ig h ly fla m m a b le g a s w h ic h is d ra w n
d o w n t h r o u g h th e b e d o f c o a ls a n d
b u rn e d in th e d o u b le p a s s re fra cto ry
c h a m b e r at t e m p e ra t u re s e x c e e d in g

2000°F.
H e r e ’s th e o n ly w o o d -fire d un it o n
th e m a rk e t that c y c l e s o ff a n d o n lik e
the tra d itio n a l o il b u rn e r. W o o d is
b u rn e d o n ly w h e n n e e d e d , m a k in g
th e E s s e x m is e r ly in its u s e o f w o o d .

Only the ESSEX overcomes the
well-known problems of burning wood.
Because the Essex is SA FE...
A S M E c o n s t r u c t io n
N a tio n a l B o a r d liste d
T e s te d to C S A S t a n d a r d a n d
E T L M 78-1 by A r n o ld G r e e n e
T e s t in g L a b s
A u to m a tic heat s h u t d o w n
P o s it iv e air in ta k e sh u t-o ff
S m o k e le s s c o m b u s t io n
p r o c e s s m e a n s v irtu a lly n o
c re o s o t e a c c u m u la t io n

Because the Essex is
EFFICIENT...
H ig h c o m b u s t io n e ffic ie n c y —
w o o d 8 0 % , o il 8 4 %
C y c le s off a n d o n lik e a n oil
b u rn e r
H u g e h e a tin g su rfa c e ,
31.5 sq. ft.
8 5 g a ilo n b o ile r c a p a c it y

Write today and discover why the
incomparable Essex is the best
wood-burning central heating
system.

Because the Essex is
PRACTICAL...
B u r n s w o o d in the b a se m e n t,
not the liv in g ro o m
O n c e - a - d a y lo a d in g *
C a n b u rn g r e e n o r soft w o o d
L a r g e 10.5 cu. ft. w o o d c h a m b e r
A b u n d a n t d o m e s t ic hot w ater
— 4 g a l lo n s p e r m in.
B a c k - u p oil b u rn e r
H e a ts y o u r en tire h o m e
‘ 2,000 sq. ft. house, 70,000 BTU heat
loss.

Essex Boiler is American-made
A SM E construction . . . National
Board Listed ... tested to C SA
Standard B366-M1979 and ETLM 78-1
by Arnold Greene Testing Labs.

ESSEX

Thermodynamics Corporation
P.O. Box 817, Dept. A
Essex, CT 06426 (203) 873-1424
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HERBS-dried herbs and spices; teas; pot
pourri; sachets. Send 50 cents for catalog to
Arshamonaque Acres Herb Gardens, Box
296, Albertson Lane, Greenport, NY 11944.
_________
HollP
SWEEPSTAKES!!
Guaranteed
winning
method. Details for L-SASE. Williams,
2935-F Market, East St. Louis, IL 62207.
_____________ v ____________ Hol3P

LOW PRICED
#25R-Low priced fix-up home has four
rooms including two bedrooms &
bath. Attached garage, drilled well
and septic system four years old,
about V2 acre on Old Atlantic High
way in Northport. Come see this at
only $16,000.

OLDE ENGLISH CHRISTMAS PUDDING
RECIPE. $1.00 SASE. Winifred, 1224 Wood
Road, Hummelstown, PA 17036
HoMP
COM PANIONS-FRIENDS. Single, countryminded men and women seeking companion
ship with other country-minded folks. Infor
mation: Country Companions,-556-B Kumquat, Fairhope, AL 36532
H ollP

THE C L A R K A G E N C Y
89 High Street, Belfast, Maine 04915
207 338 - 4610

S A V IN G S U P TO 3 0 % ON
H E A T I N G & C O O L IN G B IL L S .

Let Our Fans Blow
Savings Your Way!

Bonus
Free 5-Speed Control
with Each Fan
NORMALLY5?149.00
UL Listed
3 year guarantee
CFM

Sweep

18000

56”

250-110 High 80

.80-.50

15000

48”

280-110 High 80

.80-50

RPM

Watts

AMPS

HOW THEY WORK
W INTER Ceiling temperatures can be 25
degrees or more above the floor tempera
ture. An Academy Industrial Fan will
move the trapped heat down to thermo
stat-level, making your heating system
work less.
SUM M ER Swift movement creates a
wind-chill factor, giving the effect of a 10
degree temperature drop! ‘ Uses same
amount of electricity as an 80 watt bulb.
HOW TO ORDER
Please rush m e_____ of your wonderful
fans.
____ 56” white x $99.95 ______
____ 48” brown x $99.95 ______
NY residents add 7% sales t a x ______
Total ______
(Check one)
□ Check enclosed Freight Prepaid
Send fans COD Freight Collect
SHIP TO:
Name___________________________ _
Address__________________________ _
City^__________
State______________ Zip_______________
Phone_________________________ _
A C ADEM Y INC.
660 Jericho Turnpike
St. James, NY 11780
[516] 265-3577
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COLLECTION OF 12 shepherd’s Pie Varia
tions. Send $2/SASE to: Wyman, P.O. Box
315, lima, PA 19037
Har2P
GROW GINSENG! $60/pound! Have seeds,
roots, Goldenseal. Comfrey. Complete grow
ing, marketing information. F.B. Collins,
B50, Viola, Iowa 52350
________ Har5P
M A IN E - live the good life in rural, coastal
Maine, free listings. JC Milliken Agency,
Box F, Cherryfield, ME 04622
ES5B
C H A R L E Y ’ S G R E E N H O U S E SUPPLY.
Hard-to-find quality accessories; ventilating,
misting, shading, watering, heating, build
ing materials, pots, growing supplies. Cata
log $1.00. Refundable. 12815-F, Northeast
124th St., Kirkland, W A 98033.
Har3P

Advertisement

A C A D E M Y INC.
Ceiling Fans

CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS. Mt. St.
Helens Ash fired in ceramic base. Trimmed
in 22 karat gold. 4 styles, winter scenes.
Money back guarantee. Each style $15.75.
3V2 inches high. 2 to 4 weeks UPS. PP. Send
money order. Christy Leigh Qeramics, Route
2. Box 472, Chelan, W A 98816_______ HollP

’t Blame
Your Age For
Poor Hearing

DELICIOUS PERSIM MON, Green Tomato
Cakes $1.00 SASE. Holliday, P.O. Box
13234, St. Louis, MO 63157__________ Har3P
ORIGINAL AM ISH AND PENNSYLVANIA
DUTCH RECIPES. Chicken Bot Boi, Snitz
and Knepp. $2.00 SASE. Dutch Mary's, Box
935. Reading, PA 19603
G8P

Chicago, 111.— A free offer o f special in
terest to those w ho hear but do not
understand words has been announced
by Beltone. A non-operating m odel o f
one o f the smallest Beltone aids o f its
kind will be given absolutely free to
a n y o n e w h o sends fo r this free
model now.
Send for this ipodel, put it on and wear
it in the privacy o f your own hom e. It will
show you how tiny hearing help can be. It
is not a real hearing aid and it’ s yours to
keep free. The actual aid weighs less than
a fourth o f an ounce, and it’ s all at ear
level, in one unit.
These models are free, so we suggest
you write for yours now. Again, we
repeat, there is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. All hearing problem s are not
alike and some cannot be helped by a
hearing aid but many can. So, send for
your free m odel now. Thousands have
already been mailed, so be sure to write
today to Dept. 4466, Beltone Electronics
C o r p ., 4201 W est V ictoria Street,
C hicago, Ilinois 60646.

W ATERTO W N NY-1000 Island Region.
200+ acres, excellent homestead co-op
opportunity. Timberland, Christmas trees,
cropland, pasture, spring-fed pond, accessable, electricity, secluded, no-zoning, $275
/ acre. W ill divide. Donald Neuroth, Therea,
NY 13691 (315-628-5642)
HollP
VEGETARIAN C H E F ’S 30 FAVORITE RE
CIPES, entrees, breads, desserts. $5.00.
Route 2, Box 14, Stockport, OH 43787
F2P
YOURS FREE! Wholesale Catalog! Log
splitters, woodstoves, heat reclaimers, ener
gy saving items. Snowmobile, motorcycle,
chainsaw parts, accessories. Manufacturer’s
Supply, Box 157-F5, Dorchester, W l 54425
F2P
DAIRY GOAT JOURNAL-national monthly
magazine about goat milk, showing, breed
ing, buying, cheese, etc. $11 yearly. Dairy
Goat Journal, Box 1808 J-42, Scottsdale,
AZ 85252
F4P
NON-TOXIC HERBAL FLEA & INSECT
REPELLENT COLLARS, Powders, sham
poos, etc. Brochure $1.00. Harmony Hills
Herblady, Dos Rios Townsite, Dos Rios, CA
95429 _ _
__ ___________ F3P
100% VERM O NT WOOL YARN. 4 ounces
skeins. Worsted, Heavy, Bulky: $3.00. Sport
weight, too! Please send $1.00 for heather
color samples. Settlement Farm, Box 540-F,
Cambridge, Vermont 054 4 4 . ________ F2P

------------------------------------------Subscription
m o v i n g ? p l e a s e l e t us k n o w . . .
Service I
Hol81 |
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PLEASE ATTACH

Farmstead Magazine,
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Box 111,
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Freedom, Maine 04941
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TO SUBSCRIBE OR RENEW:
□
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1 Year

$12.00

[U 2 Years

$24.00
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$36.00
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CHRISTMAS CAKE RECIPE. Delicious red
velvet cake. Grandma’s favorite recipe! Icing
recipe included. Several decorating sugges
tions. $1.50 Send SASE to Mustard Seed
Enterprises, Box 304, Grove City, OH 43123
___________________________________Hol1 P
W IN D ENERGY SYSTEMS DIRECTORY.
Electric and water. Remit $4.00, Wattersun,
Rt. 1, Box 164 Berkeley Springs, W V 25411
__________ •_______________________ Hol4P
OAK STEPSTOOL, handcrafted light or dark
oak finish. $27.75. Posey Ridge Creations,
Box 487, Danvers, IL 61732__________ Hol1P
VEGETABLE DESSERT PIES. Vegetables
can be fun! Try some of these basic dessert
pies and then create your' own. Beets,
parsnips, potatoes, cauliflowers, carrots, and
many more. Send $3.00 for your starter
recipes to Barb Mraz, 2255 ParLane W illoughby, OH 440 9 4 _________________ HoMP
UNSKRU, new under-cabinet jar opener,
usually quick one hand operation, great for
arthritis sufferers, guaranteed. $6.95 plus 80
cents postage. Alpha Products, Department
221, Box 474, M endham, NJ 07945
Hol1P
CHILDREN'S BIRTHDAY CAKES. 12 ideas
for all ages easy instructions using everyday
household items $2.00. Shattney, Walden,
NY 12586__________________________ H oMP
HOLIDAY RHUBARB PUDDING. Great with
pork. 50 cents SASE. Laura Murray, RR 1,
Box 289A, Ashby, MA 01431
HoMP
EGGROLLS- Wonderful, delicious-8 special
recipes-$2.00, Sleepy G. Ranch, Route 1,
Calhan, CO 80808.________
HoMP
SPIEDIES, unique Italian meat recipe. $1.00
SASE. Gabello, 123 Moeller St., Binghamton, NY 13904,_____________________ H ollP
INDIA! Ancient recipes for your Health.
Vegetarian, meat curries. Recipes and
sample spices. Send $5.00 to Ancient
Recipes, 317 Branchbrook Drive, Belleville,
NJ 07109 _____ ____________________ HollP
BURN WASTE OIL. In any coal or wood
stove. Detailed plans and instructions.
Original Method $6.95, Mountain View, Box
141, Germantown, NY 12526_________HoMP
95 SUPER EASY CANDY RECIPES
Free candymakers supply catalog with
Sweets N ’ Things, Box 34, Nankin, O.
__________________________________

$3.00.
order.
44848
HOI2P

FREE CATALOG! 100’s of farms, ranches,
acreages, recreational properties and busi
nesses in rural America. Please specify type
of property and location preferred. Ask for
catalog #92. American Farm Digest, 3546
Watson, St. Louis, MO 63139 1-800-228-2626
___________________________ HoMP
QUICK,
EASY
NO-KNEAD
WHEAT
BREAD. 11/2 hours start to finish for perfect
loaves. $2.00 for complete recipe and
variations. Carol’s Bread, P.O. Box 434-FS,
Belfast, M E 04915______
HollP
FOR SALE: MULBANK COMPOSTING
TOILET. $600 plus shipping. W rite to
O'Hanlon, 503 Overby Road, Huntington,
West Virginia 25704_______ ________ Hol1P
COUNTRY CHARM ! Doorstops as accessor
ies. Lovable Owl or Prissy Cat. Patterns
$2.25 each,
Stamp.
Folder
included.
Wanda’s, 2531 E. Clarke, Fullerton, CA
92631______________
HollP
777 VEGETARIAN RECIPES $4.00. FREE
BOOK CATALOG. Moller, P.O. Box 1955,
Walla W alla, Washington 99362
F2P
STRETCH YOUR BUDGET with Towhee
Newsletter. Special sample price, $1.00. Box
1332A, Stow, OH 44224________________F2P
BEAT INFLATION!! Detailed report will
save you hundreds on food, firewood,
building materials, etc. $4.98. Adkins Publi
cations, 200th Avenue, Dept FM , Reed City,
Ml 49677
F2P

OLD FASHIONED BARBEQUE SAUCE
Recipe-Simple but invaluable-Send $2.00 to
BBS, 10203-64th So., Seattle, Washington
98178____
Hol2P
COOKIE CUTTERS! Professional size, handbent, tin-plate, one inch depth, and over 200
shapes. Great for sandwiches too! Send
$2.00 for price list & sample. HOUSE
CALLS, 60FM N. Nine Mile Rd. Allegany,
NY 14706__________________________ HollP
LOOKING FORWARD TO A DULL EVEN
ING? Does your back go out more than you
do? 23 Hilarious ways to tell your growing
old. Framable. Send $2.00 to: Mason Jar,
5642 Woodduck Circle, Excelsior, MN 55331
1______________________________ H ollP
SWISS FOLK ART DESIGNS, crosstitch and
needlepoint, 25 classic patterns $2.00.
Engadin Designs, P.O. Box 54, Mendenhall,
PA 19357 _________________________ Hol2P
GOAT SUPPLIES. Milk pails, kid feeders,
etc. Big catalog includes basic how-to and
care information. $1.50. Caprine Supply,
6657F Woodland, Shawnee, KS 66218 Hol1 P
PLUM PUDDING-Original English Recipe
for -“ Christmas Pudding.” $1.00. SASE.
Xmas-Box 345, Plymouth, NH 03264 Hol2P
SUPER HIGH ENERGY sugarless snack
recipes. Send $2.00 and stamped envelope to
R. Munkus, 2776 Palm Dr., East Point, GA
30344__________________
H ollP
KNOT-NO-MORE. End annoying problem of
knotted laces in boots and shoes. This clever
tool will even open wet knots. $2.50 and 50
cents handling. Great Ideas, Box 7185 P,
W ilm ington, DE 19803______________ Hol1 P

H O M E M A D E GINGER AND ROOT BEER
Recipes, $1.00. Mikrobrauerei, Box 307,
Antigo, W l 54409____ __
Ho11P
CONTROL W H ITEFLIES in Greenhouses
and outdoors with natural parasite. Harmless
to people, plants, animals. Free information,
prices. Whitefly Control Co., PO Box 986,
Milpitas, CA 95035______ .__________ HollP
THREE SIMPLE BREAD RECIPES- white,
wheat, corn. $3.00. Metcalf, Box 528,
Wiscasset, ME 04578________
Hol2P
COUNTRY T-SHIRTS make nice gifts:
lambs, rooster, pumpkin, raccoon, goats,
piglets, more. Adult sizes $7, children’s
$6.25, postpaid. Free brochure: North Forty,
Box 66F6 , Walden, Vermont 05873
H ollP
FACTORY CUTAWAYS: FREE quilt, doll
pattern with 3 pounds polyester, synthetic.
$2.95; Satin 4 pounds assorted colors $5.50.
Taylor-FM, 2802, East Washington, Urbana,
IL 61801-4699 Add 95 cents shipping Hol1 P
U N L IM IT E D INCOM E as distributor of
dehydrated food, Herbal Products, and
organic vitamins. Protection, Box 203, Plain
City, OH 43064 (614)873-4213
H ollP
MESQUITE WOOD CHIPS (Texas Bar-BQue Wood) Also great for smoking. 5 pound
box. Postage Paid $7.50, Stueco Co., Box
3538, Corpus Christi, TX 78404_______H ollP
GROW FRESH MUSHROOMS in your home
with a gro fun mushroom farm kit. Every
thing you need included in kit. Low in
calories, highly nutritious. Makes a great
unusual gift. Check or money order $8.95.
W .H . Jester, Inc., P.O. Box 339, Avondale,
PA 19311___________________________Hol3P

IRONSTONE BED W ARM ERS. These stone
ware hot water bottles work great, last a
lifetime, and double as decorative pottery
they are so beautifully designed. Send SASE
for brochure to NWD Products, Box 295F,
Monterey, MA Only maker in U.S.!___ Hol1 P

LONELY?- Magazine Country Folks Seeking
Marriage 50 cents 720-FS Morrow, Clayton
08312-2101___________ ._____________ Hol3P

CURE TH A T DRAFTY, TROUBLESOME
DOOR with the best wind-resistant Canadian
weatherstrip. $12.95 and $1.50 postage.
Available only at Stohr’s, Box 473A, Greqn
Mountain, Iowa 50637_______________ H ol1 P

CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY! 52 chicken
recipes guaranteed to make your mouth
water. Featuring my famous Simon and
Garfunkle recipe. Send $3.95 to The Grant
Design Cooking and T-Shirt Shoppe, 3708 N.
Main, Victoria, TX 77901_____________Hol2P

ORIENTAL CASHEW CHICKEN RECIPE
$1.00 SASE to: Brooke, 12540 Out of the Way
PI., Auburn, CA 95603_______________Ho[1P
THE NATURAL FOOD COOKBOOK. 963
delicious recipes for vital health. $4.00
postpaid. Send to: L. Moller, Box 1955-H.
Walla Walla, W A 99362_____________ HollP
SOURDOUGH CORNBREAD AND M IDDLE
EASTERN RECIPES $1.25-Linda, Box 171,
E. Sparta, OH 44626-0171____________ Hol2P
SAVE $$$-Buy direct 18/8 surgical stainless
steel cookware, waterless-$195.00. Home
demonstration price $639.95. Also wholesale
electric skillets, food choppers, canners,
roasters, etc.. LeBlanc’s - FS, Rt. 1, Box 106
- 3I, Tifton, GA 31794. 912-382-1278, nights
912-382-0110.
___ _____________ F£P
f

150 ACRES Swanville, ME $20,000- 207548-2422.__________________________ HoMP

18 NUTRITIONAL RICE RECIPES with an
international flavor. Includes mouth water
ing rice desserts. Only $3.00. W e pay
postage. Frontier Enterprises, Dept. 22, 558
Main Street, Woodbury, CT 06798
Ho11P
COVER YOUR CO FFEEM AKER! M r. Cof
fee cover pattern. Easy instructions. Great
for gift giving! $3.50 SASE to Mustard Seed
Enterprises, Box 304, Grove City, OH 43123
__________________________________Hol2P
ALADDIN LAMPS. Best prices (post-paid)
color catalog $1.00 (refundable). Two Rivers
Trading, Box817M, Hancock, NY 13783 F2P
100-CARD BIBLE G A M E ...! $1.00. Scriptgames, 5837C Stewart, Sylvania, OH 43560
Su12P

Hol81
Here's how to advertise in
THE FARMSTEAD PEDDLER:
Your ad in this section costs only
$1.50 a word. You get a 10% discount if
you run the same ad in two or more
consecutive issues: Garden (Jan. 15),
Spring (March 1), Early Summer (April
15), Summer (June 1), Harvest (July 15),
Fall (Sept. 1) Holiday (Oct. 15), W inter
(Dec. 1). Copy must be received six
weeks before publication date.
You may use this coupon to submit
your ad; however, payment must be
included.

Send your ad to:
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
Box 111 Freedom, Maine04941
Name________________ _
Address_____________________
-------------------------------Zip_______
%
Number of words__-___________
C ost: $______________________
For issue(s):
□ W inter □ Garden □ Spring
□ Early Summer H Summer
□ Harvest D Fall C. Holiday

Howlo raise a

BeeL.pork and lamh
chickens and turkeys
or produce
milk and eggs.
If there’s livestock in your life, Blue Seal is ready
to help you make the most of your interest
and your investment. There’s a proven Blue Seal Feed —
and feeding program —for every feeding requirement. . .
good feeds at sensible prices with
handy feeding guides to help you do it right.
Let your Blue Seal Dealer show you what we mean.

FEEDS
Lawrence, Mass. 01842
Pioneers in animal nutrition since 1868.

L° okfor
A

rm stead

ttle name
°fyour Blue Sea,

I

That’ s right. We saw!
Everything from big
timber to a station
wagon load of
firewood. With big,
almost lOOcc
chainsaws to
bantam-weights
you’ d swear
were miniature
pro cutting machines.

all that plus electronic
ignition, heavy-dutyclutch and much,
much more.

We know you don’t
need a lOOcc Pioneer
around the cottage,
house or for those
small woodcut
ting chores. But
you do need a
chainsaw that’ll give you
one-pull starts, straight
and true cutability, and
dependability cut after
cut, year after year.

here’s
some
straightcuttin’ talk
from Pioneer...
the Chainsaw
people.
Pioneer’s P12
and 1074 bantam
weights give you
automatic chain oiling,
quick, easy starting. P26
and P28 models give you

. . . the woodcutting machines

What you don’t get is
an over-engineered,
over-sophisticated or
over-priced chainsaw.
You get the functional
features to get the job
done. You get value — in
the saw and in the price.
We saw, all right. We
saw what you need in a
chainsaw. And built one
for you so you can saw
— like a pro!
For More Information Contact:
New England - Crandall Hicks
Southboro, M A 01772
[617]485-6300
North Central - Niemeyer Corp.
West Chester, PA 19380
[215]431-7200
Central - Mid-East Power Equip. Co., Inc.
Lexington, KY
[606]253-0688
Midwest - Lawn-Boy Distributors, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN 46219
[317]897-5220
All Others:
Pioneer Chain Saw Corp.
[in U.S.] Elkgrove Village, IL 60007
[312]595-6670
[in Canada] Peterborough. ONT K9J 6X7
[705]748-5333

when itslim e to
make the right
decision about
heating and cooking...
These modern Tirolia Ranges
not only cook till there's no to 
morrow, it heats, provides domes
tic hot water & house heating! It also
has the advantage of being the most fuel
efficient stove on the market—burning any
thing—wood, coal, scraps! Its' features include
double bavarian d raft—extra large oven—extra
large firebox—high impact enamel finish—flue pipe
connection possible from side and back—tight fittin g
gasketed firebox seal—all models are available in white
and coppertone, extra large oven thermometer and so
much more—(our 7 zh even has automatically controlled
burn rate for your heating and cooking pleasure!

TECHNICAL DATA

Tirol 7N Tirol 7ht Tirol 7zh

width of stove, inches
depth of stove, inches
height of stove, inches
oven thermometer
cooking surface, square inches
appr. output boiler w/coke II, btu
appr. output boiler w/wood, btu
radiated power wood:
insulating cover open, btu/h
insulating cover closed, btu/h
weight gross/net, lbs. approx.

35.4
23.6
34.8

35.4
23.6
34.8

35.4
23.6
34.8

yes

yes

yes

666.5

666.5
30.000
31.740

666.5
51.200
56.300

11.950
7.850
560/476

15.000
10.240
635/551

547/463

1
i

U RM IA

TIR#LI A OF AMERICA, INC.

71 W I S N E R A V E N U E , M I D D L E T O W N , N E W Y O R K 1 0 9 4 0

With Tirolia's manual or thermos
tatically controlled built-in boiler,
you can heat your entire home as
well as all of your domestic hot
water needs. They are even ad
aptable to any heating system!

you'll know
the right
answer

—V

YES, I W A N T Y O U T O R U S H M E M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N A B O U T
T H E G R E A T T I R » L I A H E A T A N D C O O K R A N G E S -----------------------Na m e
Address
C i t y ___

St ate

Send C o u p o n T o : T I R 9 L I A O F A M E R I C A , 71 Wisn er A v e n u e ,
M id dletow n, N ew Y o rk 1 0 9 4 0

FM

T E L E P H O N E (914) 3 43 -5900

